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GET YOUR MAN

CHAPTER I

THE devil's club

"I can't

—

won't believe it!"

Alone in the office, Marcus Huxelby Moors spoke

aloud to the personality within his father's pocket

diary. From first to last he had read the booklet;

now closed it. Although his voice was lax, the

stress of conviction showed in the pallor of the

fingers that gripped the limp leather covers.

Two grim corollaries filled his mind. What man?
What motive?

He pocketed the diary; straightened and rose

from his slump in the desk chair; began his own
search of the room which, except for the film of a

few days' dust, was as the coroner's jury had left

it.

He examined the door which had been under offi-

cial seal until opened that morning at his request.

The jury had not erred in its findings regarding the

integrity of the lock. He crossed to the opposite
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wall; threw up one of the two windows; leaned

out. No coping gave upon the adjoining rooms of

that floor and the windows above and below were

placed at such angles as to preclude the use of rope

or scaling ladder. They were right—the only prac-

tical exit was the entrance.

Piece by piece, he studied the furniture. Noth-

ing had been added since last he had visited the

office. Everything looked as usual, from the cum-

bersome steel safe to the green-padded mahogany
davenport on which he remembered having sat when

he had brisked in during his last furlough.

His attention lowered to the floor. However,

after lifting each of its Oriental rugs and going

over it foot by foot, he decided that no strip of

the nicely matched hardwood had been lifted.

Recrossing the room, young Moors knelt before

the safe. The black enamel showed no scratches.

The dials were undented. From the breast pocket

of the civilian black substituted for his cadet gray,

he produced a card upon which he had jotted the

figures of the combination, as supplied by his mother.

When, after several turns of the dial and a twist

of the nickeled handle, the door swung back, he drew

a breath of equivocal relief and disappointment. The
lock, then, had not been tampered with; theft, as a

motive, must be dismissed from his calculations.

The next moment, as he bent forward to fit a

key in the small compartment, he saw that his in-

ference had been premature. Within the unscarrcd
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outer door a jimmy had been used. The small com-

partment was unlocked—empty.

The young man got to his feet; in frowning con-

centration lifted his gaze to the ceiling; noted cer-

tain cracks across its plaster due to the settling of

the newly-erected business building. Then soon his

mind as well as his eyes focused upon a startling dis-

covery—one that led him through years which bet-

ter might be counted than the struggles they con-

tained, to the justification of his belief that he could

not

—

would not believe.

The time was the early fall of 1908. Marcus

Moors' summons home had been a telegram, de-

livered as he was forming his company of plebs

on the parade ground of the United States Military

Academy at West Point. After a snipping of offi-

cial red tape he was allowed at once to return to

Seattle and the changed conditions of his life.

Scarcely could he recognize the vigorous, kindly,

responsive parent whom, through boyhood years, he

had worshipped as a sort of latter-day god, in that

which lay in state, awaiting an only son's farewell.

They had buried him—rather, this sphinx-like re-

minder of him—with dust-to-dust solemnity.

Afterward, Marcus had been dealt the second

blow.

John Moors, successful mining engineer, scientist

of standing, renowned explorer of the Alaskan
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wilds, prosperous and respected citizen, was said

to have taken his own life.

A week before, Mrs. Moors, having become

anxious over her husband's unexplained absence

from home, had discovered that his office door was

locked on the inside. At her request the authorities

had opened it by force. A coroner's jury had con-

sidered the outstanding facts. The late mining ex-

pert's features were distorted from the gas poison-

ing which the autopsy proved to have been the cause

of the catastrophe. The office had but one door.

The key had been turned on the inner side. The
lock was a patented device that defied the use of

pincers. The catch had no spring. There was no

transom. The two windows opened on a sheer

wall. By no conceivable possibility could any one

have quit the room after the door had been locked.

The official physician had sworn to the cause of

death of this man in the prime of his health, years

and seeming happiness. The jury had supplied the

verdict
—

"suicide by gas."

Marcus had nerved himself to that trying task

called "closing" the affairs of a personage who
has ceased to be. In a conversation with his mother,

held that morning in their somewhat pretentious cot-

tage on the shore of Lake Washington, he had

learned that the most valuable of the parental pos-

sessions would be found inside the small compart-

ment of the office safe—a compilation of labora-

tory notes upon a process for extracting radium from
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uraninitc. This process his father had brought to a

successful conclusion after several years of secret

experiment. During a recent trip to the Upper
Yukon the engineer had opened up a rich deposit of

the rare, black mineral, to which he had secured

crown title from the Dominion of Canada before his

return to Seattle. There were several fortunes in

the ledge, he had declared.

In the intimate, day-to-day memoranda of this

last trip afield contained in the leather-bound diary

the son had become absorbed on first entering the

scene of their incredible disaster. Had he needed

outside suggestion that the machinery of the law

had ground out one more false decree, he would

have found it in this hand-scribbled calendar.

From the date on which the engineer had set

sail for the Northland to that of his arrival home,

there was entered no line of depression. Every page

recorded the exuberance of a life sanely lived. Each
entry breathed optimism. And optimists don't blow

out their own candles. Marcus was not too young

to know that.

As he stood gazing up at the discovery which he

had made, astounding in its simplicity as it was con-

vincing, his hands clenched in muscular response to

his determination.

His father was dead. There was no denying

that fact. But he had not been one of those poorest

specimens of humanity, the thief of his own life.

John Moors had been murdered—that, he, as
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an only son, was obliged by every tie of affection

and pride of family to prove to the world. With
snap learned at The Point he drew himself to at-

tention and saluted, as though an officer unexpect-

edly had entered the room.

He had asked himself two questions. The latter

had been answered first. What motive? The rec-

ords of a life-work were gone from the safe; the

secret of a new radium process had been stolen by

one who valued it above the price paid for it

—

murder. There remained the more vital question.

What man?
A habit of thought-sequence cultivated in him

by his father brought him to the crux of the problem.

Radium processes, no matter how successful, were

not valuable without ore on which to work. Not

until his last trip to the Upper Yukon had the en-

gineer found uraninite in quantity. The person re-

sponsible for the theft of the process must be some

one who had knowledge of the results of that trip.

The diary—that linked the past with now. Re-

opening it, Marcus read carefully the notations

through which he had skimmed before. From them

he skeletonized upon a foolscap sheet such as might

bear upon his mental inquiry. On again closing the

booklet, he had a concrete brief of the case against

a definite suspect.

June 2—Arrived Whitehorse, Y. T. Sam Green seenns to have

failed me. Rheumatism must have reached his heart nt last. He
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was a worthy soul and I'm sorry to lose him. Must look up

another trailmate.

June 4—Still casting about for helper. Sourdoughs seem scarce,

now that the gold stampedes are over.

June 5—This day engaged one Albert Sampson for the season

at Monte Cristo. Looks as if he might live up to his name when

the work calls for man-muscle.

June 7—Arrived Monte Cristo. Cabin in good shape. Sampson

is a jewel in the rough.

June 2o—Slowly getting acquainted with Sampson. Sometime,

somewhere, the man has been a soldier.

July 1—Told Sampson about my process over camp fire to-night.

Perhaps a mistake, but have a hunch he can be trusted. Can't

help feeling faith in him. With only one candidate for human
companionship about, I can't always understudy a clam.

July 5—Sampson came a cropper to-day. Thrown from cayuse.

Landed in a trailside devil's-club patch. Fortunately his face

wasn't speared, but I dug forty-odd thorns out of his chest with

my clasp knife.

July lo—Gave Sampson's chest the once-over to-day. Healed

surprisingly soon. But he'll always wear a souvenir of his fall.

He thinks the color of the scar will fade, poor chap. I haven't the

heart to tell him the indelibility of Fatsia Horrida. Weird thing

about it is that the clubs on which he fell chanced to lie in the

form of a perfect letter "M."

August 20—Find myself growing positively fond of Sampson.

Have a plan of attaching him to me by giving him a fair interest

in this ledge and the radium we're going to take out of it by the

Moors process. He's terribly worried because the devil's-club scar

doesn't fade.

September i—Homeward bound at last with fortune firmly

clutched Sampson has disappointed me. Although I made plain

that I had generous treatment in mind for him, he refused to return

to the Provinces with me. His excuse—that he is nothing short

of fascinated with the Yukon country—strains my credality. Still,

I hope he is around when 1 re>urn next spring.

The son, too, hoped that Sampson would be

around—but before next Spring. Condensed, the
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evidence contributed by the diary was significant.

On the previous July ist his father had entrusted

the fact of an existing radium extraction process to

a man already acquainted with his discovery of the

deposit of uraninite ore. Five days later a mis-

chance of the North, one by no means unique except

in its detail, had branded that man for life with a

perfect "M", the first letter of his benefactor's last

name. Was it also a sign that he was to be hunted

later as a murderer?

There were two outstanding explanations of this

man's refusal to return to Seattle with his employer

after having been told that he was to share in the

"find". Perhaps, for some earlier crime, he dared

not show himself openly in the United States. Pos-

sibly, with robbery foreplanned, he hoped to divert

suspicion from himself by the pretense of remaining

behind, to follow on a later steamer under such

disguise as seemed advisable. A chance there was

that these two explanations—the "perhap?" and the

"possibly"—would prove complemental.

For Marcus the immediate course was laid. He
must seek Albert Sampson, one-time soldier, recently

employed on the Upper Yukon claim; finding him,

must arrest him as the thief of a valuable secret and

the slayer of an invaluable life.

Description? Only one item worthy of note was

supplied by the booklet. The name Sampson

sounded assumed; probably was. Alaska was popu-

lated largely with "jewels in the rough" who in-
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spired confidence. Great strength and endurance

were no rarity in a region where only the fittest

might hope to survive. An item there was, however,

belonging only to this one of the "wanted" of the

naked North—a mark put upon him by that capri-

cious but ofttimes prescient jade called Fate. To
find the man with a blue "M" devil-clubbed upon

his chest—that was a definite quest.

"Revenger
The rasp of the low-spoken word, the cut of

finger-nails into palms, the snarl of a youthful face

—-in such extraneous signs did Marcus Huxelby

Moors show already to have become addict to the

most mandatory human crave. All too suddenly he

had found himself heir to an estate considerable

enough to relieve him of any anxiety over paying his

own and his mother's way in life. But chiefly had

he inherited a grim responsibility—a man-sized, un-

salaried job. Would he or would he not prove

equal to the obligation?

Never had he been of particular interest to him-

self. So far in his career other people had claimed

his enthusiasms—his remarkable father, his beauti-

ful mother, his delightful pals. He had been too

busy looking over an old world entirely new to him
to waste thought upon his own possibilities; had
occupied himself doing the one thing always at hand
to do, rather than dreaming of the greater deeds to

which, come a day, he might rise. Now he realized

that he must gauge his personal power—and accu-
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rately lest, through overrating himself, he fail. For

the first time he looked himself over as though he

were an employer judging the capability of an applii

cant for a position.

He was twenty-three years old, six-feet-one-inch

tall, one-hundred-seventy pounds heavy. Except for

childhood's round of mumps, measles, et al., no sick-

nesses had been visited upon him. He had fought

at least to a draw such youthful battles as he had

considered necessary to undertake. In the distance

runs and on the gridiron, the sports later elected as

the expense account of his superfluous energy, he

had more than held his own.

To-day he considered himself medium looking,

medium clever, medium likable, medium strong.

And he was undertaking a task which would require

unusual sagacity, control and endurance. He would

need to maintain a rather high opinion of himself

to expect to win. Yet he must win.

At the conflict between the modesty of his past

and the ambition for his near future, Marcus dis-

missed the subject of himself. Probably the less

he thought of his personal power and the more of

the object in view, the greater his chance of at-

tainment.

From this decision evolved his first theory—one

that influenced him through the years. If the whole

mind be set on success, the capacity will not fail.

In nrdcr to free his whole mind, all other pursuits,
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even his preparation for a career as a man of arms,

must be abandoned.

To do came easier than to decide with Marcus
Moors. His one hand stretched for a letter sheet,

his other dipped a pen. Forthwith he began the

writing of his resignation from the Academy, no

brief task because of the obhgation assumed at en-

trance of serving his country for a stated number

of years after graduation.

There was necessity of putting in the strongest

possible terms his reasons for seeking release. With
the dragging minutes he appreciated, as never be-

fore, that words were not his gift. An hour passed,

his luncheon forgot, In the labor of composition.

Long afterward he was told that the finished docu-

ment had been niched In the archives at The Point

as a masterpiece of Its kind. In the stress of Its

composition, however, he was uninspired by fore-

knowledge of Its fate.

A knock upon the office door Interrupted the

blotting of his signature. He arose and admitted

his mother, come by appointment.

As do few women, Vida Moors, nee Huxelby,

looked to others as she had to husband and did

now to her son. Never, he thought, had a mother

so justified to unrelated eyes the natural admiration

of her offspring. Her beauty, her grace of outline

and her poise glowed brighter for the weeds of be-

reavement. Those strands of hair which he knew
to have grayed over night only proved the youth of
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her heart. The paleness of cheeks wontedly color-

ful suggested a vital grief. Her serenity of manner

veiled a wound which might not be bared, even to

him. Born to comfort, protected, adulated, Mrs.

Moors was accounted "a queen." And queenly she

was in her ways. A great deal she both expected

and gave.

From the office chair placed for her she looked

up into her son's face, then clutched its arms,

startled.

"Mark," she cried, "what has changed you so?"

"Changed me, dearest?"

"You are different. You look like
"

She had been about to say "like a stranger." But

she did not finish lest she hurt him. She arose;

faced him; studied him. She had not thought he

could grow so like his father. Although of the

same height, the same brown-black eyes, the same

thick, dark hair, he hitherto had been too much her

child—too near boyhood—for her to see him as a

man.

He was heavier in build than her husband had

been at his age. His features were less regular,

his cheek-bones higher, his mouth too wide. And
his expression

"My poor boy, will you forgive me?" she fal-

tered. "Only this morning you seemed too young to

sympathize with me. I did not reahze what it

meant to you, lover. We have been so carefree, so

/wppy, you and I. We haven't been trained to heart-
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ache, have we? Perhaps I have not done my full

duty by you. But how could I have prepared you

for death? I enjoyed seeing you happy and young.

Now you are old

—

old. Has anything happened

since this morning to
"

"Mother," he interrupted, in a voice firm as the

touch with which he took her hand, "look at that

light fixture in the ceiling."

Although she obeyed, her expression showed that

she saw above no explanation of his odd request.

He helped her sight with words.

"It is, as you see, a combination, built to serve

both gas and electricity. But what the coroner's

jury did not see is that the jets are plugged. What

you forgot and they did not know was father's

dislike of using gas for lighting or heat. He never

had it, either at home or here in the office."

"You mean, Mark "

"That no gas ever was served to this room. So,

you see, it was impossible for him to have been the

coward they called him. The law made a mistake

when it wrote him down as a suicide."

She clung to his hand with both her own, as if

for support.

"I haven't really believed it from the first," she

answered him. "Yet there was the autopsy. That

also said gas. I don't understand
"

"The autopsy was not at fault. Father did die

from gas poisoning, but gas forced into the room
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from outside while he sat at his desk, probably

through the crack beneath the door."

Startled comprehension vivified her face. "We
must justify him in a public announcement at once,

Mark. We must Can't we give the news to

the papers right away?"

"Not to-night, dearest." His voice gentled be-

cause of the excitement in hers. "Not any night

soon."

"Why not, Mark? Have you no pride In your

father's good name that you
"

"I have something stronger than pride." The
look that she had surprised on her entrance reap-

peared and ravened his face. "A greater wrong

has been done than the smirching of a name. Since

he did not take his own life, another did. Some

one murdered him. That one I intend shiall pay."

"But, my boy—my dear boy!" she quavered.

"Don't let this shocking discovery spoil two lives

—

three lives, for you now are all I have. You look

and act so strangely. You make me afraid. After

all, does it matter so much how he went, now that

he is gone?"

"Much? It matters

—

everything."

He paused; seemed trying to smile at her. But

his face twisted only the more unfamillarly as he

added:

"Women don't understand, I suppose, that there

is something more moving to a man than pride of
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name. It is justice. From to-day I respect only

one law—the law of a life for a life."

"Oh, but Mark, you have no clue I Where would

you go? Whom would you seek?"

"What motive? What man?"
Question for question he answered her.

He took the leather-bound diary from his pocket

;

pressed it into her hands. A low sound, as much
like a man's choked laugh as a boy's shamed sob,

escaped him as he turned away.

Where does a blood-hound go? Whom does he

seek? A devil's-club to start him The scent

of the letter "M" to follow



CHAPTER II

MAIL FROM THE NORTH

The curtain lowers, in lieu of better device, to

indicate a passage of time—ten years, in which a

world war was fought and won for humanity; the

map of Europe almost unrecognizably scarred;

queens and peasant girls alike driven into exile;

czars, emperors and kings dragged off their thrones

by the clutch of democracy, to stand or fall as men.

Upon the rise of the asbestos screen, the locale of

the story, too, has shifted. The program, then,

reads:

Time: The Early Spring of 1919.

Place: Regina, Province of Saskatchewan, Dominion of Canada.

Scene: Depot Division of the North-West Mounted Police.

No roof in officers' row covered a more difficult

visitor than Yukona Bruce. Sent by her father from

the distant Upper Yukon post of which he was su-

perintendent for the refining treatment of a winter

at the Saskatchewan capital, she had become the

chief problem of Mariette Smallwood, her hostess at

headquarters.

The arrival of mail from the North was the cause

16
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of the present upset. The Mrs. Assistant Commis-

sioner had had an ominous feeling even before de-

Hvering the single missive to her fair house guest.

The recipient's ecstatic "From him!" increased it.

"Him," as Mrs. Smallwood well knew, desig-

nated a certain constable known as "Multitudinous

Bill" Pape, described by the doting girl as possessing

"hamlike hands, snowski feet, and a bull bellow of a

voice." Certainly the theory of opposites must have

been working overtime, for a Dresden statuette like

Yukona to take to size! The way she warded off

worth-while proposals with indiscreet confidences re-

garding this mere policeman would have discouraged

a less optimistic matchmaker.

Absence seemed to have made the girl's heart

grow fonder of her private of the Force. Splendid

physical specimens and sterling-hearted though

Mariette knew many of his kind to be, she could not

overcome her chagrin at having exploited matri-

monially, as it were, a young lady not fancy-free for

the "market."

Her resentment deepened when Yukona, instead

of stopping in to read her letter aloud like a regular

human-being guest, waited outside the front door

for the rookie in fatigue slacks who brought round to

the house her mettlesome steed.

Mounted, the girl from the North was nothing

short of sensational. Although in Saskatchewan full-

dress circles she might be outsized or outcolored,

horsed she was unrivaled. Clad in a habit which had
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caused Regina first to gasp, then to applaud, she

best revealed the dauntless spirit so incongruous with

her fragile looks.

Yukona Bruce was of a type usually called "ash

blonde." Her hair was neither gold nor gray.

Loose, it suggested the mist of happy dreams. This

crowning glory of her was at the moment twisted

into a knot beneath one of those round, visorless blue

caps known as "pill boxes" until eliminated from the

uniform wardrobes of the Force some years ago.

Her eyes were blue; just that definite, velvety,

clear blue seen at its best in summer skies or in the

gaze of a child who has as yet learned nothing to

conceal. They were rimmed with gold-colored

lashes that lifted in a sweep often called flirtatious,

but unavoidable from their length and slight upcurl.

Her nose was almost absolutely straight. Her
mouth was fair-sized and red as the blood of perfect

health. Her chin might have been called "hard" in

outline by sticklers for a feminine oval, except for

the slight cleft across its tip which suggested weak-

ness consistent with her sex.

The burn of sun, brown of winds and blue of

frost-pinch usual to complexions of those who lead

the life of the open had failed quite to coarsen or

dim her skin. Likened to porcelain or ivory, it was

of a texture to endure; was a contrasting delight of

pallor and soft flushes; was indisputably real.

Any one who thinks a girl cannot look gallant or

claims that scarlet clashes with cream, pink, and
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pale gold, would have been contradicted by a look

at Yukona Bruce as she flung Into her saddle this

day, snapped a salute to the rookie who had offered

her a hand unnecessarily, and started her horse off

at a prancing trot.

A small edition of a Northwest Mounted officer

on dress parade she was—scarlet serge jacket with

black patches down the front, Sam Browne belt and

blue breeches, yellow striped and tucked into brown

Strathcona boots which had been customed especially

for her high-arched number threes. From their

heels extended the straight-shanked spurs which she

never used because she never yet had met the horse

that would not respond to the reins as she handled

them.

Of only medium height for a woman, but with

muscle and flesh perfectly distributed, Yukona gave

the impression of being small. So straight did she

sit, however, that she filled her uniform with that

impersonal pride which represents the "morale" of

conquering armies, of Invincible navies—and of the

R. N. W. M. P.

The selection of a suitable mount for the Small-

woods' guest had been a headquarters concern. Said

to have sprung from cradle to saddle, Yukona Bruce

had the reputation of being able to ride anything that

ran on "Irons." Yet the horses of Depot Division,

picked for long-stirruped, loose-seated troopers, all

looked too large for the girl. As her conquests

spread, she had been given her choice of every ani-
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mal stabled within range of her smiles, not excepting

the commissioner's white Arabian. In fact, a keen

contest had arisen over who was to have the honor

of being deprived.

For reasons known best to herself, but which es-

tablished, once for all, her sound judgment of horse-

flesh, she had settled upon a cross-bred cow pony

of no great beauty but rare "go." In so doing she

had forever made proud the soul of the sawed-off,

auburn-whiskered staff sergeant whose personal

mount the beast was.

When she had asked the name to which her choice

answered, consternation had spread through the com-

missioned ranks of the selection party. The "non-

com" owner had been urged forward; stood be-

fore her blushing until the visible portions of his

face rivaled his whiskers in hue.

"Shimmie" he had admitted to be the pony's

name.

"Good enough!" she had approved without em-

barrassment. "We shall dance it together, Shimmie

and I."

This afternoon they did just that until the horse

put the police grounds behind and gained the country

road beyond. Despite their speed, the checker-board

into which the countryside was divided by neat fences

reminded Yukona of the close-bound civilization into

which she had been transplanted. A longing for the

days of lesser parental rank swelled her throat—for

the Maple Creek station, for instance, with its sur-
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rounding virgin prairie, where she could have cov-

ered leagues toward the Cypress Hills without sight

of a fence or sound of a motor honk.

She slowed their headlong gallop for the ascent

of the nearest hill; at its top, the most isolated

spot she was likely to find in the near vicinity of the

fast-growing mid-West metropolis, pulled to a road-

side stand. Flinging one booted and trousered leg

over the horn of her regulation saddle—a pose that

had the advantage of comfort, even though it would

have brought frowns to the Regina dowagers who
had been shocked by her ways the winter long—she

removed from her pocket the letter upon which she

had come to deliberate.

Constable Pape had written upon official station-

ery, with labored observance of all official corre-

spondence rules. That he had started with the three

regulation leads returned smiles to Yukona's face.

Thus read his missive:

From: M. Bill Pape.

To: The Daughter of the Constabulary—Miss Yukona Brucb.

Subject: Doin's in Daylight, Yukon Territory.

Respected Miss: In keeping my promise to inform you of doin's

at Daylight Camp during this winter of our gloom and your

absence in the Grand Pays, I take my pen in hand.

First, you will likely want to know the latest re. the robbery of

the London Dredgers, Ltd. As it happens, there ain't no latest

The safe remains as robbed as when you left us cold for the

steam heat of Depot Division. So far 09 clews are concerned we
are as hard up as a dentist with only hens for patients. Seems like

four hundred thousand dollars' worth is a lot of gold to get and

stay stole.

This here mystery has giyen our maintainet le droit bunch the
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blackest eye we've worn up to yet. Your respected pa looks as

flabbergasted as a sour dough in the face of baking powder. He
says that nothing short of solution-plus-restitution will set him

right with the powers that be. I feel strong, too, that it'll take

some one as can find clews in the parings of a cold potato to help

us out.

Second and as regards your aforesaid respected pa's personal

affairs. You'll be coming back to us soon as the ice melts, unless

you're wanting there to be a Mrs. Superintendent Frederick

Bruce grafted into the family. Leastwise, I take it that you're

not desirous of the stripe of stepmamma that's in the offing. It

is my bounden duty to advise you hereby that a certain party

of a lady ain't overlooking no opportunity to add to her collection

of husbands. You're wise to what an Upper Yukon winter

offers in the way of said opportunity. Him and his Eve ain't

outwardly engaged yet, but

Third and last and as to yourself. It's kind of hard to live

along without you—like getting up of an early morning with

the thermom. at sixty below, knowing that there ain't no coffee

in the can for breakfast. I am, yours respectably,

M. Bill Pape.

Folding her reread letter, the far-afield "daughter

of the constabulary" tilted her chin and dropped her

gaze to the low-lying, greening view. A deep breath

and a thought each she gave to her correspondent's

precise subdivisions.

As if the most sensational outlawry ever perpe-

trated within her father's jurisdiction were not

enough of a misfortune without this following faiK

ure to trace the looters or recover the loot! Tht
London Dredgers mystery had spoiled their last

summer and now threatened to becloud the one that

Approached. That she had been "exiled" to Sas»

katchewan as a diversion had not escaped her com-
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prehension any more than it had made her forget

the bitterness of their disappointment.

Poor, fat, old Multitudinous! She ought to feel

extra sympathetic toward him and his troubles on

account of the gratuitous service he had rendered her

during the past winter in Regina. Although with-

out knowing it, he had stood staunch as her affec-

tional alibi. Even her hostess, the matchmaking

Mariette, had been restrained by the myth of an

interrupted affair with him.

The "but" which broke the paragraph of the con-

stable's secondly was even more disturbing. Know-

ing Bill to be an optimist, Yukona realized that

her father's personal affair must be in a precarious

state or he never would have sent her this long-

distance S. O. S. Heaven knew she was not selfish

enough to begrudge her sole and only remaining

parent one heartbeat of happiness, but there were

cases where daughters were better judges of what

was likely to constitute marital happiness than fath-

ers. She was no dog in the manger and had con-

sidered fully his state of loneliness should she leave

him for better or worse, come a day and Mr. Right

Man. But that vamp-haired Evelyn Talbott, who
already had dragged one husband to ruin—no—
never!

Once the mind of Yukona Bruce was made up,

action ensued. Her crop flicked Shimmie's neck

merely to let him know that it had been raised. The
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foot dangling from her saddle horn reentered its

stirrup.

Pill box crammed tight over her hair, shoulders

squared, chest high, she tossed to the hilltop winds

the problem which she had come to lose ; outran even

the thoughts of it as a problem back to 'quarters.

A streak of color and none the less apparent vitality,

she pulled up at the stables and turned in her mount.

Her "form" when she joined the kindly, middle-

aged second in command who was her host—not in

time, be it noted, to interrupt his duties and just In

time to stroll home with him to dinner—would have

made difficult the refusal by mere man or officer

of any request she might make. But before she

had so much as prefaced her wish to be sent back at

once to Daylight, on the Upper Yukon, Commis-

sioner Smallwood diverted her by some volunteered

news of his own.

Did she remember one known as Sergeant "Sure

Mark" to the service, who, as a "greener" constable,

had gone to her father's post at Dawson some years

ago? She did, eh? He thought she would ! Well,

the sergeant had come back a captain from over-

seas, quite whole, although much beribboned for ex-

ploits of one kind and another. Not only back he

was, but at the very hour and moment in Regina.

More to the point, he was coming out to the house

that night to encounter the surprise of his surprising

life.

"You—you mean mc?"
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The lax note in Yukona's wontedly confident voice

caused Robert Smallwood to peer down into her

face. Did he imagine that her color had heightened

at his announcement, or had the tint come from her

recent ride? He had to pass the point, but chuckled

at her question.

"A slip of a girl like you a surprise for a sea-

soned warrior like him? You almost make me think,

my dear, that you've believed some of the flattery

which you've pretended not to hear this season."

She flashed him an indignant glance. "At least I

believed things the sergeant used to tell me up at

Dawson. I hadn't learned at the time to disbelieve

man fibs by hearing too many of them, so am more
to be pitied than censured. I'd have you understand,

sir, that as a constable he was exceedingly fond of

me.

"Oh—as a constable!" The second in command
allowed his chuckle to expand into a teasing laugh.

"Let's see, you must have been all of nine or so

years young. Expect him to recognize you?"

"I'll risk a pair of gloves that he will," she flashed

back.

"You're on, humming bird I And, that you may
have every advantage, we'll permit you to admit the

returned fighter at the front door."

"And what is this surprise of a surprising life you

hold in store for Sergeant Sure?" she asked as they

reached the porch.

But that the A. C. chose not to tell.



CHAPTER III

'get-me-not

Did she remember Marcus Huxelby? With little-

girl smiles constantly breaking through her attempt

to behave like a disciplined young lady, Yukona kept

asking herself the question while she basted and

pinned herself into a brand-new, half-made yellow

organdie gown. Would she ever forget him—the

serious young constable of her childish infatuation?

All too soon had he won his sergeancy and assign-

ment to a roving commission which had taken him

out of her life. The heartbreak of his going for-

tunately had eased through the after months and

years. She had this evening both a laugh and a

sigh for its poignancy. But never had she ceased

to regret his departure, even when reports of his

success in wider fields had drifted back to her, as

they had with the passing seasons.

Strange, when she was called so unresponsive to

all sentimental overtures these later days, that she

had been so ardent as a child! It had been very dif-

ferent then. He had been very different. He had

not sought her affection as men did nowadays, any

more than he had that of the dogs. Yet they had

26
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followed him everywhere, the pack and she. Often

she had displaced the pet Malemute pup from his

lap when he had happened in evenings, jealously as-

serting her claim over the beast's.

She must have done most of the talking, since

she could remember very little that he had said.

While he rocked her until bedtime she would tell

him how glad she felt that he didn't like people

much—only children and dogs and his horse. She

would assure him that she never intended to grow

up into one of the young ladies he was said to avoid.

What could have been his charm? What had he

done—what been—to merit such devotion?

To the scornful young beauty leaning to perfect

her high-piled coiffure in the mirror—to the "snow-

flovv^er" of to-day—came a warming memory. Her
eyes—them he once had paid a compliment

!

Coaxed from one of his silences to tell her his

thoughts, he had called her eyes blue forget-me-nots.

From that epoch she had been his "Forget-me-

not" ; he, with reference to those unfortunately older

members of the sex said to be the victims of un-

requited interest in him, just " 'Get-me-not." Her
idea had been downright enough, but the doitblc'

entendre of her name for him had appealed to the

detachment and become common property.

A definite detail amid the chaos of grief in which

she had been lost during and after their last good-

bye had been the plush autograph album which she
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had ^ven him as a keepsake. Between its pages

she had pressed a sprig of the weather-faded, arti-

ficial velvet Forget-me-nots off her summer's hat, in

the regional dearth of natural flowers. Upon the

fly-leaf she had inscribed her most notable attempt

at poetry:

"My darling Con, though far away,

Thou'l't never be forgot.

Crosi your heart that thou wil't stay

Ever my ' 'Get-me-not'."

Funny, funny little girl to have vented the hurt

of her heart in such wisel "Different" young man
to have received the gift in the tragic mood of its

bestowal I Eleven years stretched between what

they were then and now.

She, although remaining in their Northland, had

been educated through her conquests to think lightly

of the love of men.

He, upon whose breast she had thrown herself in

those last wracking moments before he had ridden

away, whose arms had clung and whose tears had

flowed as emotionally as her own—^the unknown

constable had happened back into her life a "sea-

soned warrior," as the commissioner had said, a

hero of international renown.

A thrill caught up with her from over the years.

It had been an impassioned parting—her own

with her "darling Con." What would their meet-

ing be?
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At first whir of the machine in which Sergeant

Huxelby had driven from the Wascana Hotel to the

fortlike headquarters of the Mounted, Yukona en-

tered the hall. With her was Roberta, the Small-

woods' three-year-old, a small-sized question mark.

The child's attendance was permissible through

H force of habit; even though a handicap, could not be
^ dispensed with except by hurting the baby heart.

Through the net-covered glass panel the girl

noted, as if only remembering, the deliberate move-

ments with which he opened the door of the car;

turned at the curb to speak to the chauffeur—evi-

dently to tell him to wait; strode up the walk and

across the porch with a military swing; pushed the

electric button.

In the long pause before she turned the doorknob,

the while looking out through the meshes of the net

—seeing, yet herself unseen—she had ample time to

schedule the changes in him. He had looked taller

in the old, close-buttoned uniform, she decided, than

in the "civies" of to-night. Certainly he was heavier,

broader of shoulder, and paler than in those days of

constant exposure to the extremes of arctic-circle

weather. About his too-wide mouth and restless

dark eyes were lines that would have surprised any

one who knew his thirty-odd years.

Despite fairly well-assorted features, his was not

a handsome face. From it as a whole looked that

something too intense to talk about which the Do-

minion and the States have seen in so many of the
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faces of their "boys" who have come back made into

men—the still, harrowed look of one who has come
through Hell with his body unscathed, but a scar

deep-cut in his soul.

She opened the door; admitted him; spoke his

name. As he bowed he glanced at her, yet past her

—just glanced as he had at those other young ladies

in the days of yore.

"The commissioner is expecting you. He is wait-

ing in the library," she informed him graciously.

"I thank you, madam." He stepped toward the

indicated door.

Leagues away from recognizing her, he had not

even seen her! Righting herself from a bow that

was the reflex of his, she smoothed down a yellow

frill of her new dress ; also smoothed a ruffled feel-

ing with the adapted aphorism that every young

lady, even as every dog, has her day.

With the strength of established friendship, the

two men gripped hands. A silent moment they

stood—one of those brief, brimming pauses with

which men pay respect to the past. Then, in a hand-

wave toward and the acceptance of a chair, the years

were bridged. They were ready for to-night and

now.

"From this hour, sir, you're Inspector Huxelby

of the Mounted," opened Smallwood, as always,

direct. "The old man had the papers prepared for

your return. Soon as you phoned me you were ready
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for service, I asked the honor of conferring the

commission that's been waiting."

"But I can't " In his pause the wanderer sat

frowning. The unexpected news seemed not to

please him. He pulled himself together with an

odd, twisting movement of the shoulders; selected a

cigar from the box pushed toward him across the

desk; lighted it, and inhaled several fragrant breaths

from Havana. At last, quietly, he finished: "I

can't accept a promotion. I want no rank above

my old sergeancy."

"Man alive, you're talking nonsense! Nobody
appreciates your modesty better than I, but rank is

a favor conferred two ways. It rewards the indi-

vidual, yes. It also rewards the service. You've

been an officer throughout the melee over there and

you've learned what it means—not only extra pay

and privilege, but greater opportunity to serve."

"It's mighty good of you, Robert—of you and

the old man and all concerned. But the answer is

no. I won't accept promotion."

"In Heaven's name, for what reason?'*

*'For what reason?"

In the space of a thought, the glance of an eye,

the drift of a whiff of smoke, the answer crowded

Marcus Huxelby's mind.

Strangely near on this first night of his return to

familiar Canadian scenes seemed the early chapters

of his man-hunt—that quest which had claimed his

youth, interests and entire energies after his father's
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death. Strangely relentless seemed the present—the

middle of the story; strangely problematical the end.

Baffling to a degree had been the descriptions

gleaned of the man who had accompanied the vet-

eran engineer into the mountains near Whitehorse,

Yukon Territory, where lay the Moors' uraninite

ledge. Having found none who knew an "Albert

Sampson," he soon had returned to his original sus-

picion that the name was assumed for the occasion.

The few who remembered his father's start on that

last trip afield were diversely certain that his com-

panion was light and dark, tall and short, stout and

slight. Beyond finishing the work necessary to make
good the application for a crown patent on the

ore deposit, young Mark had accomplished nothing.

But his belief that his father had been slain and

that the slayer eventually would be found in the

North remained unshaken. He had only to seek long

and far enough to come at length face to face

—

rather, chest to chest with him so significantly

scarred. As the best means of continuing his search,

service in the Royal Northwest Mounted appealed

to him.

Back in Seattle, he had a brief conference with

his mother in which he asked her promise to retain

the uraninite property, worthless though it might be

without the missing process for the extraction of its

radium content.

Costly was the toll paid in maternal pride when
Marcus insisted that he enter his new life through
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the gateway of seeming disgrace, that the impression

be given out of his having "gone to the dogs," his

specific whereabouts unknown.

In thus outrunning the past, he doffed his last

name; entered the future—and Regina—under that

of his mother. Forswearing allegiance to the coun-

try of his birth, to the army branch of whose service

he had dreamed since earhest boyhood of devoting

his life, he was accepted as a recruit by that redoubt-

able organization which maintains the right over the

Canadian North.

West Point training shortened his rookieship with

Depot Division and the winter in the Yukon under

Frederick Bruce, then inspector, acquainted him with

the ways of the wild. The temper of his steel

proved, he secured through Assistant Commissioner

Smallwood a special detail which exempted him from

further routine work and traveled him over most of

the Northwest territories, across the line and into

sections of Alaska. Through tasks well performed

he in time won his scrgeancy and his sobriquet. His

reputation as a man-getter made his name a threat

among derelicts of the far trails. Of all he "brought

in," however, none was branded on the chest with

the letter *'M."

Came the period of the World War, when private

offensives were postponed in the great defence; when
vicious hate begot a righteous, all-devouring hate;

when the most peaceable realized within his breast

the lust to fight to the death—to fight to win.
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"Sergeant Sure Mark" Huxelby again changed his

uniform. Long before the United States, which had

given him his start in military training, entered the

struggle, he was doing his best, his life seemingly

bullet-proof, in the trenches of France. But war

did not over-feed him with war. The armistice

signed, he about-faced under full force of his proved

prowess, famished for the satisfaction of his private

hate. Now

—

now he would find his man

!

"Robert " Through the mist of cigar smoke

thickening between them, Huxelby claimed the wait-

ing A. C.'s gaze. "You are the one friend in whom
I have confided anything of the reasons behind my
service."

"You mean that old
"

Gravely he nodded. "I am returning, not only

to the police, but to my life quest. An inspectorship

would mean added responsibilities and a settled de-

tail, at least to one division. A sergeant on 'special'

has the whole North as his open field."

"Think of the increased pay. Won't that help

more than the duty will hinder?"

"Increase or decrease of pay means nothing to

one who has an income of his own—means even less

than rank to me. If I am satisfied to be a non-com,

my friends shouldn't object. Have I been so unsuc-

cessful in handling cases my own way?"

Smallwood conceded the point. "Of course the

Force wants you in any capacity. But aren't you

doing yourself a wrong, Mark, to refuse larger op-
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portunities? Aren't you sacrificing what can easily

open into a great career to this still hunt of yours for

a myth of a man you've never seen, whose real name
you don't even know, of whom you haven't a tenable

description?"

"No tenable description, Robert, when on his

chest
"

''Unfortunately the shirts of the territories are

buttoned. You can't resume this search now with

any hope of success. Think of the years that have

passed since your man was known to be alive and

in the North ! They bring changes to all of us—the

years. And there is the war to be considered. Life

debts are seldom paid where they are owed. Per-

haps *M' has cashed in to some Hun in Flanders."

"But he hasn't! I know you're wrong." Ex-

ultation blazed from Huxelby's eyes as he, too, got

to his feet- "I happen to know that 'M' was near

Dawson on February third last."

From an inner pocket he produced and handed to

his superior an empty envelope. It was addressed

to Mrs. John Moors and wore a United States'

stamp.

"This was posted in Seattle," Smallwood objected

after sitting down to a close examination under the

desk electric.

"Apply a magnifying glass," Huxelby insisted,

"and you'll see that it was only remailed there.

Thanks to some strong-armed Yukon P. O. clerk,

the hand-stamp cancellation of the original envelope
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cut through and embossed the enclosure. Through
just such an unexpected slip as this I'll eventually

get my fingers on his throat."

"And the letter?"

"Another covered bid for the radium mine. As
yet 'M' hasn't profited a penny through the process

he stole. My father's foresight in patenting the

Upper Yukon property evidently did not enter into

his calculations until afterward. He has been un-

able to find any other extensive deposit of uranlnite.

In the letter that came in that envelope he reminds

my mother that a dog-in-manger attitude never

profited the dog. He unconsciously reveals his fear

that a murder theory was formed by insisting that

my father was a suicide, as proved by the coroner's

jury findings. He promises her a fortune from the

mine if she'll grant him immunity to work it. He
disavows any suspicion that I am after him by sup-

posing her need of money in the same sentence with

which he accepts Seattle's belief that I, her only son,

have sunk and been lost in dissipations."

For a moment the commissioner pondered, then:

"The handwriting?"

"Obviously disguised. Although getting im-

patient, 'M' is still careful. I am sure that his nor-

mal writing will not prove to be that of his letter

to my mother. So, you see " there was intol-

erance in the tones with which Huxelby put his last

argument against advancement—"I have every en-
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couragement. Do I reenter the service as a sergeant

or don't I?"

"Every encouragement I"

With a sorry attempt at a laugh, the commissioner

motioned his friend back into the chair opposite his

own at the desk.

"In short, Robert, you've got to let me stay your

N. C. O. man-getter if I continue to wear the

scarlet."

The considerable, tense pause that ensued was

not for any quibble over a figure of speech—the ref-

erence to that brilliant-hued jacket origi—illy de-

signed to impress color-loving Indian eyes and worn

on option by the Mounted law-bringers of to-day.

The issue was strong from very strength of their

friendship. The superior's desire to keep Huxelby

in the service was almost as keen as Huxelby's own
desire to stay. Vehement, if diverse, was their feel-

ing regarding the promotion.

Robert Smallwood was not given to dramatics.

After studying for that moment the pale, uncompro-

mising face cutting the lamplight, he realized that he

would lose if he further urged his vicarious am-

bitions. Quietly enough he answered.

"For the honor of the Mounted and on your own
terms

—

sergeant!"

In a vise-like grip Marcus Huxelby took the hand

inspired, as was his own, across the desk-top.

"Then what," he demanded, "can you give me for

a first assignment?"
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A generous and only quasi-official idea dictated the

commissioner's proposition.

"That letter from Dawson sounds rather like a

confession of guilt. The murder of your father was

committed in the States, yes. But the crime un-

doubtedly was conceived in the Yukon. The in-

centive—those radium-rich rocks—can't help but

have a great attraction for he man who would

jeopard liberty and life to acquire them. Since you

are a breed of human bull-dog, Mark, the best thing

I can do for you, myself and the service is to help

you run down yor . quarry."

"The veri-best, Robert."

"What I am thinking is this : if your mother would

swear to a formal complaint here in Regina, we'd

be in duty bound to undertake the case. I'd see that

you were assigned to it, so that you could devote

your whole time to
"

"To warning my man that I'm after him?" Hux-
elby shook his head emphatically. "Mighty decent

of you, Robert, but it won't do. If I thought there

was anything to be gained by direct hunting, I'd

never have put on the uniform or asked the Do-

minion for a monthly wage. When looking for a

snow-flake in a blizzard, why build a bonfire? That's

what sending me into the Yukon on such a special

detail would be. If 'M' is still in Dawson, he'd melt.

Since he was there in February, he isn't likely to be

there now. Just you give me a case anywhere in the

North and let mc follow my own scent my own way.
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Perhaps I've earned a smirk or two from old lady

Luck over there in France. Isn't there something

of importance to the service—something not too

easy which I
"

This time the commissioner interrupted. Inspira-

tion shone on his face and vitalized his manner.

There was a case, he admitted, worthy the best

talent of the Force ... a case of baffling intricacy

. . . very near home to him in one way, if far in

another . . . certainly very near his heart because

of . . •



CHAPTER IV

DAYLIGHT DARKNESS

Shortly after Huxelby had gone to war, gold dis-

coveries on the White River, the principal tributary

cutting the west bank of the Upper Yukon, had re-

sulted in establishing the new town of Daylight.

There the London Dredgers, Limited, had become

the "big company," operating a trading station, as

well as several power dredges on the bars of the

main river where the "pay" was too light for indi-

vidual effort.

One night the office of General Manager Hector

Trask had been entered and robbed of something

over four hundred thousand dollars' worth of dust.

The combination-locked steel door of the gold vault

had been opened without leaving a trace, doubtless

by an expert "tumbler worker," although no strong-

box operator with past record had been spotted in

the region.

Outstanding circumstances made the case particu%

larly black for the police organization. The looted

office was within a stone's throw of the division head-

quarters building, and for several weeks before the

robbery, because of the large storage of dust, a con-

40
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stable had been on special night patrol. So far they

were without a clew that had held. A close check

had been kept at the boundary stations where the

government gold royalties were collected, however,

and hope was strong that the stolen dust still re-

mained in the country, since such a bulk scarcely

could have been smuggled across without detection.

The weight of the "swag" figured something like two

thousand pounds and certainly presented a problem

for undercover transport.

In the terse English that is spoken by the police,

the assistant commissioner, as chief of the criminal

bureau of the Force, recounted the facts of the rob-

bery, an offense against property right which, during

the ten months since its occurrence, had confounded

not only the regulars of the division, but also several

specials sent in from "outside."

While listening, Huxelby made brief notations,

although he knew that a transcript of the detailed

reports would be furnished him before he started

North. At points he nodded complete agreement

with his superior's opinions, at others looked queries

which might or might not be giving birth to theories

of his own.

"And now enters a personal element in which

we're both interested," continued Smallwood. "Your
old friend Fred Bruce is super, at Daylight. Failure

to solve this mystery is the one blot on a long record

of successful service that was about to win him com-

mensurate promotion to higher rank and an easier
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berth back here in the provinces. The crime itself

has had months to cool off, some of them the months

when you have to hitch a couple of thermoras to-

gether to get a reading. But if you could warm it

up, Mark, if you could solve it, you'd be saving the

reputation of the Force and also that of a man I

know to be your personal
"

"I'd be paying a long-overdue debt," the sergeant

interrupted. "Don't you remember my telling you

that I owe Fred Bruce my life? It was my first win-

ter on the Yukon, when I wasn't intimately ac-

quainted with the country's tricks of temperature.

Except for old Fred He'd rather I'd pay him

with his good name than the nine or more lives of a

tiger cat."

TTie A. C. nodded approval. "Let me get even

more personal for a moment. Hector Trask, the

general manager aforementioned, has a daughter

—

a Mrs. Evelyn Talbott, divorcee—who keeps house

for him at Daylight. Good-looking dame, said to be

a bom disturber among men. You know the sort

—

feeds on attention. Well Bruce, it appears, has be-

come infatuated with her, and naturally she's per-

fectly willing to annex the ranking officer of the dis-

trict, especially one as handsome as they come at

Fred's age. Father Trask sternly disapproves of

this mutual interest, and in consequence is hammer-

ing Fred with the powers that be harder than the

official situation would seem to warrant. It has

just occurred to me, Mark "
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The officer hesitated; looked almost embarrassed;

stared at his touching finger tips rather than at his

vis-a-vis.

"I know you don't take to cases in which the

feminine element figures," he went on after a mo-

ment. "On the other hand, as you say, you owe a

good deal to Fred Bruce. It would be a mighty

good thing all around if some one arrived in Day-

light to divert this lady. Now, now, don't try to

glare me down until I've had my say I You weigh

with women, Mark, even if you disdain to have

your way with them. Don't bother forgiving the

pun, but tell me. Why don't you—well, win away

this widow from Fred?"

Huxelby was on his feet, his hat in hand, before

he replied. **I never consider a superior's heart af-

fairs my affair. Certainly I shall have nothing to

do with this 'born disturber.'
"

"If the lady looks like hearsay, you might easily

be assigned more disagreeable duty. But we'll let

that phase of the matter drop." Smallwood's laugh,

however, had a regretful sound. "Consider your-

self assigned to what the field bunch calls the Day-

light Darkness case. We'll work out some ostensible

reason for your presence there which will blanket

any suspicion that the robbery investigation is being

reopened by Sergeant Sure. Between these two inter-

ests you should have all the cover you could wish in

your quest for 'M.' And now come out and be pre-

sented to the family." He led the way across the
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entrance hall and into the parlor, where a log fire

blazed.

The handsome woman in black velvet duly pre-

sented as Smallwood's wife was an obvious surprise

to the visitor. His eyes shifted to the second woman
in the room—the yellow-clad vision he had seemed

not to see at his entry.

Yukona Bruce arose from her chair before the

fire and turned toward the group of three. "Won't
some one be kind enough to reintroduce me to an

old friend who seems to have forgotten me utterly?"

But Marcus Huxelby undertook to reintroduce

himself. "I haven't forgotten you—not utterly. As
I came in something seemed to clutch me the way one

is clutched, you know, by a fragrance or a snatch

of song. It doesn't seem possible that any young

lady as grown up as you can be—that you are
"

"Forget-me-not."

The word might have been only the breath of

her smile, so softly was it spoken. Their hands

clasped. For just that pause their meeting was

sincere. Then, from maid to man, flashed the

thought of their parting.

Smallwood saved the moment with the announce-

ment that the sergeant had refused his promotion.

While both women stared, the unappreciative can-

didate stood painfully silent. Mariette was the first

to protest. Had he thought of all that promotion

would mean? As an inspector he would be free to

marry and have a home of his own.
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"Marry?" he said. "No matter what my rank,

I shouldn't be marriageable."

The A. C, recognizing the click of irritation in his

woman-hating young friend's voice and fearing a

feminine inquisition, launched into the news that an

early parliament meant to merge their organization

with the Dominion Police.

"I hear they'll call us the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police. A word in time : don't go wasting

your war bonus on new uniforms. Only the good

Lord and Ottawa know how they mean to dress us."

"After all, what's in a name?" One corner of

Huxelby's over-long mouth drooped whimsically as,

in a voice sans melody or tune, he hummed:

"And if you are wistful, O maiden kind.

To know concerning me "

In rumbling recitative the superior finished for

him:

"A far-flung sentinel am I

Of the R. N. W. M. P.

Renouncing women, as though wearing a cowl,

'I live for a monthly wage.'

"

The Ranees exchanged by the two men were remi-

niscent of those traditions that have grown dear,

through years of endeavor to sustain them, in North-

West Mounted hearts—tradition of uncompromis-

ing honor, steadfastness and courage to do or die.

"Reckon we'll have to change the initials in the
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old barrack hymn." The older head wagged regret-

fully.

"But what's in initials any more than the whole

name?" the younger persisted. "The change is only

geographical and geography has been changing of

late. We can still bring the law to them that need

it."

Mrs. Commissioner looked still perturbed. "And
where are you to carry the law this time, sergeant?"

"To Daylight Camp, on the upper Yukon,

madame."
"Daylight/" Mariette's was the cry of inspira-

tion. "Why, Robert, that solves a problem of our

own—the problem of seeing Yukona home. Since

she's so determined to leave us and since Sergeant

Huxelby is going direct to her father's post, what

could be more right or proper than that he should

act as her guard ? We have his word for it that he is

unmarriageable, you remember, so he'll be perfectly

safe."

"You always were a wonder at finding the way
both into and out of difficulties," declared her hus-

band. "That solves one mystery, at least."



CHAPTER V

THE LAVENDER LADY

Awakened in his stateroom on the Admiral—

a

coaster still somewhat white from pre-war days when

she had been a fruiter on the Atlantic—Marcus

Huxelby flung out of his bunk before the "hate to

get up" triangle had been whanged around the decks.

The steamer was docked at Juneau, and the cause of

disturbance he soon ascertained to be the dull, in-

cessant boom of the stamp mills at the Treadwell

Mine across the channel, where exceedingly low-

grade ore is handled in such quantities as to yield an-

nually millions in gold.

Across the picture-post-card town the sergeant

read a message of invitation. Its narrow and often

crooked streets, terracing down to the water front,

suggested possibilities of diversion. Behind the

thick-built commercial district, cottages hung like

fringe over the hillside. Beyond loomed Mount

Juneau, silvery with cascades, green with stunted

timber and red where the rocks showed through.

Huxelby's several past voyages back and forth

happened all to have been made on Canadian bot-

toms which, because limited by the shipping laws

47
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to one American port, had been unable to land here

since Skagway, the railroad terminal farther north,

offered the business. His long legs felt the need

of an unlimbering that could not be accomplished on

deck.

There occurred to him only one possible objection

to his acceptance of the bright little town's invita-

tion, and that he proceeded to investigate. A stroll

past the window of a certain promenade stateroom

showed closed shutters. His charge still slept. He
was free to go.

They were on the second leg of their long and

perforce roundabout journey to the headquarters of

the Upper Yukon Division of the Force—Yukona
Bruce and he. They had been through the ceremo-

nies of a delayed start from Regina; across half a

continent on the Canadian Pacific Railroad's "Royal"

Limited; held on a three-day wait for the steamer at

Vancouver, British Columbia. From varied trials

the sergeant had arrived at a decision regarding the

obligation inflicted upon him by Commissioner and

Mrs. Smallwood.

Escorting home uncaged a bright-hued, active,

light-hearted feminine grown-up who had won for

herself the descriptive of "humming bird"
—

"close-

herding" her on observation platforms and dining

cars, through hotel lobbies and crowded department

stores, on breeze-swept decks forward and in steamer

chairs aft—was no proper detail for an "arctic cop"

with a serious purpose in life.
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Huxelby was still in "civies" this morning as he

strode about the interesting streets of the seat of

Alaskan government, his police uniform having been

cached at Whitehorse when he had started to join

the colors. The steamer's half-hour whistle had

blown to turn his steps toward the water front. As
he approached a pretentious-looking hotel, the name
of which—the Alaskan—identified it as the finest in

the capital, his attention was caught by an impro-

vised taxicab that fairly bulged baggage standing at

the curb. Next moment his full attention was
claimed by a woman who emerged carrying two hand

bags. Strange, this self-portering, in a land where

men are so ready to serve the fair!

And such a woman! More interested scrutiny

showed her to be fashionably high-heeled, short-

skirted beneath her lavender traveling cloak and

hatted in a modish violet toque, from under the veil

of which her knot of heavy hair showed Titian in the

sunlight. She was young, tall and graceful in her

movements, despite the French heels and the double

weight under which she was hurrying toward the

open door of the cab.

Down the steps and across the pavement a bruin

of a man lunged after the lady and clamped a paw-

like hand upon her shoulder as she was about to step

into the cab.

"You ain't going to take no steamer with nobody

this morning, my beauty," he growled with a thick-

ness of tongue that emphasized his condition.
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As she twisted about to loose herself from the

bear-paw grip, Huxelby saw through her veil that

her eyes were unusual—of a hazel color light enough
to be called amber and oddly striped; saw also that

her face was attractive, despite its expression of

repugnance.

"Take your hand off me this instant—^you hurt

me I" she half commanded, half pleaded.

An amused, throaty laugh mocked her. "Not this

instant. That's already went. And not any of them
instants that come next. Not until the Admiral has

hot-footed it down the bay and out of sight. You're

going to stay true to Jim, I tell you, so long as Brute

Shay's got an ounce of strength left in his little

frame. Just you try to get away !"

At the threat, Huxelby's interest was doubly

aroused. So this was Brutus Shay—more than a

mere name to him I Although never had he seen the

"knife-man" before, his record was familiar to any

man-getter of the Force.

Drawn from the San Francisco underworld in that

desperate '98 of the Klondike stampede, long before

Huxelby had come North, Shay had been perma-

nently exiled from the Yukon by the Mounted. So

far as the authorities knew, he never had ventured to

return. But the fact that he lingered on the star-

striped side of the line as a director of crooks and

crimes that sometimes corkscrewed into Dominion

jurisdiction prevented his being forgotten.

Before Huxelby could reach the two the woman
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evidently had decided to accept her tormentor's chal-

lenge. Dropping both bags, she turned on him with

lithe abruptness. At the clamp which must have

tightened on her shoulder she winced. Her eyes

swerved up to his thick neck, his beard and the florid

patches of cheek that showed above. From cither

side outspread suggestively his thick red ears. With
a leap she seized them, one in the grip of each hand;

gave them the weight of her body.

The impromptu offensive brought from Shay a

snarl of pain. He bent almost double to compel her

feet back to the pavement. Next instant, with an

unexpurgated imprecation, he hurled her to a fall

upon the hotel steps.

"Lay off, you woman fighter!" ordered Huxelby.

The big Alaskan whirled as might a wild beast

nipped from behind. For a silent second he glared

at the man in mufti ; saw about him no sign of author-

ity other than a straight back and extra square

shoulders.

"You're the guy she's going with?" he hazarded.

"I'd best just mess you up a bit—preserve you for

Jim to pickle—^when he gets in from the mines."

Between the phrases of what seemed a talent for

vituperation, Brutus Shay made a clumsy feint, then

drove straight at the sergeant's head a fist gnarled

as an oak knot. At that and what followed Huxelby

entirely forgot the important engagement he had on

the water front.

While open battle is seldom shown a uniformed
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officer of the Northwest Mounted, so great is the

weight of authority behind him, this particular unit

of the Force had achieved most of his coups against

crime dressed in civilian clothes. In consequence he

had the training of many such fights in the past to

support him. His head was not where it had been

when Shay's blow arrived. The shock of his first

retaliative so shook the shaggy giant that he found

a moment and a breath for the lady of troubles.

"Pile into the auto," he told her. "Get aboard the

steamer. I'll take care of
"

He did not finish. Brute Shay recovered, as if

the influence of his alcoholic content had been shaken,

rather than his outer man, and essayed a sudden rush.

Not until the sergeant had side-stepped this and punc-

tuated his success with a short-arm volley was he

able again to glance at the woman. She still sat

upon the steps, his advice either unheard or unac-

cepted, clinging to the balustrade, and gazing at him

with terror in her eyes.

"Oh, well," he made opportunity to say as he

continued his guard, "it's your steamer, not mine,

you're missing."

A second thought brought a laugh to his lips.

Probably it was his steamer more than hers. But

the business in hand was unfinished. Shay was giv-

ing him no chance to forget that important fact.

Sobered by mental or physical emergency, the

famed outlaw was proving himself formidable

—

more so in that he made no pretense of observing
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the rules of fair fight. For several swift passes he

returned blow for blow, landing more than one. The

exchanges, however, seemed more costly to him than

to his nail-hard opponent. He grew winded and con-

fused. Evidently realizing this, he yielded, not for

the first time in his embattled career, to a foul in-

stinct.

One rasped word from the woman on the steps

sounded the alarm: ^^Knifel"

Several of the non-participants on the porch

started for the steps and cried a louder warning to

the stranger who, instead of giving ground, as ex-

cusably he might have done, was taking it. They,

as well as she, feared that the sunlight had blinded

him to the bared, gleaming dirk.

His body leaning slightly forward, his left arm

buckled protectively, Huxelby still advanced. If

armed he was, he made no move toward a gun. Bare-

knuckled he was going against the blade. Sheer

madness looked his initiative.

Evidently puzzled by the variation of advance for

retreat. Shay shook his leonine head. Never before

had opponent walked toward his notorious knife

with such intrepidity. The fact that the life-protect-

ive instinct is stronger than the strongest drink was

proved by the way his bleared eyes narrowed for

perspective on some gun-drawing trick or counter

move with cutlery. They settled upon the vital

spot where, from his drunken viewpoint, he foresaw

the blade going home.
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Not an inch of false motion was there in the out-

law's wield of the bowie, so consumraajte was he in

the ungentle art. A short, upward jerk raised it. A
brief pause followed in which the onlookers almost

could feel the cold burn of its incision. Then down-

ward it plunged for the strike.

Sergeant Sure Huxelby was far from mad, how-

ever, rash though might seem the expedient to which

he was trusting his life. He had staked the issue on

the proposition that his eye was quicker than his op-

ponent's hand. Few were his preparatory move-

ments toward demonstration and so swift as to be

scarcely perceptible. The chest that had convexed so

receptively was indrawn. His dangling right arm
stiffened, ready. His buckled left shifted ever so

slightly.

Into the hasp of this tweed-covered buckle entered

the knife; met with no resistance; sank until the fat

fingers gripping its hilt followed through. The
buckle then became a two-part trap. Two simulta-

neous moves of the sergeant sprang it. His left arm
closed for a bone-breaking twist. His clinched right

shot upward with piston force and effected a cracking

blow just under the point of the whiskered giant's

chin. The knife clattered to the pavement. The
hulky, liquor-strong body of Shay shook as from

palsy, then crumpled in a clean knock-out.

Huxelby kicked the knife into the gutter, adjusted

his coat sleeve, and turned toward the lavender lady.

"He—he cut you?" she asked.
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By way of reassurance, he gave up any effort to

conceal the two slashes in the cloth where the blade

had struck so nearly home. He was hurrying her

into the cab when a Juneau deputy marshal rushed

up and sought to detain them until he inquired into

the fracas. Something which Huxelby carried in his

pocket served to set aside this interference, but, at

that, the rescuer and rescued lost their race down the

tip-tilted street to the dock. Already the Admiral

had straightened out into Gastineau Channel and was

spraying Douglas Island with foam.

Quick as the sergeant was to engage a motor boat

and put after the liner, they probably would not have

overtaken her had not Yukona Bruce recognized him

from her lookout on the steamer's after deck.

When the skipper of the Admiral realized that a

woman was to be put aboard, the gallantry of the

sea controlled him. At once his bellowed grumbles

ceased that he might order courtesies. Not only did

he lower his safest Jacob's ladder, but sent a sailor

into the motor boat to hoist up the late-comer's con-

siderable baggage. Marcus Huxelby had nothing to

do but climb the ladder after the flutter of the laven-

der cloak. While the lady he had been at such pains

to safe-conduct was negotiating with the purser for

her passage to Skagway, he made his escape.

Some little time after his belated breakfast he

found Yukona Bruce. For once that young person

had not seemed to feel the need of any devotions

from him. Indeed, when he did trail her to the
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upper deck for the very natural purpose of explain-

ing his temporary absence from her service, as well

as to express his appreciation of her promptness in

halting the ship, she was just going away from there.

At his insistence, she waited long enough to hear him

through.

"And do you know this purple person you have

brought aboard?"

With the question, her eyes opened to his, blue

and unconcealing as ever they had been in childhood.

"Why, yes. Of—of course. She is Mrs.
"

Huxelby's stammer was because, with that truth-

demanding gaze upon him, he could not whip out the

card which the lavender lady had pressed upon him

in the launch.

"Sure, you're a lucky man. Sergeant Sure I"

With which far from congratulatory exclamation

Yukona whisked her exquisite self down the compan-

ionway.

Above, the man who did not understand women
belatedly read the card.

To think that the lovely stranger wrested from

Brute Shay in the unacquainted port of Juneau and

brought aboard by strength of head, hand, and

authority should be

—

Why couldn't she have turned out some one else

than the woman far-famed already for troubling

men, with whom he had declared he would have

nothing to do—any one, in fact, except Mrs. Evelyn

Talbott, of Daylight, Yukon Territory?



CHAPTER VI

CROSSED TRAILS

Alaska is the land of contretemps. The trails of

those who "cling to the alders" cross and criss-cross

most unexpected-wise. More often perhaps than

men are lost by accident are the lost accidentally

found.

Sergt. Marcus Huxelby knew uncommonly well his

Northland and should have been prepared for any

of her chill-hearted surprises. Yet he had been quite

unprepared for the trick by which he had been be-

guiled into personal acquaintance with the friend of

a friend, whom, as he had told the A. C. in Reg^na,

he preferred not to know. How Smallwood would

have chuckled had he been at the rail to see with

what promptness he had acted upon that suggestion

of "diverting" the widow

!

No metaphorical medal did he pin upon himself

for adding one human element of his Daylight dark-

ness detail to the /Admiral's company—not so much
as a rose. That he should have complicated the case

right at the start; should have fuddled his thoughts

by the forceful introduction of complexes and re-

flexes; should be troubled by feminine reactions

57
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which he had not even the ambition to comprehend

—

Indeed, the whole circumstance of the rescue of Mrs.

Talbott seemed to him regrettable.

He was glad that voyage-end was near, for his

deductions grew only the more entangled with each

knot reeled off by the none too speedy coaster. Nor
was his discomfort lessened during those hours when
a northwest gale forced them to lie at anchor behind

Benjamin Island.

A resolution made in the long-ago of his career

was emphasized forcefully by his present predica-

ment. Women, whether from especial weakness for

them in himself or especial strength over him in them,

confused his judgment. All men were built some-

thing on the order of himself—a few worse, many
better. They went backward or forward or across

at deductive angles. But these round-about creatures

of the subtler sex—sinuous, false-smiling, alluring

—

they were to be feared at their best and worst.

His brain at its clearest had failed to solve that

problem which he had made the first object of his

life. What chance of success would he have, once he

breathed deep the fragrances they offered—^nar-

cotics, he knew, for him ? Time enough for women
after he had found his man.

So far in his cases he had been able to gaze past

the sex, to regard its members in the abstract as the

cause or effect of crimes, the punishment or reward

of men. The somewhat delicate situation aboard

ship, caused by his readiness in adventure, was un-
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accustomedly near and concrete. By it, however, cer-

tain suspicions of his own tendencies were strength-

ened into convictions. Although never one given to

wasting time thinking about himself, he had de-

cided long before the Admiral docked at Skagway
that the old rule was his protection; contained for

him the secret of success. Once on terra-firma—on

a man's footing with men—he would continue his

straight-line advance; so far as possible disregard the

curves.

All pertinent questions regarding the "purple per-

son" had been soon and satisfactorily answered by

herself, delayed only by his disinclination to "get ac-

quainted" in the taxi and while skimming the Gasti-

neau in the motor boat. He had lounged into the

smoking room that first forenoon to ponder Yukona's

hostile attitude toward him who was on the same

mission as herself—that of saving her father from

his own folly. In the doorway had appeared the

cause of the regrettable change, neat in the tailored

one-piece dress worn under her cloak, the veil and

toque of violets gone, to reveal her red-glinting,

parted hair. She looked crisp and gracious—

a

lovely salvage, truly.

Women passengers are in such minority on

Alaskan liners that in all seasons, except for the sum-

mer excursion of coupon-bearing "dudes" and

"dudesses," none of the general rooms is barred to

them. Mrs. Talbott, therefore, seeing him slouched

in lonely state in his leather-padded corner, tripped
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daintily over the brass sill and toward him with the

smile of one used to being welcomed.

Huxelby climbed to his feet and turned about one

of the fixed arm-chairs that she might slip into place

at the table.

She felt she should give an account of herself,

whether he was anxious to hear it or not, she began,

with a little laugh that breezed away any effect of

resentment in her words. Also, she felt he should

give her an account of himself. If he made a habit

of rescuing desperate damsels, he must know that

there were certain after-obligations.

He had one of those single-track minds, he offered

by way of apology—at that, had to be careful not to

jump the rails. He had been a bit preoccupied bid-

ding her friend Mr. Shay good-by and saluting the

Admiral.

She chided him with a forefinger adorned by a

magnificent ring—a pear-shaped yellow diamond that

must have weighed four karats, surrounded by

smaller blue-white stones. That was the first ungen-

erous thing he had said or done. Mr. Shay was not

a friend of hers. Had he found time yet to glance

at the card she had given him? Then he knew her

name ; but probably not that she was divorced from

her husband, a gentleman whose excellences or de-

ficiencies—it did not matter which—had aroused a

quixotic devotion in Brute Shay. For sake of this

ex-husband—the "Jim" whose property the knifer

still considered her—she had been suspected of a
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rendezvous with an admirer unknown and forcefully

stopped in an innocent enough attempt to depart

from Juneau.

In justice to herself and her past, she wanted to

tell the stranger who had found her in such doubt-

ful company that one of her reasons for divorcing

James Talbott had been his predilection for friends

of the Shay stripe. She was ashamed to acknowledge

that the uncaught criminal, with whom no self-re-

specting woman would associate, was Talbott's part-

ner. Perhaps that fact would help excuse the worst

thing about her, that she was a divorcee.

She had come "outside" on a shopping expedition

to Seattle—oh, for nothing so necessary that a few

hundred miles more or less by dog team and a round-

trip ocean voyage would prove too long a route I

During one period of her unhappy married life she

had lived in Juneau, so had stopped over to pass

the time with a few visits until the ice went out of

the Yukon and she could return to her father and

present home at Daylight with some comfort. Had
she had any idea that either Talbott or Shay was
in the vicinity she'd have waited at some other port.

Fortunately she had been spared the sight of her

ex-husband, he having been out at his mine in the

Silver Bow Basin. Shay recently had come in to the

capital and lunged into one of the "periodicals" in

which his most regardless deeds were done. From
the dregs of his cup he had drunk the idea of protect-

ing his pardner's non-extant matrimonial interests;
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liad threatened everybody about the Alaskan who
gave signs of interfering; had carried his obsession to

lengths which she need not recount. If a real man
had not happened along— Well, she, for one, was
glad that she was safe aboard the Admiral. And if

gratitude could gladden another, he should be glad-

—^just a little bit—too.

Her gentle smiles, her touch of the coat sleeve

which had replaced that of the double slashes, her

evident expectations of him—all greatly disquieted

Huxelby. Diffidently he expressed the hope that the

fracas had left no bear-paw marks upon her shoulder.

At his irrelevance she again lifted the glittering

forefinger of reproach. The purple from her dress

looked to have faded into her shoulder, she admit-

ted; but that would fade long before her desire to

know just who and what— Would he mind telling

her about himself?

His name did not satisfy her. As voyage-end was
near and the annoyance of being importuned by the

questions of "trippers" therefore negligent, the ser-

geant had no real reason for maintaining secrecy as

to his connection with the service under which, thus

far, he had traveled. At her request, he produced

from his pocket the "coin" which, so to speak, had

bought their release from Juneau—the buffalo-head

badge of the North-West Mounted.

Mrs. Talbott identified him at once as Sergeant

Sure, with whose reputation she proved herself ac-

quainted. The Upper Yukon would be glad to have
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him back in uniform, she declared. More than once,

when troubles troubled, she had heard the fervent

wish that he were on the job. Wasn't it too fan-

tastic, their leaving Juneau together, both bound for

Daylight?

Huxelby agreed with her. It was—quite too fan-

tastic.

The beautiful widow's delight on learning that her

dear friend Yukona Bruce was aboard could have

been doubted by no mere man. Straightway she set

out to find the girl. Huxelby followed in her wake,

rather apprehensive over whether he would be

needed to defend her again.

A veritable ray of sunlight, Yukona glimmered

to meet the "dear friend" from her deck chair aft.

Their purrs mingled. A blue-eyed look slanted

Huxelby's way, however, left no doubt in his mind

that he remained in disfavor.

Jusr as well for him it was that he had preferred a

passive role for the rest of the voyage. As a dash

of tabasco to an oyster had been Evelyn Talbott's

personality to the so-far dull life aboard. A rare

combination of vitality and tact, she showed from the

first hour a decided social talent. Prodigal of her

smiles, kindly inquiries and humorous sallies, she

soon had the ship "doing" for her, from deck swab-

ber to captain.

Before luncheon on that first morning of her ar-

rival she had discovered in a young man who had

been eying Yukona helplessly all the way, a quite
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presentable young American who owned a claim on a

creek sufficiently near Daylight to make him a possi-

ble variation of that camp's monotony.

In order that her "friend hero," as she had named
the sergeant, should not feel neglected, she had pro-

duced from among the passengers one whom she an-

nounced as a suitable "playmate" for him, a man
who would appeal to what she teasingly called his

"deep, dark nature."

It is unlikely that she had heard before of Pro-

fessor Aaron Webster; yet by the time she had
guided his shuffling steps Huxelby's way, she was

able to announce him as "the man—^you know—on

his way North to save the Yukon." No ; she had not

said "Reverend" Webster. Souls were not at all

what the professor had come to save. Perhaps the

scientist would explain the peculiar nature of his mis-

sion. At first Huxelby had felt slight interest in the

round-shouldered, egg-pated, certainly unclerical in-

dividual standing before him in blue flannel shirt and

corduroy trousers tucked into laced boots. Rather,

he regarded him as the lavender lady's practical joke

on himself in punishment for his seeming lack of gal-

lantry.

Webster, as he explained himself, was being sent

North by a group of men whose interests were af-

fected by the "fading" of towns along the great

rivers of the frozen land. As the alluvial gold ran

out, so did the cities deprived of "bedrock" support.

Already Dawson, the capital of the territory, was
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slipping into the discard, because its inhabitants could

not live upon each other. Daylight was booming^

yes; but only because its "diggings" were too newly

discovered to be worked out. In time that camp, too,

would go the way of Forty Mile, Circle, and a score

of "cities of dead hopes" on the Alaska-Yukon map.

The one answer, the pedantic old fellow averred,

was to develop quartz leads—the sort that led down
into the bowels of the earth, and furnished employ-

ment for decades instead of years.

"I advance on the Titanic task with the most mod-

ern prospecting machinery," he expanded. "There

are two tons of it in the hold beneath our feet. Be-

cause I shall have the assistance of the most promi-

nent personage in the district, I am headed for Day-

light Camp and the mountains abutting on the White

River."

When Huxelby reminded him that the gold-quartz

ledges had been located previously in the North and

had failed to pay because of the high cost of their

development and operation, Webster refused to be

discouraged.

"Why confine our search to gold, sole magnet

though that be for the placer miner?" countered the

eccentric. "There is copper to seek—silver, tung-

sten, gypsum, and even rarer ores. Why, sir, I have

inside information that uraninite, with marvelous

possibilities in radium, is to be found by those who
know how to seek it. And I know!"

Uraninite? Radium? Possibly no two words
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which this man of learning might have uttered could

so have captured the attention of his audience.

Figuratively Huxelby's interrupted life quest smold-

ered In the pipe upon which, very deeply, he drew.

The smoke, exhaled, formed a veil between them,

from behind which he silently speculated upon this

latest contretemps in the land of such. That he

should cross trails with a seeker after uraninite on

the Upper Yukon 1

Cold as the glaciers passed had been Yukona's at-

titude toward her official escort for the rest of the

voyage. Engrossed as a child over a Christmas doll

did she appear to be with the young American, who

had plunged whole-heartedly into a siege of her af-

fections. And she remained well pleased with her

new acquisition after they had landed at Skagway

and boarded the train which was to carry them into

the interior through White Pass.

Now that they were stopped at the summit which

was the international boundary, Huxelby left the

smoker and started across the line, to find that the

girl had preceded him.

"Welcome home, 'Get-me-not!" Her greeting

was warm with the old-time camaraderie, delightful

as unexpected.

With her outstretched hand the sergeant grasped

opportimity. "Before leaving Regina I was entrusted

with an announcement to be made to you on our ar-

rival here. By orders from headquarters, I hereby
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notify you of an official escort whose presence on the

trip you have not suspected."

''Another escort, sergeant? Who in the

world
"

He stooped and whispered a name into her ear.

She looked up at him directly—askingly. "To

have my best friend along and not to know it I Is it

—can it be true?"

Then, before he could straighten, she seized his

collar and kissed his clean-shaved cheek.

"But I thought." Mrs. Talbott protested on reach-

ing the scene, "that you hated our hero."

"You thought wrong," returned Yukona daringly.

"I don't hate him—I love him!"

As with the darting bird for which she had been

nick-named, her caress was a peck and away. Huxel-

by stood frowning after her, regretful that little girls

had to grow up. Were she only a child again he

would have known what to do.



CHAPTER VII

SOMEONE LIKE HIM

That one word, whispered into Yukona Bruce*s

ear by the sergeant, changed not only her conduct

toward him, but her state of mind. The fact that

the horse Shimmie was of their home-bound party

meant more than showed in the mere statement.

Deeply touched was she by subsequent explana-

tion of the compliment paid her by the staff of Depot

Division; of how they had clubbed together to pur-

chase and freight North the only creature in the

vicinity of Regina that had reached her hard little

heart during her winter's success—the cross-bred

pony of scandalous name.

That her equine choice should be finishing his

breakfast oats this very moment over at the barracks

stable here in Whitehorse, the rail's end town one

hundred and ten miles from Skagway where they had

disembarked, was an enormous satisfaction. That

he had accompanied her without her knowledge in

order to be her "welcome-home" gift at the border

line—that he was now her very own, to have and

to hold, to love and feed and ride until death did

them part How very much better, she exulted,

to have brought back a horse than a husband!

68
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Shimmle's presence, however, particularly his con-

dition, meant more to her than her possession of him.

On looking him over after the train's arrival at

Whitehorse she appreciated that, despite his hun-

dreds of miles in an express car and as many leagues

in a cargo rack, never had his tan coat shown such

polish, even under the currying of the red-whiskered

sergeant at headquarters. Some one had groomed

him daily and thoroughly, regardless of the incon-

veniences of constant travel. Some one had ex-

pressed upon her horse a voluntary friendliness de-

nied herself. Some one had spoken in actions louder

than in words—the few and discreet words of Mar-

cus Huxelby.

Having an imagination, Yukona did not need to be

told of the effort and sacrifice required to give her

a moment's thrill. But the supreme tingle of it had

not come from the headquarters' gift. 'Get-me-not

was not, then, so indifferent toward her as he chose

to appear. He had liked her as a child before she

had learned the first lesson of young ladyhood—to

pretend. Very well I At heart she was still a child.

She would toss pretense over the line to the States'

side; would show him herself.

They were to remain at Whitehorse until the ice

went out of Lake Lebarge and opened the way for

the river steamers from Dawson. The delay might

be three days—might be a week—certainly should

not keep them later than the thirtieth of May, un-

less all records for the "grand opening" were broken.
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They had settled down to await nature's release—the

sergeant at the Mounted Police barracks around

which the town was built, Yukona and the in-bound

others at the White Pass Hotel, which was comfort-

able and clean, if crowded.

Alone on the porch this morning, in a rocking

chair that creaked emphasis to her thoughts, she

tried to consider without prejudice her successes and

failures so far to achieve her new ambition. She

had made a creditable start at being natural under

full head of impulse at the boundary line yesterday.

Even though her caress had not been met with what

could have been called ardor, it had been only a

start, needing pointing and following up. After her

dictatoriness and later hauteur on the trip, the whole

length of which Huxelby had been proving in secret

€ach day some sort of regard for her, she felt that

she owed him patience at the least.

Doubtless he had considered that kiss a mere re-

flex from her joy over receiving the horse—a sort of

glorified handshake. Possibly he figured that she

had used him to make a certain effect upon the others

—especially upon her new admirer. If he expected

anything of her, it would be that her moods toward

him should continue to change, as they had been

changing ever since that night she had lost a pair

of riding gloves to the A. C. through his failure to

know her at sight.

But what he thought now dldn*t matter so muck
as what he might be made to think. Naturalness—

»
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that should be the ammunition of her intensive at-

tack 1 She would be herself, just a later edition of

the child he had lo-ved. Of course it would be hard

at times to find herself amid the artificiality taught

by the years. But she mustn't become as other young

women to him. They had failed to lay the barriers

he raised. Already, through his attention to her

horse, she knew that the child "Forget-me-not" was

still with him behind those barriers. She, the grown-

up of that child, must stay there.

Truly frank admissions, these which Yukona had

made to herself after a characteristically thorough

examination of her innermost feelings. Through

them she had come to realize that Marcus Huxelby

was involved in her failure to favor any of the suit-

ors who had sought her.

A mystery, he had left upon her ten-year-old sus-

ceptibilities an ideal which had spoiled the after men

for her. She might as well admit it—she had been

waiting around for some one just like him.

Now that he had come back, still wearing his

mystery mask and quite as difficult, if more attractive

to her than of yore, she wanted to reassert her claim

on him—to possess his regard as exclusively as in

her childhood regency. She had started wrong; but

there was plenty of time ahead—plenty of time and

all the space of the Yukon. They had named him

Sergeant Sure Mark because he always got his man.

At least he was hers more than he was anybody's
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else. She would "get" him as far as he could be

got.

Yukona Bruce never had learned to be ashamed of

her desires and felt no shame now. Neither had she

reason to doubt her own desirability. In connection

with her definite resolve, however, the ways of

widows received what she tried to make a scientific

diagnosis.

Up to now her troubles in life had come because

of the three sexes into which she separated people

—

men, women and widows. Never had she been able

to understand the success of the last named, grass or

sod, with the first. Shop-worn, she called them

—

widows. Were she a man, she felt sure she'd as

soon have sought a bargain basement with a full

wallet as to court one. None the less, she recog-

nized in them a distinct power, one which she, as the

middle class between two extremes, needed to under-

stand.

Her feeling toward the particular member of this

third sex who had reentered her life and her affairs

had not necessarily undergone any amelioration be-

cause of their recent mutual graciousness. Deliber-

ately as she had decided to be natural before Hux-

elby had she settled upon unnaturalness as her only

defense against the fair Eve. In fact, any change

since her reading of Constable Pape's letter had been

in the way of increased distrust of that "certain

party of a lady" as a person and increased hate of

her as a prospective step-mother.
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At that, no such Inspiration as the one which had

moved Robert Smallwood came to her. Serious

though the family extremity might be, she would not

have considered Sergeant Huxelby as a buffer; in-

deed, felt that she should buff him from the atten-

tions which her father's favorite dared to pay him in

her presence. Wasn't it anything that he belonged to

the Mounted? Evelyn Talbott should not tack her

"location" on the uniform of one to whom she, as

daughter of the constabulary, had the best right.

Get him not? Why, he was her man—she must

get him I

As if in support of her mental contentions, the

subject thereof strode down upon her. First glance

at him brought a stifled gasp of admiration, this

being the first time since the long-ago constable days

she had seen him in uniform.

Second thought told her that, in her new role, the

last thing she should stifle before him was admira-

tion. Acting upon which, she told him that never,

never would he again wear salt-and-pepper mufti if

he knew how the scarlet serge and blue-with-yellow

breeches set him off; never a Fedora so long as they

made stiff-brimmed Stetsons; never Oxfords while

the supply of Strathcona boots held out.

His return, so formal as to sound oflicial, quieted

if it did not chill her enthusiasm.

"A matter of routine brings me thus early, Miss

Bruce. A certain horse, whose name is better whis-
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pered where strangers are around, needs exercise.

Will you, or shall I?"

An impish smile came with her determination to

show him that she, too, could be succinct. "Shan't

vjeT' she inquired.

Short words were effectual; she made note of that.

Her accented pronoun accomplished wonders; caused

a companionable grin to show on the grave face

which already was losing the paleness brought from

the trenches; evoked the declaration that he would

borrow a horse from the post which he hoped could

keep up with Shimmic.

Half an hour later the two, diverse in size, yet

alike in color and cut of uniform, cantered away from

the hotel. The girl's spirits were high, for she real-

ized that the hour she had snatched from time was

full of joyful possibilities.

The Ides of May—a day on the Upper Yukon
than which no other of the year is likely to be so

alluring I The snow has gone, except from above

timber-line on the higher peaks. The mosquitoes,

bane of the northland summer, have not yet arrived.

Already the spring green of the lowliest verdure is

responding to the vitalizing light of the all but con-

tinuous day. Firewecd clumps are beginning to

blaze; contrasting fields of cotton plants to turn to

ashes.

Along the woodsy stretches of the road, violets,

bluebells, and creeping roses are lifting inquiring
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faces from their soft beds of moss. There is in the

air the perfume of clean things—the tang of new
growth. A north wind, tempering the heat of the

low-hanging sun, plays through the scattered forests

;

rustles the poplar; swishes the balsam; coaxes a

whisper from the most symmetrical spruce; excites

responses varied as the flora.

That Huxelby had some definite objective, Yukona
felt sure from the fact that twice, when she sug-

gested turning this way, he preferred that. But she

did not intrude any questions into the taciturn mood
which kept pace with him through the most sunlit

stretches.

Although they rode brushing stirrups, she found

herself entirely responsible for their conversation.

Peering about for inspiration, she threw off the con-

sciousness of self and sex and breathed deep of the

elixir of the woods, strong as wine. Presently she

laughed. She had settled on the best way to make
him see again in her eyes forget-me-nots.

Of the secrets of their wilderness she began to

talk, asking for answer only that he listen. She

pondered aloud the wondrous ways of the Lapland

longspurs, that knew when to come and when to go

and never forgot to bring their bobolink song, and of

the clever buds that cheated the frost. Wasn't it

splendid to be back again where space was not

measured by squares of fence?

They dismounted at a peculiarly set clump of pines

—a landmark, Huxelby admitted, for which he had
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been looking. In the V-shaped draw of a rough

mountain angle, scarce half a mile distant, lay Monte
Cristo, the name given by a Dumas-loving owner to

an old mining claim which he wished to visit.

He did not tell the girl that the cut-off lead-

ing to it was the trail of "M"—the long, long trail

of his seemingly endless search. So intent was he to

gain the scene of the murder's probable inception—

although this v/as by no means his first visit there

—

that he hurried on ahead.

That his broad, uniformed back protected her

against the backswish of branches did not deceive

Yukona as to his wish to be rid of her conversa-

tional overtures. Breathless from hurry and in-

dignation, she took occasion to demand his assistance

at a place where the trail rose sharply to round a

point of rocks. From a foothold halfway up this

rise he reached down, drew her to a stand beside

him, then lifted her bodily and rather impatiently to

solid footing above.

"Lucky you're not mushing with Eve instead of

me," she snapped, by way of thanks.

"How's that?"

"Widows weigh more, in their own opinion at

least, than I seem to do in yours." He need not have

been in such a hurry over lifting her up; might have

pretended she was not quite such a lightweight for

him. "For one thing, Eve would never forgive you

for tearing ahead of her over a trail that's not been
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used for a month of Sundays. For another, I don't

think I shall myself. You follow me now."

"Wait a minute—looks in bad shape up there."

But Yukona was not any better at waiting than fol-

lowing or, for the matter of that, at holding her

temper or asking advice or taking it. While he

scrambled up after her, she rounded the point of

rocks. Directly before her was something of a gulch,

spanned by a foot log.

She heard Huxelby just behind her; especially

heard his second caution. She hurried forward and

was about to step upon the log when the shale be-

neath it and her feet, loosened by the cracking of

spring thaw after the winter's frost, began to slide.

Her efforts to regain her balance unsettled it the

more. She was about to lunge after the foot log into

the gulch.

Only after a breathless moment did she realize

exactly what had stopped her. The sergeant had

gripped her from above by her Sam Browne belt;

holding to a deep-rooted bush with one hand, had

drawn her back with the other. On her feet beside

him, with his arm clasping her, she felt with a sense

of shock the hammering of his heart. Her own
sped up companionably.

At first she hadn't the courage to glance up into

his face for what she feared and hoped to see there.

When he did not speak for what seemed a long time,

however, she at last lifted her eyes.

Huxelby was not looking at her. In fact he ap-
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peared to have forgotten that he still held her. He
was gazing over the edge of the gully.

"Little fool"—he held her tighter when she tried

to squirm away—"don't you see what you were

headed for?"

With him she peered over the edge. Soft as a

bed looked the dank green of the spring-swamped

depression in which the foot log lay shattered by

its own weight—a bed overspread with large leaves

as with a comforter.

"Much obliged," she said. "But I've taken

tumbles worse than that and not been hurt. The
risk was nothing to call me ugly names about."

"Nothing?" Huxelby spoke excitedly and drew
her, with horror in his eyes, from the edge. "Do you

want to be branded for life?"

Bending farther over, confident in his hold upon

her, Yukona looked closer, and, looking, realized.

Early in her experience as woodswoman she had

been taught to fear the growths of Fatsia Horrida

occasionally chanced upon in damp places. Here the

plants were so luxuriant as to form a false bottom

to the gulch. Only the sophisticated would have

feared the bulbs that protruded, ready to poison and

lacerate. Thick beneath the deciduous leaves lay

masses of doubly cruel decumbent twigs. A deadfall

of barbs it was from which she had been saved.

The horror of his eyes was reflected in her own.

She continued to stare down upon the torture bed,

as through a magnifying glass. To her imagination
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the erect stalks became bludgeons, their every prong

forked, venomous spears. When she turned back to

her companion it was with belated gratitude. But

the distraught look of him stopped her.

"Don't you know—but of course you don't," he

muttered, "that they are what have been driving me
through Hell—what still are driving me?"
"You mean those poison plants?" Astonished at

his manner, she gazed now at him rather than in

the direction he pointed.

"Yes, the devil's-club ! Its brand is on my soul

—has been so long that I'm used to it. But to have

you branded, too—your face, your body—I couldn't

have endured it!"

^^You couldn't have endured it? What would it

matter to you?"

No longer did she strive against the arm that

shook about her like electrified steel. She bent to his

strength; lifted her face; realized in waiting how
much his answer meant.

Perhaps he would have trusted her in the

moment's spell—perhaps would have told her all

the truth. But a sound alien to the mountain-scape

startled them. Too slow and loud for a wood-

pecker's tap, it smote through Huxelby's ears into his

obsessed brain with one definite idea. Was some one

at work on the uraninite mine?

He raised his hand for silence; listened.
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'hound dog"

More like the ring of metal struck upon metal

than anything else conceivable, the distant noise

resounded.

Huxelby turned to the girl. *'I must know who
is responsible for that hammering. I won't be long."

"You needn't hurry back on my account," she in-

formed him, "for I'm going along."

He threw up his head impatiently. "What for?'*

"To help you get whomever or whatever you're

going to get, Sergt. Sure."

"But you can't help. You'll only hinder."

"Then I'm going because I'm afraid to be left

here alone."

"You have your own gun?"

"Of course, but I can't expect always to draw first.

Do you care to be responsible for what might happen

to me?"
"Yukona, you're a pest!"

Conquered in wordy combat, he looked over at

the collapsed dead trunk that had formed the foot-

log, down into the prickly bed of the araliaceous

growth, and across at the opposite declivity. One
Bo
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resentful grim glance he gave her. Then, as if in

far too great a hurry to argue with one whom he

knew of old to be the stubbornest of her sex, he

stripped off his jacket, transferred a service auto-

matic from its hidden holster to a hip pocket of his

breeches and led the way down a grown-over switch-

back path which probably had antedated the log as

a crossing.

At the bottom, near the edge of the brush, he put

the coat about her and buttoned its collar high as

possible to her pill-box that her face might be pro-

tected. Before she understood he again picked her

up in the impersonal, meal-sack way to which she

had objected before and essayed the gulch.

The longest way through the Fatsia Horrida

proved, probably, the shortest. But the self-imposed

burden could feel that her bearer's patience was

shorter yet. While his heavy boots beat down a

path, she slipped her hands through the too-large

straitjacket and wrapped her arms around his neck.

Bending low as she dared, she spoke an impish re-

minder.

"You've called me a fool and a pest. I'll take this

service as your apology. It was from you I learned,

please remember, to have my own way."

He made no retort. Indeed, despite his strength

and wood-craft, he had all he could do, first to avoid

the stinging back-snap of stalks, then to negotiate the

opposite bank. Not until a third attempt was he able
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to deposit the constabulary's daughter on the ledge

and pull himself after h^r.

Once again in the blazed trail, Huxelby rushed

ahead as before. He either forgot utterly or was

careless that she had the added weight of his coat.

This she unbuttoned and, carrying it over one arm,

followed as best she might.

No lonsrer was Yukona in a mood for amiable

converse. She had a great deal to think about—an

entire sequel to the sergeant's care of her horse on

the trip. What meant a man's accelerated heart-

beats and the trembling of steel-strong arms and an

almost incoherency in one given to the most direct

utterance?

Other men had paled, trembled and stammered

before her—and always, she had noted, from one

cause. Was she indeed the "little fool" he had called

her in her suspicion of the truth? Or was he a large

one not to suspect? They had been so eager to pro-

test their foolishness, those other men. Why was he

so reluctant—so repressed?

Arrived at the timber-line cabin, she found it

boarded up and deserted, even by her unwilling

guide. She continued to follow over a hump-backed

ridge where lay certain cross-cuts made in what she

recognized as granite, exposing a vein of metal that

looked too black to be coal. Even here there was

sight of no human being other than themselves.

When she caught up with the sergeant, he was stand-

ing' before* a hole in the mountain wall.
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"Monte Cristo's development tunnel," he volun-

teered, "driven to fulfill Government requirements

and clinch a perpetuating crown lease for the dis-

coverer. It is impossible that the sound of a drill

could have carried so far from inside, but just to

make sure
"

Without finishing, he bent over and slithered into

the aperture.

To Yukona the time seemed long before he re-

appeared, a cheated, blank look on his face. He
answered her questions with hurried, almost rude

regardlessness ; kept peering about and listening the

while in evident consideration of the most likely di-

rection in which to continue his search.

Yes, he had suspected claim-jumpers on first hear-

ing the sound of the drill. . , . No, there was no one

in the tunnel, nor any sign that It had been visited

recently. ... It had been uncomfortable going in,

but he did not regret It. He had made a worth-

while discovery. The roof was still stout. Un-
timbered and hastily driven as he knew It to have

been years before, there had been practically no fall

of rock. . . . What did that mean? Why, simply

that the mine could be safely and Inexpensively

worked whenever the owner chose to resume oper-

ations. . . . Indeed, yes, he knew the owner. . . .

But it wasn't a coal pocket. It was a uranlnlte mine,

vastly valuable and one of the few In the world.

Perhaps he had misjudged the echo of some pros-

pector drilling In another direction. If she would
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excuse him, he thought he'd take a last precaution of

following the angle of the ledge out to a small

cropping near the wagon road.

When again Yukona came up with him, she saw

signs of triumph and excitement in his actions and

expressions. She needed no detailed explanation to

know that the abrasions in the ore vein which she

found him examining were freshly made by one of

the small hand drills which prospect hunters carry.

Equally obvious was the fact that generous samples

of the heavy, black mineral of the difficult name had

been broken from the ledge—probably carried away,

since only one small specimen lay beneath the out-

cropping. And self-evident was the disappointment

of her companion that, while hoof-prints about a

nearby balsam were freshly made, there was no sight

of a horse—that the raider had ridden away. The
black frown with which Huxelby pocketed the

blacker bit of ore and turned to her was protest

enough.

In truth he felt flaunted by Fate. Once more it

had been touch and go, with the jade still against

him. Had he been a few minutes earlier ! Except

for Yukona's presence—for the crashing of the foot-

log—for the battalion of devil's-clubs rising in his

pathway to beat him bad: Were their poison

prickles to brand his life-quest with defeat as un-

alterably as they had branded "M" with the mark

of John Moors' murder?

Trudging slowly along, now behind Yukona, on
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the way back to their mounts, his head hung in

angry dejection. At the moment anything in life

would have seemed a small price to pay for knowl-

edge of the identity of the ore gatherer. That any

prospector would sample a property as plainly

marked "Crown Title Secure" as was his Monte
Cristo seemed significant. In plain view, not twenty

feet from where the out-cropping had been chipped

was one of the notices, protected by its sheet of isin-

glass, which he himself had placed. Nowhere else in

the vicinity, to his knowledge, were there other out-

croppings of ore of any kind.

Had he been within a scant half-hour of the quarry

he had hunted for ten years? If not "M" himself,

had an emissary under his direction sought out the

property to secure samples of the ore? Was the

visit preliminary to some new scheme to argue down

his mother's objection to disposing of her holdings?

Over the lunch produced from his slicker—^bread

cut twice too thick, potted beef from a can and ther-

mosed coffee the like of which he hoped aloud no

mother ever made—Huxelby still showed outwardly

his evil inner mood. He neglected all opportunities

for a change of thought—fot a return to their com-

panionableness of the morning's ride. Regarding

the subject in hand his responses were preoccupied

and brief. His surliness in time brought open objec-

tion from Yukona.

"Will you tell me what I've done, Marcus Hux-
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elby," she asked in righteous exasperation, "to de-

serve such incivility from you?"

"I will," he agreed. "You came along."

"I did. But who asked me?"
"You asked yourself."

She pondered a moment, evidently reviewing the

preface to their ride.

"That's so; I did," she admitted. "But I'd never

have come, I assure you, if I'd known "

Across the debris of their "party" he glowered at

her. "And I'd never have let you. Years ago I

made this rule for myself: 'If the whole mind be

set on success, the capacity will not fail.' I broke

that rule to-day. I let you, a creature so light that

they call you 'Humming-bird,' distract and absorb

me. Ergo, I have lost an opportunity that I'd sac-

rifice anything to have again."

"You'd sacrifice

—

anything? I believe you would.

You certainly have sacrificed my feelings. Tell me,

was it on account of your bad temper that you left

your wife and children back in the Provinces?"

"Wife and children?"

He managed a sorry sort of laugh at the prepos-

terousness of her query.

"Or did you desert a French bride over there?"

When he deigned no reply, both her voice and eyes

sharpened.

"Or is it," she asked, "the purple person? But

no—not yet. You eould not have been thinking of

the widow, since you had not rescued her at the
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time you made that discouraging statement in the

commissioner's parlor. Sergeant, why did you say

you weren't marriageable?"

He gave her a hostile glance. "Why do you ask?'*

"Because " and she beamed back at him with

distracting sweetness
—

"you suspect that I suspect

that you are the man I am one day to marry."

Everything depended upon what he said next.

Yukona waited, scarcely breathing, yet trying to look

outwardly calm. The time seemed long before he

replied. Then

:

"I guess you are joking, Yukona."

She was quick to understand. In providing a way
out for himself, he had opened the gate for her. All

she had to do was to laugh at her audacity and stand

guilty as charged. He would laugh with her, prob-

ably. The gate would swing to behind them; he go

up the roadway and she down.

That is what she knew she could do. What she

did was to swallow hard at the lump which had risen

in her throat and, crossing the moss-flowered space

between them, sit down quite close to his side.

"I don't enjoy to quarrel with you, Mark," she

said. "I want to be friends with you. But I can't

begin at the beginning again, as if we were strangers

just introduced. Why can't we start—say, where we
left off?"

He also cleared his throat before he spoke.

"Everything is different, Yukona. You are different^

You have lost your chief charm to me."
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"I

—

lost my charmf It seemed that Indignation

must conquer. But she struggled against It. After

a moment: "Perhaps I am not as light as I seem to

you
;
perhaps what you object to Is my cheerfulness.

You see, I am determined to be cheerful. Even a

humming-bird could mope If It wanted to. I've fig-

ured out that life might better be enjoyed than

gloomed over. I might say that you have lost some

o£ your charm. You've grown so moody; at times

rather terrible. You make It hard for me to stay,

cheerful, 'Get-me-not."

In the pause he did not deny that she had guessed

aright; nor yet did he agree. She slipped her hand

within the crook of his arm. What was the use of

having conquered men In numbers all one's life If

one couldn't conquer the man?
"I know that I have one particular weakness. I

am sentimental and not ashamed of It," she ad-

mitted guilefully. "Of course the cleft In my chin

gives that away. But I've tried to cultivate some

little will of my own. No man can say, so far, that

it has betrayed me Into any foolishness—that Is, no

man except you. And I don't mind before you, be-

cause " She protruded the cleft little chin until

Its contradictory square lines at the jaws showed

plainly
—

"because you are so sentimental yourself."

"/—sentimental?"

"Of course I"

She laughed; then, after a quick thought and

breath, pressed her cheek against the sleeve of his
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coat. Widow's wiles should 'be as nothing to her

naturalness I

He sat stiffly; spoke coldly. "That chief charm

you have lost, Yukona, is your childhood."

"I see. I am too old for you—nearly twenty-one."

Again she laughed, in softer key than before. Her
cheek now tried the chest of the serge coat, where his

heart had hammered so. Pushing back the silver

glory from her forehead, she devoutly uplifted her

forget-me-not eyes to his. "Remember! Remem-
ber I" she bade them say. She exulted in her naivete.

Since she'd been a grown-up, she likely never had

been entirely natural with a man before. With him,

it was very hard. And yet, it was so very, very easy.

Strange that his heart did not hammer now—that

it seemed altogether to have stopped beating!

Stranger that he should throw her off; spring to his

feet; stand threateningly over her

!

"Don't you know that I'm not a man to trifle with,

Yukona? What are you trying to do—get me in

love with you—make me like those pusillanimous

idiots down at Regina—cheat me of the object of my
life?"

"Then you don't love me?"
He fairly shook from his anger at her—or was it

at himself?

"I won't answer such a shameless question. If I

love you or any woman In the way you mean it, I

haven't so much as told myself. If I love you, I

don't want to know it."
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"But I d-doo," she whimpered like the child she

used to be. "You forced yourself on my imagination

years ago—surely I was too young to be blamed for

that? Why did you ever come back? Why did your

heart beat and your arm shake down at the gulch if

you aren't
"

"Oh, you think that was because of you?" His

interruption was in almost a jeering tone.

He waited for her to reply—to look up. But she

had clasped her hands over her eyes and bent her

head. Suddenly he stooped; with a forefinger

touched something glistening that had slipped

through her finger-tips. Sure enough, it was wet.

In a rush he realized. Sitting down near her he

reached one hand into the breast pocket of his coat,

but only to withdraw it empty. In an effortful, seri-

ous voice he spoke

:

"Yukona, I am sorry—am ashamed of being so

rough. I—I guess I don't understand you any more

than you do me. My agitation back at the gulch was

because of the sudden sight of the devil's-clubs. To
explain, I'll have to tell you something that I've con-

fided to no one in the North except Robert Small-

wood, and to him only because of the official neces-

sity of coming across clean at the time of my first

enlistment. Have I your word of honor to respect

my confidence?"

No sound answered except the rasp of her in-

drawn breath, but from the corner of his eye he
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caught the nod of her humiliated little head. He
continued.

"You've heard me called a man-getter. That's all

I am and all I aspire to be un?til I've found the one

man I'm after on my own account. I won't go into

why I want him—it is enough to say that he is the

sole object of my life. He wears an indelible brand

made by a devil's-club—by that only shall I know
him. Until I bring him in, I am just a human blood-

hound on the scent."

He paused; glanced at her again. Although her

face still was covered, the bright somethings which

so had sobered him ceased to drip through her

fingers.

"I, too, know my weaknesses and try to conquer

them," he added. "My most important policy has

been to avoid women. You may recall that I was

always so? I couldn't love as I know I would love

and hate as I hate. No man could. And the love

that I'd demand as a fair exchange for what I'd give

would unfit me for success in my quest. Women I

look upon as reward or punishment

—

after the deed

is done. I hope "

On seeing that her hands were loosening from her

face, he squared away from her. He did not wish

to read in her eyes again that "Remember ! Remem-
ber!" The fact that he did remember was in itself

almost too much.

"I hope that my woman

—

the woman—will be a

reward to me when her time comes," he finished
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evenly. "But I won't take reward any more than

punishment until I deserve it."

"You wouldn't take that inspectorship."

He felt safer for the matter-of-fact tone in which

the girl herself supplied a detail of his argument.

"Until I have brought in my man— I have reason

to believe he is somewhere along the Yukon. It

may have been he at the mine to-day. I feel mad
as a clubbed dog to have missed him—devil-clubbed."

"I take it you have personal interest in this mine,

Mark?"
"A life—no, a death interest, you might say.

Have I satisfied your question as to why I am not

marriageable? Haven't I shown that I like you and

trust you? Have I apologized?"

"You have. And I am going to accept your apol-

ogy with a word of advice. Oh, turn around and

look at me—^you needn't be so scared!"

The whip-cut of her last word whirled him about.

Resentfully but obediently, he glanced under the up-

sweep of her golden lashes, tear-trimmed, as on that

one-time tragic day when he had left her, but drying

fast from the blue blaze lit in her eyes.

"You can't club a good dog without ruining his

disposition." Yukona now spoke crisply enough. "I

should say, Sergeant Sure Marcus Huxelby, that you

arc ruining yourself for any kind of a life by clubbing

yourself on in this blood-hound quest. Even if you

do eventually get your man—which is doubtful when

you've followed false clews for so many years

—
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you'll be unfit for reward or even punishment. Ven-

geance is the most bestializing passion of the human
heart. Don't you suppose God realized that when

He stipulated that He would repay? Why don't you

leave it to Him and make the best ofyourself instead

of the worst? You've acted exactly like a beaten

hound-dog this noon. I've never been treated so

rudely. Not that I mind on my own account! I'm

really quite impersonal."

"You are?" he inserted, with just the suggestion of

a smile at that longest, friendliest corner of his

mouth.

**Oh, I like you, of course! And don't worry

about trusting me. You don't need an oath from the

daughter of the constab. I've always been a sort of

safe deposit for the secrets of the Mounted. What
I'm offering you is a bit of free-for-nothing advice.

Best this thirst for revenge, Mark, before it worsts

you—before it makes you too much of a beast to be

a man. Take your reward when it offers—your

woman when she appeals."

"After I have got my man!"
He had risen and was reaching a hand to assist

her. For a moment they stood facing each other,

their hands clasped in a reserved sort of pact, some-

thing after the manner of fighters shaking hands

before the last session of a limited-round bout.

Stripped of subterfuge, wise to each other's feints,

both the more set on winning through past failure,

each looked the other over seriously.
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He was a hulk of a man whose every pound of

muscle-strong power was under control of his mind.

She looked small beside him, at once the daintiest

and gallantest of girls, her slender outlines and ex-

quisite coloring in contrast with her uniform of the

law-bringers of the North.

But she did not feel small, Yukona. A woman is

heart-size. And every ounce of her was under con-

trol of a heart whose size she had not known until

this hour, filled with the determination to get her

man.

Shortly after turning in their horses at the post

stables, Sergeant Huxelby appeared at the hotel with

a bag which Mrs. Talbott had mentioned needing

from the accumulation at the steamboat wharf.

Porters are scarce around Yukon hostelries. As not

even a boy was in evidence in the lobby of the White
Pass, he proceeded to tote the bag up the stairs him-

self to the fair owner's corner room.

At the top step his foot crunched on some hard

substance. A thought of the wobbliness of French

heels caused him to stoop and gather it into his

palm. Its unusual weight interested him. Holding

it to the light, he recognized it as a crumbled piece

of black uraninite which could have come only from

Monte Cristo.

The discovery he coupled with a bit of relative In-

formation gleaned a few minutes before at the camp

livery stable, as to who had rented horses that morn-
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ing. A thrill of elation caught him. He had out-

tricked Fate after all. Beyond doubt he now could

name the man whom he had missed at the mine. Did

that man wear on his chest the devil's-club brand?

The bag he delivered at Evelyn's door and ar-

ranged for the hour when he should reappear and

sup with the party at the hotel. On the way down
the hall he rapped at another door, the number of

which he had secured from the register before

starting upstairs. There came no sound from within.

With a muttered malediction against the service reg-

ulation which precluded search without warrant, he

turned away, deciding to wait upon the porch.

As he started down, however, the very person

upon whom he had tried to call started up. Less

than half-way a pecuHar thing happened.

Marcus Huxelby tripped over his own spurs and

fell headlong. One of his hands, flung out to stop

his fall, gripped the collar of the flannel shirt worn

by the ascending guest. In their fall together that

shirt was torn free of its buttons. When they landed

in a heap at the bottom it was open to the belt. A
sergeant of the Mounted helped a somewhat stunned

individual to his feet, protesting apologies and ex-

planations over his clumsiness.

As a matter of fact, however, Huxelby felt that

Prof. Aaron Webster should apologize and explain

to him. Although undoubtedly the prowler who
had sampled the Monte Cristo ore that noon-day,

the scientist's chest bore no discernible scar.



CHAPTER IX

DAYLIGHT DAWN

Day had not dawned when the police launch Le
Droit, with the outsiders on board, rounded the last

bluff for a first view of the camp. Rather, the hour

was that when day should have been dawning in

lands where one does not see the sun at midnight.

Despite her name, Le Droit was hours wrong, hav-

ing spent the evening and best part of the alleged

''night" some distance downstream. The White
River, upon which she had chugged westward after

the ice had gone out and permitted her descent of

the Yukon, is somewhat crowded with bars which

refuse to stay placed or comply with the calculations

of the most experienced pilot. Against one of these

the confidences of the patrol boat had been betrayed.

Yukona Bruce and Sergeant Huxelby were "nat-

ural" passengers on the police craft, and each had

an invited guest—the girl's the personable young

American, the sergeant's Professor Aaron Webster.

Until Huxelby knew the identity of the "prominent

personage" to whom the seeker of uraninite bore in-

troductions, this individual was not to be lost sight

of. Also gathered at the bow when the whistle an-

96
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nounced port in sight was Mrs. Talbott, to whom the

constable captain of the launch had brought a special

invitation from the superintendent of the police

division.

Pleasantly situated was Daylight on the left shore

of the river, its lofty mountain background looming

close in the faulty perspective of the Yukon. Facing

the stream stood a row of wooden structures, all one-

storied—the "business section." Behind, in street-

less disarray, lay cluttered cabins, tents, and combi-

nations of the two.

Mrs. Talbott pointed out her father's pretentious

cabin on the hill, where they all would be welcome,

and the warehouses and office of the London Dredg-

ers, Limited, on the river front. As the scene of the

robbery which was his official assignment, the last-

named structure commanded more of Huxelby's in-

terest than did the porticoed log house of the lav-

ender lady.

Typical of a dozen other camps where he had been

very much at home looked Daylight in general ap-

pearance. Yet he did not need to read the em-

blazoned signs on the false fronts to know that it

was different. On the long stretch of the shore he

knew beforehand that there would be no saloon, no

gambling house, not even a dance hall. While he

had been overseas, his Yukon really had reformed.

"Cast your eyes upstream. Sergeant Sure—see

something worth while!"

At Yukona's direction he first glimpsed the
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division post of the Mounted, looking like a park on

parade in comparison with the unkempt town. Laid

out along the lines of a rectangle, with the river side

unbuilt, were its trim buildings—headquarters reach-

ing the dignity of a second story; a long, low-lying

barracks and guardhouse; individual cabins for the

commissioned; clubhouse, store, and stables. On
the river bank above the private dock a weather-

beaten Union Jack strung out to the breeze. To
Huxelby, Daylight began to look like home.

As they approached the dock, among others recog-

nized and pointed out to the sergeant was Superin-

tendent Frederick Bruce, wearing the field uniform

of his rank, topped off with a gold-banded cap of the

"Guards" type. His was a soldierly figure, groomed

to the limit, of medium height and build, the youth-

ful face and close-cropped black moustache belying

the years suggested by snowy hair.

Yukona was the first ashore and into her father's

arms straightway.

"Glad you're back, young one," said Bruce when

sufficiently untangled from her embrace to speak.

Huxelby, following, saw him turn from the girl

the next second with an expression which might have

surprised him except for Robert Smallwood's prep-

aration for just that sort of thing. The cause of the

curtailed parental greeting came tripping ashore, a

flutter of mauve cloak and glinting hair and out-

stretched hands.

Mrs. Talbott was not smiling; wore, rather, the
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serious, searching look with which people who mean

much to each other are wont to meet. Neither did

the superintendent smile. He gripped both her

hands in his and drew her to the far side of the

wharf for a murmured colloquy—doubtless questions

as to her trip and well-being and protestations as to

how much she had been missed.

There arrived on the scene a second well-set-up

•man—tall, Vandyked, handsome. Although dressed

in a business suit, a touch of the North was given

his costume by a flat-brimmed Stetson. For a mo-

ment he contemplated the widow and the O. C. who
seemed so excessively glad to see her. Huxelby's

guess that this must be Hector Trask, general man-

ager for the London Dredgers, Limited, was con-

firmed by Evelyn as soon as she caught sight of him.

"Oh, dad, dear, here I am—your naughty copper

penny back again!" Smiling now, exclaiming over

how fit he looked, declaring him positively the dear-

est and most dotcd-on dad that ever she'd had, she

met him halfway, kissed him enthusiastically, and

stood clinging to his arm.

"Such delightful travel-mates I found," she told

him. "Have you spoken to Yukona

—

isn't she look-

ing lovely? Oh, and you must meet this minute Ser-

geant Huxelby—Sergeant Sure Huxelby. You
know!"

At the wave of her hand Trask turned to the

noncom and formally acknowledged the informal in-

troduction. "Mighty glad we've mushed into the
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same trail at last, sergeant," he said. "Hope they've

sent you to retrieve our
"

With a warning glance Huxelby interrupted : "My
assignment this trip is nothing more exciting than to

retrieve some electricity from the air. Headquarters

wants me to install a wireless—make experiments."

Although doubly interested in Trask as the father

of his lavender lady and resident head of the robbed

company, Huxelby's chief attention was centered

upon the somewhat forlorn Professor Webster, who
stood beside his "war bag" near where he had

stepped ashore, looking about in a blank way as if

waiting for some one to recognize him. Just who
that some one would be was the issue of the mo-

ment. When Webster caught his glance and smiled

back at him in a doubtful sort of way, Huxelby

crossed over and introduced Trask, not so much in

pity for the stranded scientist as to keep near him.

He noticed that Yukona had deserted her latest

devotee, the young man acquired on the trip home,

and gone farther along the wharf, where she stood in

conference with a heavy-weight constable whom she

had named as her "beloved Multi Pape." Webster

he recommended to the general manager's interest

as one who had come "to save the Yukon." .'Xfter

he had launched the professor on his high-tide the-

ories of prolonging life in mining towns, Huxelby

obeyed Yukona's imperative gesture to join her.

Nature had been kind in plotting the physiognomy

of Constable William Pape, who was all the girl had
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described, if not more. Man size and over, he had

a youthful smile, toned down by the hard-bitten,

cynical crinkles around the eyes of a straight-duty

"buck." Even through his superfluous padding of

flesh, unusually good facial features and a fine

physique showed. He was ham-handed and ski-

footed, yes; was also keen-eyed; clean-shaved, low-

voiced, slow-spoken. Except that there was too

much of him, Huxelby would have called him as good

a type of man's man as ever he had met.

Yukona was filling all pauses. "If ever you need

a helper. Sergeant Sure, you'd best ask dad for Multi

here. In case you are so particular as to require a

recommendation, just look at me. He took up my
education where you left off—has man-mothered me
into what I am to-day and am going to be to-mor-

row ! So you can't say anything against him without

casting aspersions on me, or anything against me
without aspersing him. Love me, love my constable.

See?"

"What time o' day do Daylighters have break-

fast?" asked Huxelby.

"These Daylighters won't have it until Eve un-

leashes the O. C."

Yukona's answer pointed the sergeant's observ-

ance that her father again had accomplished an aside

with the widow; was standing close to her, his hand

clasped about her arm. Resentment caught him

—

so acute and rare a sensation that he wondered

whether by any chance it might be caused by jealousy.
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He had not minded risking Brute Shay's knife in the

service of the purple person. But that did not mean

that he was going to stand around indefinitely on a

wharf without his breakfast while she murmured

what-nots to a man at least as old as her father. The
twinges, he soon concluded, were considerably be-

low his cardiac region. He guessed he was not

jealous—only hungry.

Perhaps telepathy hurried the general disintegra-

tion of groups, beginning with a clinging handclasp

between the absorbed pair. In claiming her own
father from the pedantic scientist, Evelyn released

the superintendent to Yukona. Several postponed

introductions took place—the young American to all

members of the welcoming committee, Webster to

Multi Pape and Superintendent Bruce.

At this last ceremony it was that the professor

showed signs of excitement. "Bruce—Superintend-

ent Bruce of the Royal Northwest Mounted ! Is it

possible?" As he exclaimed and murmured he

fumbled through one after another of his pockets.

His production and presentation of a letter

startled Huxelby above the impatience of his inner

man. That casual glance of his, which looked to be

focused just beyond its object, he *'X-rayed," as the

Force would have it, upon the face of Frederick

Bruce.

The O. C, after glancing through what appeared

to be a brief note of introduction, extended a cordial

welcome to the stoop-shouldered scientist.
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"You are more than welcome, professor—ah,

Webster. This new country of ours needs specialists

of your sort. My quarters must be yours while you

stay over in Daylight." He turned to Yukona.

"Bring him to breakfast, youngster. Have Multi

arrest him if he objects. Come along, Huxelby—of

course you'll drink your first cup of coffee with us?"

The sergeant agreed rather abstractedly. At the

moment he needed his mind for realizations more

important and far less pleasing. Since that tumble

of his down the stairs of the Whitehorse hotel he

had regarded Professor Aaron Webster merely as

a link between himself and the "most prominent per-

sonage" of the interior to whom the eccentric bore

introduction and to whom he might be taking the

samples of uraninite. This "personage" had turned

out to be Superintendent Bruce—good old Fred, his

own friend, upon whose chest he knew that no "M"
was devil's-clubbed.

The height of his past hope might best be cal-

culated by the depths of his present depression.

Where now—who next?



CHAPTER X

RELIGION IN THE ROUGH

In the first three weeks of his detail to Daylight

many items bearing upon the case of its darkness

came to Marcus Huxelby. By preference he bunked

up with the other noncoms and ostensibly busied

himself with the establishment of a wireless station

on the hill behind the post. This subterfuge was

easily maintained and was generally acclaimed by a

camp dependent upon telegraph wires for hurry-up

communication with the outside.

Before forty-eight hours after his arrival the

warmth toward him of Superintendent Bruce had

undergone a surprising change—^became a coldness

only attributable, directly or indirectly, to Mrs. Tal-

bott. Soon Huxelby grasped that she was the axis

on which turned Daylight's social wheel and that his

quondam friend seemed hopelessly on the rack of it.

There was a whirl of social activities—dances,

picnics, bear hunts, launch rides on the river—at

which the handsome division head paid her marked

attention. Official duties, it seemed, were not to be

permitted interference where the lavender lady was

concerned.

104
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Asking no help from Bruce, giving no hint of the

real object of his presence in the community, Huxelby

learned, chiefly by allowing others to confide in him,

what there was to learn. Multitudinous Bill Pape,

as the constable who had been on guard the night

of the robbery, sought opportunity for telling all

he knew—to the effect that he had seen and heard

nothing of a suspicious nature during his watch and

was the most surprised man in the territory when told

next day of the robbery.

No artifice had been needed to elicit from the

manager of the London company a full account of

the discovery of the crime—how he had suspected

nothing out of the ordinary until the next noon when,

on opening the gold vault by use of the combination,

he had come upon the surprise of his life.

"I blame myself for not having posted private

watchmen," Trask had admitted. "But the idea that

any one could get away with over a ton of dust from

under the very noses of you redoubtable police never

entered my head. I told Bruce that he had better

chain down the stoves at headquarters or somebody

would be carrying them off the first time they got

red-hot."

From a sense of justice, suppressing his resent-

ment at the slur upon the organization which he had

served so devotedly, Huxelby had put a guarded

question or two. No suspicious marks had been

found upon either the doors or the windows of the

office, nor had the safe been scarred. Finger prints?
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As Trask had manipulated the dials and handles

before he suspected anything wrong, it had been

pronounced futile to try for them. Small use finger

prints would be, anyway, the manager could not re-

sist criticizing, when the Mounted possessed no rec-

ords with which to compare them.

Huxelby did not agree with him. When every-

thing pointed to the safe having been opened by some

expert tumbler worker, a wide range of comparison

would have been afforded with the print collections

of the metropolitan police, both of the provinces

and of the United States. But he did not express

himself, for the serious oversight was long past recti-

fying.

Without attracting attention he had been able

later to check up on the company employees at the

store and warehouse and upon the dredges. None
did he encounter whose known past record warranted

suspicion. In the time which had elapsed since the

robbery there had been surprisingly few withdrawals

from the employment list, the London Dredgers' men
being treated liberally on the three important counts

—pay, hours and sustenance. Of those who had

gone, none had failed to check out openly at the

boundary.

Clewless though the case appeared to be, even as

the assistant commissioner at Regina had predicted

he would find it, Huxelby's interest in it was keen.

His most substantial and optimistic deduction re-

garding it—one which he did not feel called upon to
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share—concerned the weight and bulk of the loot.

Although seemingly gone without a trace, in all prob-

ability it remained secretly cached in the country of

its origin.

Thanks to the Dominion royalty on the gold out-

put and the right of search exercised at the boundary

gaps, greater difficulty was encountered in carrying

treasure out of the territory without rendering due

account than in bringing whisky or other contraband

in. Even though Hector Trask's faith in the Force

had waned, the sergeant's own had not. He knew
that from the day of the robbery every checking sta-

tion had been doubly on guard. Two thousand

pounds of unexplained gold might not easily be sifted

across the line. Therefore, the vault robbers must

be playing a waiting game, even as was his more

particular quarry, the man who meant to loot the

Monte Cristo Mine of its great hoard of uraninite.

But others could play that game—the waiting and

watching one—and who better than he. Sergeant

Sure?

As he sat this morning on the porch of barracks,

selecting, so to speak, the next matches he would

strike toward illuminating the shadows surrounding

the two crimes which so far remained dense to his

gaze, the clang of a bell inserted itself into his con-

sciousness. Its peal was as strong as the life pur-

pose behind the first crime, metallic and full as the

plunder of the second. Huxelby straightened in his

chair and considered the cause of the alarm.
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So another Sunday was being tolled off the calen-

dar—Sunday and a service! A personal invitation

seemed to intensify the clang of the bell. He tried

to believe himself moved by the habit of religious

observance trained into him when a youth by his

mother. Certainly he arose from his chair and

started down the steps away from quarters.

In pace with his long stride, however, came self-

confession. Neither inherent nor acquired spiritual

crave was moving him; rather, the sudden-born de-

sire to see again a certain someone, physical, exceed-

ingly vivid and of the earth earthly. He had heard

a day or so before that Eve Talbott was to sing

there ^his particular Sunday morning. Why not

see and hear her in the different role—she whom
Yukona called a "purple person" ? After that he felt

appreciably more religious.

To that pride in following the flag which long has

been an attribute of the Church of England may be

accredited Dayhght's possession of a chapel in the

camp's early days. Undressed as to lumber, non-

stained as to windows, its benches innocent of paint

or varnish, was the edifice into which Marcus Hux-

elby's impulse led him this brilliant morn. Yet was

the interior equipped with the necessities for which

purposed and a churchly atmosphere prevailed. In

a country where all else is more or less crude, its

lack of finish did not offend. Pew cushions and kneel-

ing benches were not missed. Religion in the rough

was still religion—a gentling reminder of the home-
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life behind and the greater realizations of the life

beyond.

Huxelby was glad that the congregation was stand-

ing, engaged in reading the responses. Entering the

more inconspicuously on that account, he stepped in

at the first empty bench. A matronly stranger just

in front turned, handed him an open prayer book

and indicated the stanza being read. As a unit of

the whole, he joined in the next response.

Seated, his eyes swept the rostrum in search of a

choir, but none was in evidence. Against the wall

to the right of the pulpit stood a small organ, sans

pipes or fluting, before which slouched the organist,

waiting for the announcement of the hymn—a thick-

bearded man whom he recognized as the chief engi-

neer on one of the London Ltd.'s dredges. A sacri-

legious fear that he had miscounted his Sundays pos-

sessed Huxelby when, a prelude having been pumped
from the asthmatic instrument, the congregation out-

sang its wheezes with their own. The full contralto

quality of a single voice soon became the only one

he heard among the many; directed his attention to

the front bench and a black straw sailor which hatted

a neat knot of Titian hair.

When, the morning prayer read, she . turned to

sing her solo, he got a changed impression of the

lady whom Fate had assigned him to rescue. Her
gown was demure—gray with white lace at wrists

and throat. The too conspicuous ring was gone from
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the forefinger which helped hold her sheet of music

to the light. Her expression was sweetly grave.

A wraith of a smile lit her face on recognizing

him. Glancing about, he wondered whether she was

glad to see him or whether his presence merely

alleviated a natural disappointment that Fred Bruce

was not of her audience.

She sang well and pleasingly, with a wistfulness

which left one sighing for the state of beatitude de-

scribed in the text.

"How beautiful upon the mountains

Are the feet of him that bringeth. good tidings

That publisheth peace."

Peace . . . Peace. Again and again her

honey-thick tones insisted upon peace. Strange how
convincingly she sang the haunting refrain when

trouble, it was said, followed her everywhere! Hux-

elby's heart swelled—he had not realized before how
much he longed for peace. His hand lifted to the

opening of his scarlet jacket, as if to seek something

within; then returned empty to his knee.

The song was sentimental—was affecting him with

sentiment. He tried to shrug off the mood. After

she had returned to her seat, he faced about so that

he could not see the back of the black hat and the

neat knot of hair; gave his mind to the service.

The rector looked to be a man of parts; evidently

was not one assigned by ecclesiastical "draw" to this

outpost of the North. Through his robe showed the
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outlines of a muscular frame—a strong man sent to

minister to the strong in a land where only such sur-

vive. He affected no oratorical delivery; made few

gestures. But he claimed Huxelby's attention from

the text:

"Do we then make void the law through faith?

God forbid: yea, we establish the law."

His address, the sergeant suspected, had been in-

spired by the contagion of distrust which each fac-

tion in camp felt toward the other. Doubtless there

was none present but had his opinion of just who
was to blame for the incomprehensible robbery, just

whose rancor antagonized the Force, just whose

negligence or incompetency was maddening the de-

prived company.

That the best results came of faith the rector

argued. Was not every force of Nature correlative?

The sun poured its warm expectations upon the earth

and the earth responded with the fruits thereof.

The mountains lifted in all confidence toward the sky.

Out the windows, from Mount St. Elias on the south

to the white loom of Mount Denali to the westward,

they could see how tree and peak gloried in the

realized beneficence of the upper air. Close to na-

ture were they—his people; why, then, so little of

trust, so much of judgment? Good-faith inspired

good deeds
—

"the substance of things hoped for, the

evidence of things not seen."

Faith? Huxelby felt inclined to scoff. Within
this gentle influence faith seemed all of the heart
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and suspicion nothing at all. Yet how futile would

have been his life, had he believed in his fellow-man

!

"Enter not into judgment with thy servant"—he

roused to the rector's impressive invocation
—

"for in

thy sight shall no man living be justified."

The service ended, Huxelby waited at the door.

He had seemed enlightened by the final "Amen!"
that to wait at the door was the real beginning of

the devotionals for which he had come.

Soon she joined him, Evelyn.

"To think that you of the deep, dark nature should

come to church!" she said as they descended the

steps.

"And to think that my deep, dark purpose should

be rewarded by hearing you sing!" he contributed.

She assumed an expression consistent with her gray

garb; shook her head. "You mean to confess that

you came from no higher motive than that?"

"Shrive me," he pled.

They laughed together as they started downward

toward camp. The trail was quite narrow and her

heels quite high. She depended upon his arm when

they were some distance behind the other worship-

pers, as if moved by the good faith which the rector

had invoked. The whil? she inquired concernedly

about his work.

"I came not here to answer; I came to ask," he

informed her, with characteristic directness.

"To ask—of me? What is it, sir, that you would

ask?"
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"Two questions, if the first is answered satisfac-

torily. Only one, if not."

"You are, as always, temperate," she observed.

"Two questions aren't many to answer—or evade,

What is the all-important first?"

"Are you going to marry Fred Bruce?"

Although he looked straight ahead, rather than

into her uplifted face, he knew that she was con-

fused and offended by so personal a trespass. He
saw with that indirectly focussed gaze of his that

her face had flushed and felt the withdrawal of her

hand from his arm. Turning, he took her elbow

to steady her tip-tilted downward steps.

"Don't get angry. Have a little faith in my mo-

tives. Remember, if necessary, Juneau!"

When still she did not speak, he further urged:

"Of course it isn't heroic for me to remind you of

that small service. But / have faith—that you are

going to make allowances for the good intentions

back of what may sound like impudence."

In a chastened sort of voice, she: "I shouldn't

think of answering question Number i if it weren't

for the sermon this morning and—and for question

Number 2. You say I'll never know the second if

I don't answer the first?"

"If you don't answer it satisfactorily."

For a moment longer she demurred, then : "That's

a dreadful obligation to put upon a woman, to be

satisfactory. But faith—it certainly is accomplish-

ing results. Probably the right answer in this case
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is the truth. If you mean to ask. whether I intend

to marry Frederick Bruce, the answer is no. Is that

satisfactory?"

In turn Huxelby took his time replying.

"It is, quite," said he at last. "Question Number
2: Why have you been avoiding me?"
Now he studied her confusion with frank interest.

"Why—why—" She paused, then became direct

herself. "You want the truth to that?"

"Do you think I'm the sort to ask for a lie?"

"But are you ready for the truth?"

"Ready?"

They had stopped at the foot of the two flights

of steps which led to Trask's pretentious cabin. She

opened wide her odd-striped, amber eyes to his con-

sideration.

"So far as you are concerned, I haven't been ready

myself," said she. "In my somewhat checkered past,

Sergeant Huxelby, I have been disappointed in many
a man. Women are too prone to think they know
the men who attract them personally, before they

have been even introduced to them in the abstract.

*By their works ye shall know them'—that's my pres-

ent-day text. Very suitable, isn't it, after the lesson

this morning? So far as you are concerned, I've

been waiting."

"Waiting? For what?"

"To see what you do—^whether you really dcserv^e

the 'hero' label I pasted on you before the finish of

the Juneau incident."
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An expression of feigned despair crinkled the fresh

sunburn on Huxelby's face. "Why discourage me at

the start, madame! I'm afraid I'll never qualify in

that role, no matter how long you wait or how faith-

fully you expect."

"Don't let a mere figure of speech embarrass you,"

she urged. "The Yukon summer brings too many
wild blooms for knighthood to need to flower. But

there is so much here that you— Sergeant, how long

is this wireless detail likely to occupy you?"

The fair Eve also, it seemed, could ask leading

questions. That she should have pounced upon the

only subterfuge connected with Huxelby's stay in

Daylight was a bit disconcerting! His work was
progressing satisfactorily, he told her, with what en-

thusiasm he could muster in the emergency. A few

weeks should see the station in operation. If all went

well, he then would turn it over to a radio con-

stable. Why did she ask?

"From the first it has struck me as strange that,

with your record for achievement in the North, the

powers that be in the Mounted should have assigned

you to a more or less mechanical task," she further

ventured. "For instance, I, with my circumscribed

viewpoint, could have selected something so much
more worth while for you to do right here in camp.'-

"If it Is something for you and something that

lies in my power, command me, fair lady."

She accepted the invitation. "It is for me indi-

rectly, as my father's Interests of course are mine.
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It is also for Fred Bruce who, I understand, is an old

friend of yours, and for the North-West Mounted,

to wliich you seem more consecrated than most. My
father is in difficulty with his directors in England

over this unexplained robbery of our gold vault. If

the O. C. isn't in hot water at headquarters, he soon

will be, for certainly he has made no showing at all.

And you must realize what a splotch this unsolved

crime is upon the escutcheon of the Force. Can't

you—won't you. Sergeant Sure, turn your searchlight

strength upon the darkness in which we all are grop-

ing?"

At the moment Huxelby felt inclined to desert the

subterfuges which were necessities of his profession.

To himself he had to admit it. In the thrall of the

lovely day, the lovely woman, the lovely voice, he

very much wanted to swear himself into the service

she craved—wanted to the more that, in truth, the

lighting of that particular darkness was his official

mission to the Yukon. But to trust in none often

had been pronounced the secret of his success. Even
with the sight and sound of his lavender lady in

such close appeal, he must make no exception of this

important case. In the same pulse with the desire

to gratify her came the realization of how glad

he would be that he hadn't, once he was safely away.

He made the next-best answer to the whole truth.

"Whatever I can do I will, Mrs. Talbott. But I

am only a cog in a vast machine. Were I a free-

lance, any effort I could make to please you
—

"
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He felt that the shrug with which he ended this

acknowledgment of his impotency was better than

words; felt relieved that she concealed any disap-

pointment she may have felt over his reception of

her plea. She was, he made note, either a woman
of unusual self-control or unusual common-sense.

"I understand." There was just enough regret

in her voice to weight her acquiescence. She had

ascended the first step of the double flight that led

to the cabin's terrace and stood smiling along a level

into his eyes, gracious and graceful over a defeat

which she chose to make seem a victory. "I am sure

a partial promise from you means more than an oath

from other men. You see, I have faith in you. I

believe that, despite your reserve, you are going to

do your utmost, no matter for whose sake—Yukona's

or mine, or either or both of our fathers'. For-

tunate, isn't it, that you can't serve one of those two

unfriendly parents without serving the other, and

both the daughters as well?"

He started, from the strike of an idea. It was at

least strange—stranger than she could guess—that

the motivation of his past, as well as that of the pres-

ent, had been for sake of fathers. Except for that

boyhood allegiance of his own, which had carried

over into his middle manhood, he might not now be

in position to serve those of herself and Yukona.

For sake of fathers 1

"And I'm going to ask you to dinner right soon."

Eve was speaking. "My proud parent will be at
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the board and probably won't be able to resist dis-

cussing our mystery, in the intervals of discussing

me. Perhaps you may be able to point out some neg-

lected lead."

He felt the color of pleasure on his face ; supposed

that she was noticing it.

"Then you have decided," he accepted clrcuit-

ously, "to recognize me—to cease avoiding me?"
"I have decided

—
" She mounted the second step,

caught the balustrade with both hands and leaned

toward him in her teasing pause. "All in the last

half hour, after days of wondering, I have decided

that you, at least, are ready."

"Ready?" he demanded again, but more as an

assertion.

All at once Huxelby gave to the control of im-

pulses which, his life long, he had known only

through his fear of women. He loosened her hands

from the balustrade ; held them palm to palm between

his own; drew her back to the first step where those

tantalizing, tawny eyes of hers could again be on a

level with his own. Feeling vibrantly, watching her,

he appreciated that the pulse in her palms beat to

his and that her lips were quivering even as they

smiled.

She did not try to loose his grip. She stood quite

still, as if regarding herself and him—emotionful,

but at her ease.

"You are not the only one who is sure of his

methods in runninc: down a man, sergeant," she
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dared him. "You, If any one, ought to know that

if one shows interest in his quarry too soon, one

surely loses him. If one is clever at concealment,

one just may get him."

"I've heard a good deal about your dangerous

ways, Mrs. Talbott. Are you flirting with me?"
She laughed in face of the threat that somehow

sounded in his naive demand; drew her hands from

his; started up the steps.

"Never do on Sundays—flirt. It's one of my
observances. We'll make the dinner on a week-day

if you like. You will come?"

"Not unless you explain
—

"

"Stupid!" She tossed the word down to him like

a rose. "Think it over on your way back to bar-

racks. You will see that I have answered question

Number 2."

Would he come? He, as well as she, had all faith

that he would, even on a week-day.



CHAPTER XI

THE CONNECTING LINK

Next morning, as Huxelby crossed the compound
toward headquarters building, he enjoyed the first

glimpse he had had of Yukona Bruce in half a week.

Although she had treated him with consistent

good-fellowship ever since that handshake under the

pines near the mine, she seemed to think less of him

now that they were settled in Daylight. But per-

haps that was because she was coming to think more

of the rich young American who, apparently, had

forgotten that the object of his trip to the White

River country was to pay "attentions" to No. 13

Above on Blondie.

That the non-com glimpsed the constabulary's

daughter is true enough, but perhaps "enjoyed" may
not be used without qualification. While he felt that

he had reason to be annoyed by her recent aloof-

ness, a light, cloud-like wonder scudded across his

mind. Had she been notified of those certain steps

in the purple person's direction which he had taken

since their landing?

As neither was the sort to dodge an issue and as

their respective courses converged, the two met di-

120
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rectly in front of headquarters. Yukona's greeting

had the ease of established friendship, but for one

whose concerns were not necessarily her own. As to

knowledge of his homeward stroll from church,

he was not long left in doubt.

She looked him over, from Stetson brim to Strath-

cona tips.

"Yes, I really believe it did you good," she pro-

nounced.

"What did?" Manfully he struggled with a feel-

ing of near-guilt.

"Your conversion. You look sort of purified and

uplifted—positively a whole inch taller. Tell me,

how long since you last paid your devotions?"

Was she referring to texts taught within or with-

out the chapel? He chose to adopt the former sur-

mise; fixed his mind upon it; answered carefully.

"Longer than I'd care to report, Yukona. But

it won't be so long again, I assure you."

The golden lines of her eyebrows upcurved; the

red lip-lines straightened. "I suppose not."

"I must acknowledge that I was interested, if

not deeply affected. You should have been there."

"Should I? I don't agree with you. I stayed

away for the reverse of the reason you went—in

order not to hear Eve Talbott sing in church. Did

she sound just orthodox to you?"

She was wearing a rose-wreathed Leghorn hat,

whose brim may have been entirely to blame for the

shadow on her face. Strange, though, that her
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voice also was shadowed when, after glancing around

the compound, she asked in a downright way:
"Mark, do you think there is any cure for them

—

for widowsf"

Huxelby was taken off guard by this bold move
into the open. He cast about for cover.

"Isn't there a doctor in camp? If anyone is ill,

seek professional advice."

She lifted her hand as if to lay it on his arm;

then, obviously remembering the formality between

them, let It drop to her side again. Her cheeks were

beautifully pink when she pushed back the Leghorn

brim and showed him eyes of earnest appeal.

"It's my father. If he were a brother sergeant or

even an inspector, you'd find some way of jolting

the senses back into him, wouldn't you? Oh,

there's no use to pretend any longer—^you must

know the whole thing by this time almost as well as

I. And there's no use holding back, because he thinks

you're in love with Evelyn, too. If you are, you'll

want to cure him, and if you're not, you'll see, as

everybody does, that he's got to be saved. What
do you suppose she wants with him, anyhow, just

one old admirer among a dozen or so more suitable?

What's she going to gain by getting him cashiered

from the Force?"

"But, Yukona, aren't you forgetting
"

"I'm forgetting nothing except my policy of how
to be cheerful though miserable. They say you're

fixing everything for everybody else. Can't you for-
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get that he's a super and do something for the

cause?"

Huxelby needed to feign no sympathy; she'd had

it ever since that early morning when they stepped

ashore from Le Droit. The more he felt Evelyn

Talbott's subtle charm, realized the scope of her

power and appreciated that reserve of herself was

the secret of her lure for men, the more sorry he

felt for Yukona. He knew the girl to be physically

fearless and mentally keen; knew that she was not

small in her vanity or chary of forgiveness. But

she was no match, he feared, for the woman whose

influence she wished to conquer.

"Couldn't you go to her and talk to her?'* She

broke impatiently into his hesitation. "Whether she

cares for you or doesn't care, it would work much
the same."

"That's preposterous. I couldn't do that!"

With much the same utterance he had snapped off

the suggestion of Commissioner Smallwood regard-

ing this selfsame siren.

The girl gave him a sharp glance, pressed her

teeth a second over her lower lip, then said more
lightly: "At least you might advise that crack-brain

old pest she wished on me to mush along about his

profession!"

Huxelby could not laugh. He knew, as did all

Daylight, the cause of her annoyance. Professor

Aaron Webster, to everybody's amusement and
amaze, had caught the spirit of the time and place,
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even to producing an elaborate wardrobe from his

complicated effects. Although his prospecting ma-
chinery had duly arrived, it lay unused in the London
Dredgers' warehouse. In his dressed-up state he

continued to be a guest at the Bruce quarters—

a

valued one, to judge by the conduct of his host; by

that of his hostess, worse than valueless. His "mis-

sion to the Yukon" had seemed to be forgotten.

Except for that incident of the Monte Cristo Mine,

Huxelby must have set him down as some new brand

of grafter, masked behind a smattering of metal-

lurgical knowledge.

Nothing at all had evolved as to the eccentric's

antecedents. According to Bruce, he had brought

the highest recommendations, but from whom was
not vouchsafed.

Now, before Huxelby could answer Yukona's last

request, the subject thereof emerged from head-

quarters with Constable Pape.

"Greetings, my dear friends of the voyage !" said

"the pest" with elaborate bow and a wave of a

blue-bordered silk handkerchief. "Greetings and

au revoir."

"You are going away from here?" The sergeant

tried to hide the keenness of his interest.

"I depart within the hour for a preliminary pros-

pect of the range in the vicinity of the Pillowhoot

Glacier. Your esteemed O. C. has lent me the

services of Mr. Pape here for the expedition."

Yukona and Huxelby exchanged glances. Their
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common exultation, however, was from different

thoughts.

So she was to be free of her leech-artist guest I

So he soon was to know the next move of the

seeker for uraninite I

Marcus Huxelby had in mind no "rough shadow"

of the erratic scientist who had awakened from his

dream of social success to remembrance of whatever

mission had brought him to the Yukon. But he

"happened" to be at stables around the time set for

the small expedition's start. His errand allegedly

otherwise, he took stock of the outfit being packed.

Although the professor himself had resumed

laced-boots, corduroys and flannel shirt, his para-

phernalia for field work was not exactly along old-

timer lines. Rather, it might have been selected by

some "dude" of the sort who go shooting mountain

goats, merely to flatten lead bullets against the gran-

ite background.

A diverting fifteen minutes did the sergeant watch

Multi Rape's effort to load a pack-horse with odds

and ends such as none but a tenderfoot would think

of taking to trail. When even the dumb brute pro-

tested, as the constable pointed out, how much bet-

ter right so to do had a man with horse sense ! Any-

thing but poetic he waxed over a tent of balloon silk.

Webster, overhearing his language anent the last-

minute addition of a lynx-skin robe, declared it to
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be at once lighter and warmer than one of coon or

wolf.

"Light and warm?" grunted the unwilling guide.

"You think we're starting on a midwinter mush ?"

"But we are going to a glacier, are we not?"

inquired the old man mildly.

"Well, not into the bowels of it, I hope."

Only when he came to the commissary did the

stout trooper cheer up. If every meal and bed-

time snack was not a banquet, he opined, the fault

would not be his or that of the grub-box. He'd
plumb given up dieting five years back, on finding

that he gained two pounds for every ounce he did

not eat. He'd kept fit enough the first half of his

life, he reckoned, to enjoy himself toward the end.

In vain Huxelby looked for mining machinery,

of which the professor had brought such a load. Not
a piece of it had been removed from storage in the

London Dredgers' warehouse. A gold pan, a light

prospecting pick and a hammer and drill—probably

the very set used to sample Monte Cristo ore—com-

prised the tools of the expedition.

"Merely a preliminary prospect, this," Webster

explained. "What you might call a topographical

reconnoissance."

"Or what you might call a bluff," Huxelby sup-

plied as he watched the ill-assorted pair. He stood

staring until after the pack horse in the rear had

groaned itself from sight; then returned to the twin

knolls behind the post where' a pair of wooden wire-
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less towers were climbing skyward according to

contract not let on the cost-plus basis.

Next morning, after planning several days' work

with the contractor, he repaired to Headquarters

and put his name upon the blotter before the in-

definite notation, "off on wireless scout." At stables

he brought out a horse which he had selected from

among the unassigned—a large roan that answered

to the inappropriate-sounding name of "Sweet,"

well ribbed up, with flat-boned legs and sloping

shoulders. From his pommel depended a double

coil of rope and a pair of "creepers" requisitioned

from the post storekeeper by way of preparedness

for possible travel on foot over ice. Equipped to

avoid separation from "the connecting link," he was

off.



CHAPTER XII

fate's arrest

Pillowhoot Glacier, to which the professor was
professedly bound, lay twenty miles to the westward

of Daylight. Its emerald-green nose, the central

feature of a mountain face on the international

boundary line, could be seen from the mining camp.

Mid-afternoon brought Huxelby his first intimate

view of Nature's wonder-work, when he rode out of

the scattered timber upon a volcanic scar. The
sight of ice massed beyond calculation in tonnage

never failed to impress him. Now he halted the

roan to study the fantastic shapes wrought in cobalt

blue, artistically streaked with white—here a giant's

head, there a cathedral of outlines to shame human
architects, yonder a palace which outglittered the

time-famed glories of Solomon.

After some scouting with his field glasses, he lo-

cated a silk-tented camp under a lone spruce on the

south edge of the green-nosed ice pack. The pro-

fessor lolled in a camp chair reading a book, while

a second figure, easily recognizable, at the moment
was departing on a course which led directly upon

the glacier.

128
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Huxelby kept his glasses upon the khaki field uni-

form of the service, wondering what possible object

could take the heavyweight on a sortie so fraught

with danger. The distance across to the granite

abutments on the north must have been over a mile,

and the way seamed with crevices, a slip near any

of which meant cold-storage death.

After affixing his creepers, Pape struck out across

the ice ridges which bisected the frozen "river," to

come soon upon a crevice that appeared to puzzle

him. The watcher breathed a prayer that he would

not attempt to jump it with the aid of the Alpine

stick he carried; was relieved at last to see him

straddle an ice bridge and edge himself along. At
that, he was angered. The idea of any sane man
trusting himself to so brittle a span of life—and for

the sake of Aaron Webster!

Huxelby could only hold his breath and hope for

the best. But the worst happened. He saw the

heavy body make a convulsive backward flop; saw

the lofted arms and fluttering hands; saw But

that was all he saw. There remained not a speck

upon the polished glacier top. The Pillowhoot had

gulped one more human sacrifice.

The sergeant was but a moment gaining his saddle,

scarcely longer bolting the woods and racing his

beast, despite the rocks, across to the temporary

camp. Down upon Aaron Webster he clattered and

aroused him rudely from day-dreams over a book

that evidently had proved too heavy reading.
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As though awakened by a burglar in the night, the

scientist sprang to his feet. "Is it possible, Sergeant

Huxelby—you who have seemed so quiet-mannered

!

What means this unseemly raid?"

"Means that Pape has fallen into the glacier."

The alarmist was off his horse and loosening the rope

from his saddle horn. "Get your ice creepers I"

"My constable engulfed—you don't say?" ex-

claimed Webster with surprise inadequately suave.

"Glacial crevices are deep, but the cold is intense

—

mercifully quick, they say. Good-by, William. I

was growing to regard you."

His manner of kissing his finger tips toward the

cerulean heavens may have been devout, but it did

not arouse reverence in Huxelby.

"Good-by—belli WeVe got to get him out.

Where are your creepers?"

The eccentric began to look downright disturbed.

"Creepers? I have none. I despise them. They
look too much like the claws of the lower animals.

Besides, I do not like ice and never venture upon it."

"Then you're in for a new venture—a slick-soled

one at that. I'll likely be able to use you out there

—

as an anchor or something. Grab that ax and come
along."

When the "savior" of the Yukon made no move
to obey, Huxelby took hold of his collar and planted

a hard-knuckled knee where it was likely to be most

persuasive.

"Who'd have Imagined It from your gentlemanly
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manners aboard ship? I'll report you for this, you

yellow-legged desperado
!"

These and other such protests varied the minutes

of their advance to the ice-pack edge.

"Report till you're dead!" advised the sergeant.

"How come you to be doing your prospecting by

proxy, anyhow? Why did you send a good man

like Multi Pape across the Pillowhoot?"

"I desired samples of the formation on the op-

posite side—needed them to prove up certain theo-

ries I'm evolving. He was quite willing to go, I as-

sure you. It was his own idea to take a short-cut

across the ice. He is one, I think, who has not suf-

ficient resource within himself to endure Nature's

solitudes."

Once they had the blue underfoot, they made out

easily the scratches left by the constable's creepers.

The going was harder for Webster without the steel

claws he so "despised." The sergeant helped him

—

not so much through sympathy as to make better

time. They crossed the two ice ridges; in time came

to the crevice—a crack varying in width from twenty-

five to fifty feet; found what had been a frozen

bridge, now broken in the center.

Throwing himself face forward and flat upon

the ice, Huxelby peered over the edge into an ultra-

marine void of indeterminable depth. After dipping

straight for some twenty feet, it appeared to slant.

Hopeless as seemed the effort, he shouted; called

Pape's name.
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An answer came weakly, like a far-away mumble

over a faulty telephone wire.

"It's Huxelby

—

Huxelbyl" was the return into the

depths.

"Thank—God!" came distinctly and fervently in

the voice from far away.

"Hold fast! I'm going to lower a rope."

A groan, the more pitiful because so faint, pre-

faced the cry: "I'm stuck—fast. You'll have-
to bring—ax."

Urgent as were the seconds, Huxelby neglected no

precaution in anchoring one end of his rope to the

nearest hummock that seemed secure. He was

tempted to knot it also about the professor's waist,

so that in case of a slip the man primarily responsi-

ble for the accident might likewise be involved. In-

stead, he indicated a foothold for the nervous old

fellow who, for once, had not enough resource within

himself to enjoy "nature's solitudes," planted him

behind it, and bade him ease the strain upon the

hummock knot by holding to the rope with all his

might. Slipping the short-handled ax into his belt,

Huxelby carefully lowered himself over the edge

and started the descent hand over hand.

Some twenty feet down, the slant of the crevice

began. Five feet farther the cold made itself felt.

Uncounted feet more and near rope's end, he heard

the prayerful gasp: "Just—long enough." Then

he felt a hand grip his ankle and found foothold

upon a projection from the slanting side wall.
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Considering its depth, the crevice was strangely

light. Holding to the rope, he peered over and saw

Pape just below him. In falling the constable's heavy

body had turned so that it lay facing upward in a

semi-horizontal position, wedged between the nar-

rowing walls by the hips.

All this Huxelby saw—this and more. Gazing

down at his fellow trooper with fearful fascination,

he wondered whether he could be dreaming some

gruesome dream. But, no; he was as acutely awake

as the man whose life depended upon his next move.

He saw what he sawl

Here in the glacier's cruel depths, all unexpectedly,

he had come to the end of heartbreak trails. In the

constable's downward crash his shirt had been torn

open at the neck. Upon his chest, blue-black and

distinct, was a scar that formed a perfect letter "M."
"At last! At last!"

Resonant as the bay of a bloodhound, Marcus

Huxelby's cry was multiplied by echoes and hurled

back and forth between the walls of the crevice.

Down in the icy tomb the passions of hell heated

and controlled him. His lips pulled back over his

strong, white teeth in a snarl that held the man he

had risked himself to save silent from sudden fear.

His eyes blazed fire. From his tongue dropped the

spit of malevolence—^yaps of hideous laughter and

growls of hate.

"An eye for an eye, Multi Pape—a tooth for a

tooth! You didn't know and I didn't know that I
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was coming down here to collect my debt. Did you

really think that you'd get off without paying the

price r

In a flash, contemplating the caprice of the jade

who had tricked him for the best part of his life, he

vented a very fury of glee. Arrested by Fate

—

stretched out where he had been hurled—chanced

upon by the merest accident! What a joke on Ser-

geant "Sure" Huxelby

!

The more intensely he looked at that devil-clubbed

brand, seeming to enlarge and lift as the chest of the

glacier's victim swelled from dread within, the more
intensely he remembered and, remembering, loathed.

When he thought of that man born to the divine

right of American kings—his father; when he

thought of his queen-mother living out her half-a-

life of lonely state; when he thought of his personal

struggle to worst in himself all crave for human com-

pensations— Almost did he forego his hold on the

ro-pe, that he might have both h? ids free to grip

the slayer's throat and stifle out hi life breath, gasp

by gasp.

But when he stooped and rea.hed he could not

touch him. Like the eyes of leasts he had seen

caught in traps, Pape's eyes were on him in dumb
appeal. Already the thick lips were white and the

fat cheeks flaccid.

After all, debts are not- always paid to creditors

and satisfaction of rever lies largely in a state of

mind. Huxelby drew b with the thought.
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The knowledge that "M" had paid that price of

a life for a life should be enough. He had only

to climb back up the rope and report to Webster

that the constable was beyond help. The glacier

had seized him and would finish him.

He raised one hand for the first lift of the return

climb. Yet he waited. He wanted this murderer to

return to his Maker ashamed of his deed.

Bending over until their faces almost touched,

he hurled a volley of questions at the doomed man,

one barely waiting for a reply to the last.

"That *M' on your chest—it was branded by

devil's-clubs ?"

"For God's sake, sergeant, don't you realize I'm

freezing?"

"I know what matters more than that—who you

are and what you are. Your only hope of getting

out of here is to answer the truth to what I ask. I'll

know if you lie and I'll leave you. Didn't you once

assume the name of Sampson?"
"Yes, quite a spell back. Have you gone mad?

If you don't move quick
"

"And you worked for one John Moors at that

time?"

"Yes. Get me out of
"

"On a mining prospect near Whitehorse?'*

"Yes, yes. Get me out

—

get me outl"

"Moors trusted you with a secret, set you on your

feet, tried to make a man of you—and you betrayed

him in return?"
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"God, don't I know it? But I'll make it up if you

get me out of here."

"And the crime that made you change your

name "

"I'll confess—everything^ serg. I'm about—all

in. And you If you don't move quick—^you'll

not be able to——"
There was something in that. And the wretch

had told the truth—told it because his questioner

had promised to try to get him out if he did so

!

He must hurry, Huxelby urged himself. That was

true. He shifted one hand on the rope, then the

other; started to draw himself off the ledge.

"Likely you'd best—give me up. There won't be

time for two. Just promise mo you won't tdl

Yukona Bruce. I couldn't bear for her to know.

And, Serg
"

Was there some weakening spell in the thought

of the woman he had named? Was she right

—

Yukona—and was vengeance not to be his? Hux-
elby put the demands to himself, enraged at his own
impotency to leave the wretch to the fate he de-

served and save himself.

Or was it that Multi Pape had given up?

The human tug at the moment was stronger than

that of the beast. The creature below was a fellow

man utterly at his mercy and freezing. He could

not carry through.

Clinging to the rope with his left hand, he un-

limbered the ax from his belt; chopped a hold for
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one foot on the opposite wall ; straddled the crevice.

Stretching down, he looped a noose under Rape's

shoulders. Something stronger than himself had

decided. If within his power, he must extricate this

self-confessed fiend from the snapped jaws of death.

Again he plied the ax and chopped free the broad

hips that had stopped the fall. As the pressure gave,

he instructed the constable
;
guided his hand to a grip

of the shelf which was supporting most of his own
weight; caught him by the collar as a precaution

against a farther drop.

With the last strokes of the ax, Rape was strug-

gling manfully to help himself. By their united

strength, in a final, muscle-rending wrench, he

achieved a one-legged stand upon the shelf. There,

his other leg hanging lax, his face distorted by pain,

his broad back against the wall, he declared that he

could wait.

The sergeant, aided by his creepers, which ap-

preciably relieved the strain on his arms of his own
considerable weight, pulled himself to the surface

hand over hand. His shoulders felt dislocated and

his elbows unsocketed. But he shook himself into

form for the heavier task before him.

Even with such aid as the professor could give,

the hoisting of the injured constable was a feat of

coordinated head, heart and brawn. Inch by inch,

foot by foot, gasp by gasp, a back-breaking, heart-

breaking, hope-breaking gain was made on the drag.

Many a moment was lost for rest against the almost
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unendurable. Many a breath was wasted in over-

edge shouts of encouragement. If the ice-hold should

crack, if the rope should fray, if their united man-
power should fail by the slightest fraction

—

When Rape's wobbling head and huge shoulders

appeared over the crevice edge, Huxelby held the

slack, while the professor helped draw the rest of

the groan-racked body onto the glacier's surface.

One glance the constable directed into the smiling

sky, then gave to a death-like faint. Huxelby crossed

to him and stooped to chaff his hands.

But the impulse of mercy was short-lived. He
stood over the helpless hulk, his face twisting again

into a snarl. On the ledge below or somewhere along

the hazardous ascent, that impulse of self-protection

said to control criminals to the last of their life of

lies had moved Multi Pape above his sufferings.

With benumbed fingers he had managed to button

every button of his shirt!

The ensuing details of the grim adventure fol-

lowed rapidly, important only in the effort they cost

and their results. A hurried return to the spruce-

tree camp, the improvisation of a sled, the Herculean

task of dragging the glacier's near-victim to a bed

of pain under the balloon-silk tent and the prized

lynx-skin robe But all that well may be waived.

Examination proved Pape to have sustained a com-

pound fracture of the leg—an injury beyond the

makeshifts of trail surgery. Since he lay nearly

as helpless as when wedged in the crevice, Huxel-
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by postponed the moment toward which he had

striven through the years—the moment of the arrest

of his father's murderer. Time enough for that

after the man was returned to coherence and some

degree of physical ease. After giving Webster his

best snap-judgment instructions as to the care of

their patient, he reclaimed his powerful roan from

a nose-rubbing interim with the expedition horses and

set off for Daylight and the surgeon under contract

to serve the Mounted.

Overwrou^it in body was he by the day's tax;

humbled, yet exultant in mind by the astonishing

revelation. That he should have enlisted in the

Mounted to cover a search for a man who himself

had joined the Force to hide from that search 1 That

he, "sure" though he had been acclaimed in cases of

his past, might never have suspected the coward

hiding behind the skirts of the constabulary's best-

beloved, except for the pointing finger of Fate I

But no time was this to congratulate or repri-

mand himself. Was it enough for the blood-hound

to have run down the quarry of his scent? Not

until he had delivered into the hands of the law had

he reached quest's end. He had first to save the life

which later he would see destroyed. An eagerness

more driving than he could understand revived him.

The post and the surgeon who was to spare Multi

Pape for the hangman, two scalding cups of coffee

and then— What then?

He forgot the twist in his shoulders and the ache
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in his arms. Tremendous energy came to him. He
touched seldom-used spurs; bent to the trail; tried

the roan.

The duskless hour of dusk had fallen when he

flung off at the surgeon's cabin. There he reported

the "accident" and offered to lead back the relief

party in half an hour. The two cups of coffee at

mess were quickly drunk.

No need to ask himself what then. He had but

to follow an instinct truer than the blood-hound's

scent. That eagerness which had revived him from

exhaustion—In one thought, one word it was ex-

pressed. Yukona!



CHAPTER XIII

THE MAN TO GET

Drawn through a knothole bored by whetted ques-

tions seemed each m-inute of the next forenoon to the

constabulary's daughter. Would the ambulance

party never appear? Did the delay signify a more

serious injury to poor old Multi Pape than had been

reported? Or was it caused by some new obstacle

to the "bringing in" of Sergeant Sure Mark's man?
Suppose he succeeded—her hound-dog. Suppose

his life-quest really had reached trail's end. Would
he turn, as he had said that day at Monte Cristo, to

the woman? And which woman would she be?

Certainly he had been even more succinct and diffi-

cult in written than in spoken communication. If

only she had been at home when he had loped into

the post last evening instead of frivoling at the

Arctic Brotherhood dance ! Failing to find her in thd

time at his disposal, he might have spared a fourth

line to the three scribbled on a page from his report

book and kft with their Chinese man-of-all-work,

since she was of enough importance to be sought and

written to at all.

Constrained as a word-counted telegram and as
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innocent of punctuation was his note, the first she

ever had received from him.

Have found my man
Going now to bring him in

Mark

With others than herself he had been brief. The
fact was called forcibly to her attention by her

father's anathemas against that "upstart sergeant"

whom once he had esteemed so highly. In his hur-

ried report to the inspector on duty, Huxelby merely

had stated that Constable Pape, having sustained an

injury, must be carried in from Pillowhoot Glacier.

So far as Yukona could ascertain by covert inquiry,

he had made no report of any capture, either im-

pending or already effected. This bit of information

would seem to be their secret—his and hers. She

assumed the responsibility and said nothing of the

note she had received.

Luncheon disposed of, she took her post on the

screened porch commanding a view of the gate

through which the travelers from the westward

glacier would be most likely to enter the compound.

The "Sisters" hospital over in town being still in

course of construction, she assumed that the patient

would be brought strai'ght to their own sick bay.

Half-past-one; two; half-past! After the clock

on the living-room mantel had chimed three, she be-

gan to yield to the anxiety which had been nagging

her all day. Was Multi worse hurt than the sergeant
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had reported? Or had some untoward incident de-

layed the rescue party? Could it be possible that

Huxelby, clubbed into regardlessness of another's

sufferings, had made Multi wait while he requisi-

tioned the able-bodied to aid in the capture? Dis-

trustful imaginings came to her—of a battle in the

wilderness and of others injured. Perhaps Mark
himself

Then, just as she was thinking that she could not

endure to hear the last stroke of four o'clock, she

saw him riding, straight and strong, at the head of

a small cavalcade through the west gate. That
something had gone amiss with his plan she appre-

ciated from counting the horsemen. The surgeon

was the second into the compound. Behind came the

two mounted constables who had gone out on relief

and between their horses an improvised drag of

brush—an idea borrowed from the Indians for the

least painful transport of the injured. Upon the

drag stretched a figure which could be none other

than that of Multitudinous.

But he was the last of the cavalcade. There was
no prisoner—none else. New questions urged

Yukona. Where was that egg-pated pest, the pro-

fessor? It could not be that he was Huxelby's man

!

What had gone wrong? Was that ravening life-lust,

then, not yet satisfied—^trail's end still afar? Or
was it that she had misjudged the mercy of her

human hound? Had he brought in Multi first,

meaning at once to set forth again after his man?
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The possibility started her out the screen door and

down the steps. She walked slowly toward the bar-

racks, however, that the injured constable might be

carried inside without the excitement of seeing her.

Huxelby she would intercept as he came out.

She had not long to maintain this restraint. The
sergeant reappeared almost at once, sent his horse

to the stable with the others, then started toward her

afoot, evidently headed for the superintendent's of-

fice. On glimpsing her, he quickened his steps.

When some paces away, she noticed the change in

his expression. His was an eager, triumphant look,

yet somehow indirect.

"Your man, Mark?" Her question greeted him.

Low, in hurried, jerky tones, he answered. "I

brought him in, as I went to do. He'll pay at last for

the life he took—pay me. It was my own father

he murdered, Yukona, this beast with the 'M' on

his chest. I haven't told you that before. Don't let

yourself forget it for a minute. It will help you to

—to ^ iderstand."

"Your father

—

murderedf And who "

"He's a little the worse for wear, but he'll mend
up in time to answer to the charge. This is going

to upset you just at first, little pal. I tried to see you

a moment last night to prepare you. But you were

born to the irrevocable law. You want justice done,

don't you, Yukona? Changing one's opinion of a.

person is a mere matter of readjusting one's mental

focus. Once you see him as he is—that his affection
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for you has been only the subterfuge of coward-

ice-

He stopped, confused and breathless from the

long speech he had forced. Still he did not look at

her, although she stared amazedly into his face.

More significant than his words was his pause.

"You are not trying to tell me"—her voice

was distinct and slow
—

"that the man you've been

hunting all these years, the 'M' of the devil scars,

is
"

"Constable Bill Pape, alias Albert Sampson."

Huxelby spoke as distinctly and slowly as she, with

^e impressment of a judge passing sentence. But

in his voice was a threatening undertone. Fire

seemed to flash from his somber eyes as they at last

met hers. All the long ride back from Pillowhoot he

had been dreading this moment. Now he faced it

defiantly.

With all his forethought, however, he was ill-

prepared for her reception of his statement. The
concern of her gaze endured, but the fear turned to

pity—pity for him.

"You are mad on this subject," she said, "stark

mad. I did not suppose you could be de-humanized

so quickly."

"Mad!" he snarled. "When on his chest
"

"Mark, not—not really?"

He nodded, exultation overcoming his care for her

feelings. "Branded there for life and unto death.

Since you, nor your father, nor any in the Service
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has suspected this scar on him, imagine the omnipres-

ent guilt back of his care in concealing it. Day and

night, night and day, through all the years in which

he has disgraced the Mounted with his presence, he

has remembered that he is a murderer."

She flared. "Mad as you are, you can't say that

to me twice. It is not true."

**Not true, when he has—confessed?"

**I can't believe that."

"You've got to believe it."

Taking her rather roughly by the arm, he started

with her on the return to her home. Along the way
he listed his proofs against the man—his man

—

whom she had accounted so tried and true a friend.

Back to the beginning he harked—to the conviction

that his father had not taken his own life; to his

perusal of the diary which had brought to his youth-

ful consideration the Albert Sampson whom Pape in

the glacier had admitted himself to be; to his dis-

covery of the theft of the radium process. Tersely

he reviewed his quest for the branded man, down

to the incident at the White Pass Hotel when he had

satisfied himself that Aaron Webster, undoubtedly

the prowler at the uraninite mine, did not wear the

mark. The scientist had proved to be the con-

necting link. The minute he was ready to act, he

had called for Pape. Even the constable's pretended

scorn of the trip and its equipment was but another

of the proofs against him.

"Proofs?"
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Some paces after Huxelby had ceased speaking the

girl put the query, as if hoping he could explain to

her the importance he seemed to place in the word.

He stared at her a moment; then, freed from the

necessity of his long-time silence, continued regard-

lessly. "Lucky I clung to Webster as the hnk, else I

might never have uncovered this pudgy past-master

of deceit I The exact connection between the two I

have yet to learn—also how the professor managed

to come here especially recommended to the O. C.

Just why they went in the direction of the Pillowhoot

when the mine which was the price of my father's

life lies so many miles in an opposite direction

—

Possibly to consult without attracting suspicion, to

plan their next move for getting a grip on the

uraninite."

He slackened his pace in thought for a rod or two;

soon hurried on. "There are many puzzling points

to be cleared. But the main one is as plain as day.

Why old quartz-head sent Pape on that trip across

the glacier is still unanswered. It is possible that he

has gained possession of the stolen laboratory notes

on the radium process and thought himself through

with Pape—that, having decided to eliminate him,

he persuaded him to that dangerous crossing in the

hope that what did happen would happen. Clever

as your supposed friend has shown himself as an

actor, his mentality is none too acute."

They had reached the home steps. Her hand oil

the knob of the screen door, Yukona turned.
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"I suppose," she said, "you have some wonderful

reason for bringing Multi in and permitting this

connecting-link, as you call him, to go free?"

"Assuredly. It was in the heart of the glacier

that Pape exposed the scar on his chest and con-

fessed that he had assumed the name of Sampson.

He was in delirium from pain before I left for camp
and remained so until hours after the surgeon h^d

fixed him up. Webster suspects nothing. He thinks

my efforts have been merely to succor a fellow of the

Force. He'll come trailing back to Daylight when
his grub runs out."

"To meet?"

Huxelby's jaw set. ''Justice, I hope."

Yukona nodded with what looked approval of this

procedure. She stood considering, her eyes blue-

misted as the horizon on which they were fixed, as

if from the reflection.

Huxelby grew impatient with their long stand out-

side.

"I have trusted you with a full explanation," he

reminded her. "You know that I don't trust many
people—don't often explain. I consider it your due.

But I hope that you
"

There was demand in the glance which finished his

sentence. She merely nodded again.

Aj^ain he waited; again broke the silence. "I know
all this has hurt you, who have known only the

gentle side of this anomaly of a man. As a quirk

of criminal character his affection for you is by no
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means unique. I've met up with such before. And
you'll have to admit that close attendance upon the

little daughter of the constabulary was about the

best precaution any outlaw could take."

Her look lowered from the horizon to his. Al-

though she stood only three steps above him, she

somehow seemed far removed. Still she did not

speak; just looked. Usually his were the silences,

hers the forced talk. The turned tables weighed on

him.

"Why don't you express yourself?" he demanded.

*'What do you think about it all?"

"I was thinking," she repHed, "how much better

to have the heart of a glacier than the heart of a

hound-dog. You intend to arrest him as soon as

he's up? You've only saved his life in order to pro-

long his torture before you take it from him. What

kind of depraved human are you?"

Before he could recover from astonishment at her

sudden fury, she bent and beat him on the shoulders

with her small, doubled fist.

"If you touch him, Mark Huxelby, if you so much

as tell him your suspicions, I'm through with you for

life as I'd be through with a dangerous beast. A
murderer, that man-mother of mine—the kindest

soul that ever lavished protective care? Proofs?

Pah for all your proofs! They are nothing to me.

I know!"

"Yes, you know with a woman's tenderness. I
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know with a man's hate," Huxelby resented. "I am
Sergeant Sure

!"

She drew back from him with an expression of

loathing. "You're sure as the bloodhound is sure,

with only the reason of scent. I didn't dream it could

get you so soon, this taste of revenge. You're more

brute than human to suspect a child like Multi Pape

of a fiend's crime."

"I always get my man—the right man," he con-

tended, firm in the conviction of the triumph that

had rounded out his record.

"If he were the right one, don't you suppose I'd

sympathize with you—I, who was born and bred a

child of the Force?" She eyed him strangely.

"Don't you know, Mark Huxelby, that the first law

of every woman's life—of my life—is to get her

man?"
"Of your life, Yukona?"
"Yes, and I'm going to get him if I have to break

your blood-hound spirit to do it!"

"But I don't understand
"

"All you need to understand is this: the man for

you to get—the right man—is one you've never set

after

—

yourself. Get yourself, Marcus Huxelby, be-

fore the law of God gets you!"

Before he could raise a hand of protest or again

attempt his own defense, she entered the door and

latched it behind her, as if for protection from the

mad dog she had called him.



CHAPTER XIV

It cannot be said that Marcus Huxelby turned, un-

affected, away. Rapidly though he strode, indigna-

tion kept pace with him. So this was faith—

a

woman's faith? She believed devoutly, Yukona

—

believed in the wrong man.

A thought of Eve Talbott increased his resent-

ment. What gracious tact was hers compared with

these whip-lashing recriminations 1 Eve soothed him,

praised him, awoke the best in him. Yukona an-

tagonized him. Strange that one woman should have

such confidence in him, another none at all ! Which
of them knew him, if it was true, as Yukona de-

clared, that he did not know himself? Pah for his

proofs, she had said—this feather-weight known as

the "humming bird." Pah for her misplaced faith,

said hel

As for "getting" himself, how could he have re-

sisted the lure of her and her kind through the years,

were he not self-mastered? He had been possessed

of a blood-lust, probably had been hard—in a way

dehumanized. How else could he have persisted

along the lonely trails of his personal man-hunt?

I SI
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What she did not grasp was that he had done the

hard thing. It would be easy to relax into the civil-

ized human animal which she seemed so to admire.

How unfair to have made her accusations, as if her-

self lashing a hound-dog, without giving him a man's

:hance to explain away her contempt 1

One direct result of the girl's vehemence he omit-

ted to justify, even in his own thoughts. He went on

to headquarters, but, in making his report to Bruce,

confined himself to Multi Pape's fall into the Pillow-

hoot^ crevice, his rescue and the subsequent task of

transporting him to the sick bay. Of the capital

crime charge he said not a word, although, when
starting across the compound, he had fully intended

to lay all the facts at once before the division com-

mander.

Despite this reserve and an acute remembrance

of Yukona's threat to be "through with him for life,"

he did not intend to withhold the formal accusation

from Pape. He had expected her amazement, had

feared she would be wounded to the heart and had

tried his best to soften the blow. That, after his

considerate effort, she had turned upon him with such

unreasonable animosity released him, he assured him-

self, from further obligation.

Come to consider, the delay in officially entering

the charge would give time, not only for Yukona to

recover her past mental balance as an unsworn mem-
ber of their law-bringing force, but also for him to

round out his case with the finish of the confession
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tortured from the glacier's victim by that vise of ice.

When, next morning, the surgeon reported his pa-

tient as resting "easy" and beginning to mend, Hux-

elby volunteered for the A. M. tour of nursing. As

he entered the three-bed room whose consecration to

hospital purposes was indicated chiefly by its white-

painted ceiling and walls, his greeting from the sole

occupant was that puerile smile which combined so

oddly with weight and age.

The constable was propped into a semi-sitting po-

sition on the rough-built bed by a staunch company

of straw-stuffed pillows. He looked cheerful, pos-

itively glad to see his visitor. Huxelby did not return

his beaming glance; instead, busied himself drawing

up a chair.

"I wasn't what you'd call in shape yesterday to

thank you for yanking me out of that ice-chest,"

Pape made overture. "You've got a first and second

mortgage on my life in one deal, serg., any time you

want to foreclose."

"I'm not so much interested in what you owe me,"

Huxelby interrupted, "as in what you owe John

Moors."

"John—Moors?" All the multitudinous pounds

looked to squirm at the name. "How comes it you

know about him? You flung it at me—what I've

kept a secret—down in the glacier. What was he

to you?"

Huxelby fixed a steady gaze upon him. "You say
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3ro« owe your life to me, Pape. In a somewhat differ-

ent sense, I owe mine to John Moors."

"And I owe him," the fat lips blubbered, "a

darned sight more than my life."

**Your death?" suggested the sergeant.

Multi seemed not to grasp the innuendo. "He
was the skookumest guy I ever met. I ain't glib with

words, but just knowing him made an impression on

something more inside of me than my mind that

couldn't be wiped out."

"An indelible mark, like, for instance, this!"

With the demand, the sergeant leaned forward

and tore open the pajama shirt. A laugh of cruel

triumph escaped him at sight of the devil scar on

the chunky chest, stamped plainly as the brand of

Cain, for which he had searched the reaches of the

North for so many years.

Leaning to look the closer, he noted that in places

the outlines were uncertain, as though Fate's hand

had wavered in pricking them.

At Pape's move to re-button his shirt, the ser-

geant's lips drew back over his teeth like those of

a dog at some suspicious move on the part of his

prey.

"Too late to cover that from me," he snapped.

**One glance at it down in the glacier was enough.

You see, I know what 'M' stands for."

"Stands for?" muttered Pape through sagging

lips. "A cropper from a cayuse ... a landing in a

patch of devil's-clubs . . . stung for fair."
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"Or foul," his tormentor added. "Ever amu»ed
yourself counting how many things it stands for?**

The third degree, so popular with the police of

the States, is denied the members of the Royal

Mounted. In the "Manual for Regimental and

Legal Guidance" the Force is advised to "charge and

warn." But Huxelby felt an upsurge of intolerance

at the pleading, helpless look of the fat man on the

bed. For this once he forgot "the book."

"It never has occurred to you, I suppose, that *M'

stands for Moors?"
"I—I have thought of that. I ain't so ashamed of

it when I remember."

It was Huxelby's turn to stare. "Not so ashamed,

when it also stands for murder—the murder of

Moors?"
"The murder of " Without a care for the

pain engendered, Constable Pape drew into a sit-

ting posture, as if his volunteer "nurse" had run a

ramrod down his shirt-back. "It ain't John Moors
you mean is dead

—

murdered, did you say?"

The son and sergeant found the third degree

turned on himself. He could endure no more of the

flabby effrontery of the culprit. Arising, he towered

over the bed and, in a voice low from its intensity,

pronounced the accusation prepared at such a cost

of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

"I charge you with the murder of John Moors.

Consider yourself under arrest."

But Pape, collapsed among his pillows, seemed
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either not to have heard or not to realize the mean-

ing of the words. His eyes were wide and piteous,

his lips paUid and lax.

"I didn't know . . . Oh, God, I didn't know . . .

I didn't knov/," he kept mumbling, as if to himself.

A sudden suspicion that the man was demented

clutched Huxelby—a fear that, because of insanity,

he might escape payment. Again he leaned low, that

he might watch the more closely Pape's play of ex-

pression while he further applied the lash.

"You didn't know," he demanded, "that murder

will out—that even the cloth of Scarlet will not for-

ever protect the criminal who takes cover under

It? You can't doubt I know you when I tell you

that your alias was Albert Sampson at the time

Moors employed you. It is my duty to warn you,

William Pape, that anything you say may be used

against you."

Still the fellow seemed heedless; blubbered re-

gardlessly.

"Educated and fine as he was, he was a friend o'

mine, John Moors—a better friend in a way than

anybody else has been, Trask, or the O. C, or even

you. I been kind of counting on letting him see for

himself one day how much he'd up and helped me.

I been planning, once I got solid enough on my feet,

I'd make the visit he invited me on. John Moors

was the most four-square man I ever crossed trails

with and his mind just flowed over with top-notch

ideas. I sure had got right low down, but he showed
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me I wa'n't out, as the Salvationists say. Without

ever knowing what he was doing, he yanked me back

on my feet and steadied me there. 'Pears like you've

got wind of some of my past, serg. You'd best

lend an ear to the rest of it, or you'll never savey

how much I've been counting
"

"I've warned you. Anything you say may be
"

A raucous sob interrupted Huxelby's reminder of

the caution which the regulations prescribed. Pape

was weeping as grown men weep, with a hard, hurt-

ing inhalation now and then and a slow succession of

tears staggering down the hummocks of his face, to

splash off his chin. At the keen, puzzled regard bent

upon him, he sopped his eyes with that unaccustomed

luxury, a sheet, soon to need it again greatly as be-

fore.

"You gotta make allowances for me, serg. I ain't

up to scratch yet and your news has got me in the

raw. You see, I never suspicioned my respected

friend was gone. He'd got to be a kind o' religion

to me—what Yukona'd call an ideal. Are you hep

to how a lone man's ideal gets to be his whole fam-

ily? That's what John Moors come to mean to me.

And now he's took off—murdered, you say? What
brand of coward, do you reckon, could 'a' laid hands

on a man like him?"

"That's what I've been asking the world for ten

heart-breaking years," Huxelby said. "I'm asking

you now to tell me. You tell me."

Seeing that the accused was struggling to get a
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grip on himself, he withdrew the X-ray gaze with

which he had been tryinp *-o make a negative of the

thoughts behind the babbling tongue. He looked out

the window; waited.

After a moment, a firmer voice advised him: "Call

in a witness if you like—a flock of 'em. Looks like

it's time I got the truth on record."

Although his eyes held on the outside view, he

stiffened in his chair from resentful amaze. No
insanity was this—something much stup'der or much
wiser than that. But doubtless if he kept silent

—

let the creature talk long enough—he would convict

himself. When he made no move to summon a third

to their interview, the constable took up his tale.

Back to an early page he turned. Devonshire

bom and reared he was and baptized William Pape.

He had served one stint in a regiment of the

Guards when the New World called to him. En-

listment in the Mounted of the great Northwest had

attracted him. He had served his rookieship at

Rcgina and been sent, with a relief detachment of

constables, to Dawson City, where first he had coms

under command of Frederick Bruce, also under spell

of the girl-chiJd Yukona.

Perhaps the spirit of the Mounted had not yet

percolated through his scarlet jacket. Perhaps his

youth to some degree excused the grip on his imag-

ination gained by those tales of Klondike gold, so

like the Arabian Nights of his boyhood. Scores of

diaps as lowly as he gained wealth on one clean-up.
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Soon he found himself wrestling with the Genii who
would drag both foolish men and wise back of be-

yond. For a time he held his own. Came a day,

however, when he was conquered.

On a distant patrol he had encountered the van

of a stampede headed for a reputed gold discovery

up the Stewart River. There was fortune in pros-

pect if he joined them. Duty seemed a hard task-

master, his uniform a straitjacket. He earned a

suit of civilian jeans by helping an overladen outfit.

A newcomer and practically unknown even to the

outpost members of the Force, he grew a beard and

found no difficulty passing himself off as one Albert

Sampson, an alias which had no significance beyond

being the first name which came to mind.

The stampede had proved a fluke; the new dig-

gings barren of even day-wage dust. With failure

came a realization of the enormity of his dereliction.

His early British Army discipline flogged into his

brain an exaggerated sense of his crime against the

Mounted. To escape the country became his one

desire. He reached Whitehorse on the way out.

There, feeling secure in the change which hardship

had wrought in his appearance, he took temporary

employment as handyman about the trading post,

run by Hector Trask, the same friend who had

climbed to the height of general manager for Lon-

don Dredgers, Ltd. And there John Moors had

appeared and cast about for a laborer to help in

his mining operations.
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Pape had secured the job and it seemed to promise

deliverance. Three months in the seclusion of the

Monte Cristo mine meant money for a direct steamer

course to the States, where he felt he could lose him-

self and be safe. But he had not counted upon the

effect of close association with a man like Moors.
Whether the engineer's great mind controlled his

heart or his great heart his mind, he had a bracing

effect upon his helper. From precepts which seemed

naturally to evolve from their daily life—the men-

tion of things he had lived up to or other things he

had avoided as likely to pull him down—he un-

consciously had brought the constable to a firm con-

clusion: the one way to make a man of a deserter

was the return way. Back to Dawson he would

go and face the music 1

His employer, on starting home, had offered to

take him along; had tempted him with a helper's

share in the proceeds of a radium process which he

had explained in detail during their lonely evenings

at the mine. To accept, however, would have been

running away from duty a second time and more

culpably. Without explaining, lest he lose the good

opinion he had determined to deserve, Pape had de-

clined.

Inside his soul he had shut those past sufferings

from self-contempt and fear, even as he kept but-

toned from sight the scar on his chest which branded

William Pape as "alias Albert Sampson." Hopefu'
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from vicarious faith in liimself, he had about-faced

to the future.

During this recital a look of perplexity, tinged

by dread, increased upon Sergeant Huxelby's face,

in contrast with the calm settling over the flesh-bil-

lows of the constable. Multitudinous sank upon the

pillows as if physically relieved by the unburdening

of his mind.

"Go on," Huxelby urged. "Don't stop now. Go
onl"

"They ain't much to go on to " Pape in a

isagging voice. "In Dawson I lined up before

Inspector Bruce and came across clean. Likely he

was easier on me than he would have been except

for Yukona. That kid and me had just kinda

doted on each other right from the start. Course I

had to be punished^—sent to the sticks back of

Selkirk for a spell. But I wa'n't chucked out. The
Mounted's got an understandin' and forgivin' heart,

I'll say. When the time came, the old man got me
back under his command. I hope I ain't disap-

pointed him none, leastwise not up to the time I be-

gun to get fat and let some ghost walk off with the

London Dredgers' swag. God knows I've darn

—

hard—tried."

"But your crime, Pape—the crime you begged me
not to tell Yukona? Don't go to sleep yet!"

The thick lids lifted from over the boy-blue eyes.

" 'T wouldn't do Yukona no good, as her daddy

and I could see, to know that I'd tried to slope out."
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"You mefan to say," the sergeant insisted hoarse-

ly, "that this is all of your story—that you stayed

inside on the Yukon—actually never heard of John
Moors' murder—weren't responsible in any other

way for his fate?"

"Abso " Mid-syllable, the pudgy lips stiff-

ened as if at a hard thought. The lids dropped back

over a sudden look of confusion in the candid eyes.

Color spread over the pallid cheeks. But: "Lutely,"

he finished. "Absolutely, so help me."

Was the man lying or was he not? The fierce de-

mand was in Huxelby's stare. Up to now he had

seemed to be telling the truth, with verisimilitude in

his amaze, his tears and his sequence of facts. Up
to now!

Yet what meant that suddenly shifty gaze, the

stiff lips, the perceptibly spreading color? The man
had been warned, yes, to watch his words. Was he

large in deceit as were many of the smallest, simplest

natures? If he was lying— Huxelby's resentment

flared at the suspicion. If he had told the truth

—

He dared not think of that.

The pillows had enfolded Pape; yet he writhed

among them, troubled either by his own thoughts or

the sergeant's gimlet gaze—perhaps by both. He
looked exhausted. His lips were mumbling. What
was he trying to say?

"What—to you—Moors?"
"Your father?" The plump lips opened in a

circle, fishlike, at Huxelby's answer. The irides of
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the blue eyes expanded, as if at sight of a ghost.

'Not—God-a-mighty ! Your father?"

After several effortful breaths : "And you're John

Moors' son? Come to notice, you have got—some-

thing his build—his color and—and features. But

somehow, boy, you ain't—got quite—the look of

him. That kind he was and warm-hearted. 'Peared

like something just glowed from him—like a bon-

fire—of faith. He was the skookumest man I

ever
"

Huxelby sat silent.

The man he had come to put under formal arrest

had fallen into a heavy slumber. Could the most

hardened criminal, guilty of such a murder, wearing

on his body a convicting brand and incapable of

making the slightest move to escape—did such a one

sleep immediately upon making his detailed state-

ment for the defense?

Through the sergeant's brown, long fingers were

sifted, as it were, the circumstantial evidence of his

first investigation of the case, the theories accumu-

lated through ten years, the conclusions which had

solidified into seeming facts, the long chase that

finally had led him into the Pillowhoot's heart to find

the man marked by a devil's-clubbed "M."
A word from the sleeper's labored, last wheezes

took precedence in his mind. Faith. . . . His

father had felt "instinctive faith" in Albert Samp-
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son. So the diary had told him long ago. . . . And
Yukona, too. . . . Faith? How the word fol-

lowed him ! But it was too small, too weak for him

to depend upon. He preferred evidence. With re-

lief he gave his mind to the evidence next before

him to obtain. He could check up on the constable's

story; would do so at once.

As he tip-toed across the room from a consider-

ation at variance with his regardless entry, he tossed

relievedly behind him the obligation of faith. There

was evidence right here in Daylight as to whether or

not Pape had told him the truth. One thought only

possessed him while striding over the compound

—

the thought of a date. On October 3, 1908, John

Moors had been slain.

Sergeant Berry, the frost-crippled non-com who
served as clerk in the outer office, greeted him with

inquiries about the constable's condition. After a

succinct report, Huxelby in turn put an inquiry. Had
Pape suffered any other accidents in the service?

Berry limped to a cabinet, selected Multi's indi-

vidual record card from those on file there, and

handed it over.

With curiously mixed feelings of eagerness and

reluctance, Huxelby sat down at a deal table and

read the headings:

Born: Devonshire, England.

Previous Service: Private in the Guards (one).

Assignments: From Depot to Dawson City.
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All official substantiation of his suspect's own ac-

count!

His eyes skimmed several paragraphs below this

preface; settled upon a date; read, then read again,

the sentence of which it was an important part.

Sent from Dawson under punishment; October 1, 1908, re-

ported for duty at Fort Selkirk, Y. T.

Two days before the life of John Moors had been

snuffed out in his Regina office, "alias Albert Samp-
son" had presented himself in uniform at Fort Sel-

kirk, more than two thousand miles away by the

shortest open route.

As if blackjacked from behind, the head of Ser-

geant Sure Mark Huxelby dropped down and down;
rested upon the arms folded on the table-top.



CHAPTER XV

ON AMERICAN SOIL

"Do we, then, make void the law through faith?'*

Persistently the quotation nagged Huxelby's mind

through the next several days.

"God forbid—God forbid!" as persistently he de-

fied the Idea with a perversion of the good rector's

text.

Yet had the law—that which, through his youth,

had ruled out all gentler joys—been made void? "If

the whole mind be bent on success " That had

been the first statute made unto himself. And had

not his stern-ruled mind obeyed? His capacity,

nevertheless, had failed. He had not got his man.

The man for any man to get was himself, Yukona

had hectored him. She had set herself up to re-

establish his law, she of the faith which he had

called misplaced, but which had triumphed over sus-

picion.

"Get yourself, Mark; get yourself."

Had she shown some confidence in him, her ad-

juration might have been more easily obeyed. The
more he tho»jght of that—her utter lack of confidence

in him—the more he resented her. "Mad-dog," she

l66
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had called him and latched the door between them.

Contempt had been in her voice; loathing in her

look; fear in her haste. But he must obey her man-

date, if only to prove her wrong.

A man dehumanized by rabies could not get him-

self. He would. And he would do so quite with-

out her assistance or advice. At least he had faith

enough in himself to believe that he could reestablish

his own law.

Riding or walking alone, when not engaged at the

wireless station site or the harder job of substitute

nurse to the rapidly-mending M. Bill Pape—con-

sistently avoiding both woman and his fellows of the

Force—he contemplated, in relation to the future,

the past of one Marcus Huxelby Moors.

Almost had he, Sergeant Sure, been done to death

in the teeth of his own madness; almost had he, down
in the glacier's heart, committed a brutality equal to

that of the fiend whom he thought he had found;

almost had he murdered an innocent man. What if

he had left Multi Pape to die in the vise of ice and

too late had learned the truth? What though the

Law might never have laid on him its clutch ! Would
not those boy-blue eyes have followed him to his own
grave in the ground—forever have subtracted from

his pleasures and added to his grief?

They would have looked at him—have looked and

looked their reproach.

"I will repay." The divine rebuke sounded none

too competent, as justified in his imagined remorse.
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Confronted by his near-crime, Huxelby made to

himself certain acknowledgments. His nature had

become brutalized by its long-time concentration on

revenge. Before seeking further his man, he would
—^he must get himself.

How?
Through days he sought the answer, and through

hours that were night, not from the absence of the

sun then playing a continuous performance on the

Yukon stage, but from his own inner gloom. Al-

though wroth to a degree which he did not even try

to understand each time he contemplated the abso-

luteness of Yukona's arraignment, he fought for an

honest judgment of himself on himself.

Humbled by his failure, depressed by the spell of

self-doubt and insufficiency put upon him, longing as

only repressed natures have the force to long for the

things he had denied himself, he struggled to subdue

the crave which had become a habit of the years.

In time the answer came clear.

How? Was not duty the most potent mental ob-

ligation to lift mankind above the beasts? By a

stronger concentration on duty than ever before

would he uplift and strengthen his mind. That per-

son whom, in the first passion of his disappointment,

he had decided to trail, he would not directly pur-

sue. "Enter not into judgment"—other of the

rector's words advised him. Perhaps, if he ceased

to judge. Prof. Aaron Webster, "the connecting
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link," would trip himself in the malformed chain of

his conduct.

With his whole mind set upon the Daylight Dark-

ness mystery to which he officially was assigned,

surely his capacity would not fail. He would hon-

estly try to hold duty first.

As in many past cases, the sergeant imagined him-

self in the place of the plunderers. How would he

go about getting twenty-hundredweight of stolen

gold-dust across the boundary line? The answer to

this repeatedly self-put question it was that had sent

him again into the saddle of Sweet, his powerful

roan. Again he had sighted the spruce-tree camp
at the edge of the Pillowhoot, but to find it deserted,

although the professor had remained there after

the accident to Pape, on the excuse of continuing his

prospecting until his supplies were exhausted. Later

on he had discovered the fancy camp in a glen nearer

the boundary, and, as before, the eccentric in idle-

ness—except for such toil as is involved in a game
of solitaire.

He hkd pushed on without disclosing his presence,

and at last, by the aid of a long-disused Indian trail,

had discovered what he sought. There was a pass

across the boundary divide that never had been

marked on any map, therefore was unguarded by the

Mounted. It presented an easy way to the head-

waters of the Copper River, which flowed Into Prince

William Sound and gave access to the American
ports of Orca and Cordova. The pass'he had named
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after himself, supported by the "modest" practice

of Alaskan explorers in general. The cree:k which

had given him access to the Copper and ended his

exploration he called Sweetwater, in honor of his

fiery steed, whose name came from a fondness for

sugar rather than any dispositional attribute.

Now, on return, he was seeking the camp of a

pair of white prospectors, who, according to the re-

port of a Tinneh brave encountered at the river, re-

cently had entered the country with two Indian guides

to prospect Gold Ice, a glacial mountain. They
might have no connection with any one or anything

on his own side of the line, but he intended to see

for himself.

Leaving his horses at the mouth of the Sweet-

water, he proceeded afoot until, at the edge of a cut-

bank, he came upon a tent camp beside a pool formed

at the foot of the glacier. Of the Indian guides there

was no sign, but one of the pair of "Bostons" was

bent over the fire, cooking supper.

The easiest access to the flat was through a copse

of willows. Although Huxelby was not particularly

looking for cover, his chee-rful "Evening 1" when
only a few feet away, gave first notice of his pres-

ence. The effect was surprising.

The camp cook half straightened, curved a glare

arCund at the interruption in uniforrr., dropped the

skillet into the fire and sprang for the opening of a

near-by tent. This he gained just as a second white

man bulged out, doubtless to learn what was up.
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The collision was violent, but not more so than

the language jolted from both. Probably the second

had caught sight of the scarlet jacket, for he with-

drew at once into the tent.

Despite the ungracious behavior of his fellow

whites, Huxelby strode on toward the camp. He
was approaching the fire when the cook reappeared,

a heavy .45 in hand. From between the tent flaps

protruded a rifle barrel of ready look, held by the

more cautious partner.

"Aren't you out of your precinct, yellow legs?"

The demand of the first "Boston" was pleasantly

voiced. He showed to be, on closer view, a remark-

able-looking man. A week's stubble did not conceal

his fine-cut features any more than did his rough garb

lessen his six feet two of height and brawn. As
fine an "alder dinger" of the northland he was as one

could wish to see.

Huxelby, electing conciliation, resorted to a char-

acteristic shoulder shrug and what he hoped was an

amiable grin. "Reckon I am a step or two over the

line, now that you mention it."

"Who're you hunting?"

"Nobody. Ran across an Indian down on the

Chitl-na who told me you chaps were here. As it

wasn't far off the home trahl, thought I'd stop and

pass the time o' day."

From within the tent issued a grumble. "Tell him
our Big Ben has stopped."

The handsome greeter temporized by glancing
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down at his wrist watch. "The time o' day is six of

the clock, sir," he responded civilly.

"High time you was moving on your way!" Again

a suggestion from the canvas interior.

"Can't you can the grouch?" the outside pilgrim

flung tentward. "This officer means no harm. It's

up to us, being Americans, to show him some Ameri-

can hospitality."

After placing the .45 upon a convenient camp
stool he added: "Don't you mind my side-kick, Mr.
Policeman. It's this way: we thought we had a

white-skin monopoly on this range. You sort of

gave him a shock."

"Didn't mean to," returned Huxelby in kind.

"As a matter of fact, the world and his sister could

come along without the slightest objection from us.

We've got the glacier staked."

At this information the bearded prospector glow-

ered from the tent opening, his rifle still in hand.

"You going to spill all the beans with your pussy-

foot politeness?"

"What's there to spill?" the other shot back.

"Come on out and be sociable."

He continued at least an outer show of friendli-

ness to the intruder. Leading the way to the pool,

he volunteered the information that it held ten feet

of water and forty feet of gold and black sand. They
meant, he said, to divert the glacial stream and wash

out the sand to bedrock.

"Making the glacier bring the gold to you, eh?"
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Huxelby felt no need to conceal his admiration for

an idea which might prove exceedingly profitable.

"That's sure a new one on me."

"About as sure as a mortgage on the U. S. Mint,"

enthused the American. "Once we've cleaned the

pool of one fortune, all we've got to do is to turn

the creek back into it and let old Gold Ice mine us

another. And being on the States side of the line,

where a man can locate all the claims he's able to

work, instead of just one to a creek, as with you

Canadians, we don't even have to ask you to keep

this strike dark. Not only have we staked the gla-

cier as far up as we can reach, but we've run our line

far enough down the creek to protect us. At that,

there's nothing worth while on the bars below, for

this pool catches all the gold."

On the way back to camp, the affable Adonis urged

Huxelby to stop to supper, promising a bang-up

"feed." On the visitor's hesitation, he called to his

companion, now outside the tent, to second his in-

vitation. As the bush-bearded "Boston" turned to

face him, the sergeant recognized him instantly. He
was quick to control his start, however, on seeing no

return recognition in the small eyes glinting at him

from above their fringed, fleshy cheeks.

This incident decided him to get back to his horse

and on his way up the Sweetwater. Since by no possi-

bility could the two whites have heard of the newly

named creek, his mention of it disclosed nothing as

to the direction in which he meant to head, and they
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expressed no curiosity. Neither were they at all

profuse in their regrets over his inability to break

bread with them.

At that, Huxelby made only a "pull out"—

a

Hudson Bay start. Not that he had forgotten any-

thing. Rather, he remembered something to go back

for.

Having put a thick curtain of brush behind him,

he waited until the partners were seated at their

evening meal, then gained the edge of the pool on

the opposite side. From its sanded depths he secured

a generous sample of its alluvial content. Into his

mind had flashed a possible connection of the pair

with his object in exploring the boundary. Oppor-

tunity to test the sample would test also this sus-

picion ; until then it must rest chiefly upon his recog-

nition of the bush-bearded bear.

He himself had gone unrecognized—at least so he

had reason to hope. The liquor-blinded stranger

who had tried to knife him in Juneau was, so far as

concerned his mental processes, another person than

the Brutus Shay inadvertently met to-day.

Back at the Sweetwater, he unlimbered the gold

pan from his pack and proceeded to wash the sample

taken from the pool. The result was a goodly show

of glistening flakes which clung to the bottom of the

dish. Truly a presage of wealth for Brutus Shay

and his handsome partner, if Straightening, he

stepped into the sunshine and lifted with his knife-
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blade several of the particles for a closer, clearer

view.

"Humph I Thought so," he muttered. "Fool's

gold."

Unmistakably the residue was worthless—nothing

but iron pyrites, the gilt mica that has brought heart-

break to so many tenderfeet wherever gold is

sought.

Shay, however, was far from a tenderfoot. Ac-

cording to repute, he should have known his North
and not been misled by this gold of fools. Why,
then, had he made the voyoge from Juneau to the

Sound of Prince William and thence canoed up the

Copper River and the Chiti-na to that isolated pool

at the foot of Gold Ice Mountain?



CHAPTER XVI

APPLES OF EVE

After the makeshift interiors of this country

Back of Beyond, the Trask living room had a look

of luxury. Upon Marcus Huxelby, only that morn-

ing returned from exploring uncharted wilds, it made
a pleasing impression. Invited to dinner in a soft-

tinted, vague-scented note, he had been admitted by

a Japanese man-servant. He stepped to the center

of the floor and drew a breath as deep from satis-

faction as his hands had sunk into his pockets.

Low, long and rough-raftered, the room was re-

markable for its adherence to that first rule of in-

terior decoration, consistency. Although equipped

entirely from materials quite usual in the Northland,

it gave an effect of selectiveness. The woodwork
around the doors and windows was as unfinished as

the beams overhead. The fireplace, above which

hung the magnificent head of a moose, was of rough

granite. The furniture was of Mission lines and un-

pretentious craft, yet its leather cushions might not

well have been softer. The walls were stained an

ecru that blended with hangings of old-gold burlap.

The floor was bare except for several fine grizzly

176
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skins. The lamps, the gun-rack near the door and

the smoking sets dispersed about were made of

wrought iron. From one side the fireplace invited a

huge Davenport and, facing it on the other, two

armchairs. Behind the andirons of the grate, in lieu

of flames, glowed a mass of the regional fireweed.

Consulting the clock that ticked companionably

from the mantelpiece beneath the moose-head, Hux-

elby appreciated that the blinds had been pulled so

that the lighted wax tapers in iron twin candelabra

would give the effect of evening in darker worlds.

Two framed photographs drew him closer. One
was of Fred Bruce at his best. The other— He
would have called the superintendent handsome be-

fore seeing it; scarcely afterward.

A magnificent specimen of a man it pictured; prob-

ably blond in coloring; certainly fine-featured and

pleasing of expression. As he stepped toward it the

picture seemed to change before his very eyes. A
shirt of blue flannel open at the neck replaced the con-

ventional collar and tie and a stubble beard appeared

upon the clean-shaved chin. Beyond shadow of

doubt he was gazing upon a civilized portrait of

Brutus Shay's pardner at Gold Ice Pool.

Who could be the Adonis honored by so con-

spicuous a place? Huxelby rubbed a brown hand

over his own faulty features. It would seem that one

of the fair Evelyn's requirements of her admirers

was good looks.

At a step in the hall, he turned, to be greeted by
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Hector Trask. His daughter had been late return-

ing from a too-long ride into the mountains, the host

apologized. She was at present very much engaged

in presto-changing herself from a daytime delight

to an evening dream. She would be in as soon as

—

He laughed as he offered their guest a cigar and

a light. Eve would come when she came. He had
hopes that that would be "directly," But they might

as well smoke and be comfortable. They could re-

venge themselves on her by cultivating bear-sized

appetites. The dinner he already had prospected

with pleasurable expectations. Meantime—and he

waved the sergeant into an armchair—he was glad

of the opportunity for a serious word or two.

Huxelby braced himself. He would have guessed

what was coming, even had he not been fore-warned.

The robbed manager could not control longer his im-

patience to know what were the outsider's deductions

regarding the clewless case. He made no effort to

cover his disappointment when Huxelby had nothing

to offer; in fact, grew quite high-wrought against

the Force.

Skillfully, the N. C. O. led him into answering, in-

stead of asking questions.

No, Trask hadn't a direct suspicion. . . . Never
had had, unless Well, there was a line he per-

haps would have followed had he been an operative

on the case, a member of the Mounted or, in fact,

anybody than just who he was. . . . Sorry, but the

idea was not one which he could bring himself to
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confide in anybody. In the event of its proving

wrong, he never would be able to forgive himself for

having conceived it. . . . That was the trouble

with the suspicions of lay persons—had the sergeant

ever noticed? Officials were entitled to assorted

sorts of them, right or wrong. But the lay person

who accused an innocent man never, somehow, lived

it down in his own mind or anybody's else. If, on

the other hand, it proved that he suspected rightly,

he still would be glad that he had not been the first

to suggest his idea.

Trask seemed suddenly to fear that he had said

too much already. He grew restive under Huxelby's

gaze, fixed on him none the less steadily for the

smoke rings between them. Somewhat abruptly, he

returned to the topic of his daughter. Inexcusable,

Eve's being so late ! She'd have to dazzle even him,

her hardened parent, to make up.

He fell to chatting about her in an easy, engaging

way in order—at least, so Huxelby suspected—to

cover his recent, regretted admissions.

Daughters were a dear delight, especially dear this

most extravagant of them. But he approved even

Evelyn's extravagance in that it had returned her to

him and bade fair—his gaze grew steady as that of

his vis-a-vis in the statement—to keep her with him.

She had mined her husband in such short order that

any second aspirant to her hand who knew the story

of poor Jim Talbott's fall would, he hoped, think

twice and thrice.
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That was Jim's photograph on the mantel. Yes,

opposite the O. C.'s. Not a bad fellow at heart,

Jim, but too weak for Evelyn's wiles.

Huxelby had no need to feign interest in this

father's boast of his child—only strange if one did

not appreciate the purpose behind it. He was being

warned.

The story referred to was volunteered in the

cause. Nearly all of their friends knew it, Trask de-

clared, with an equivocal show of shame and pride.

The sergeant would hear it in time and might better

get it straight in justice to Evelyn. Her perquisitory

wilfullness was largely due to parental fault. He
never had refused her anything as a child and had

brought her up to demand everything she wanted.

So far she'd got the everything. The best thing for

her, as he told her, was to stick to the natural

provider who was willing to make a career of that

man-sized undertaking.

Jim Talbott she had driven to jail. He had be-

come badly involved, even before she'd taken one

of her passionate fancies to a certain famed diamond

—Huxelby doubtless had noticed the yellow stone

she wore on her first finger? Well, Talbott had em-

bezzled the money to buy it for her and had pre-

ferred to work out restitution after he was free than

have the bauble taken away from her. That was

just poor old Jim's sort—couldn't refuse her a thing

that he possibly could get.

"And she enjoys to wear it—that ring?"
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Huxelby could not restrain himself from putting

the question, but at once repented it.

The implied criticism from another seemed to

anger the parent who himself had been so critical.

"It's not her fault—it's mine, I tell you," he in-

sisted querulously. "Her mother left me when Eve
was a little thing. The girl's been all I had to dote

on. I brought her up to believe that the Maker
appled the earth just for her. She's Eve—that's

all."

"I—I see," said Huxelby.

At least he thought he was beginning to see.

Trask leaned toward him with more approval

and lowered his voice. "I've told you all this with

an object, sergeant. As an important member of the

Force, I'd like you to understand just why I disap-

prove my daughter's affair with a certain gentleman

in whom you, too, feel a friendly concern."

"You're right, I do." Huxelby nodded, now more
than interested.

"I have no objection whatever to Fred Bruce per-

sonally, any more than I had or have to Jim Talbott.

But I do object most strenuously to seeing another

man wrecked on the reef of Evelyn's fascination

—

ruined for what is really, if vicariously, my fault.

How could Bruce, for instance, support her? His
salary would about buy aigrettes for her hair. He
must be mad to think of marrying her—mad
or "

"Or whatf*
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Hector Trask jerked back, as if the demand which

Huxelby had inserted into his lapse was a bullet of

lead. He looked confused, annoyed, almost fright-

ened. Getting to his feet with a murmured excuse

of seeing that the dinner was kept hot, he quitted

the interv^iew and the room.

Huxelby, however, did not miss the reply to his

question. He was answered. No doubt was in his

mind as to the alternative which the manager had

refused to supply in connection with his side-line of

suspicion. Fred Bruce the looter of the London
Company

—

impossible/ And yet

—

Several recent happenings demanded consider-

ation. There was the superintendent's failure to disr

cuss the case with him, despite their old friendship,

or to ask aid in the solution of what must have been,

under ordinary circumstances, his most pressing af-

fair. The connection of Daylight's "most promi-

nent personage" with the odd-behaved Professor

Webster remained unexplained. Now the manager

of London Dredgers, whether intentionally or ac-

cidentally, had supplied a cogent reason for Bruce's

need of wealth.

A vagrant thought of Yukona substantiated,

rather than disturbed this line of argument. Could

it be that the uneasiness which she had shown over

her parent and his jeopardized career was founded

upon a dread more disturbing than a possible mar-

riage with the purple person?

The intensive application of all pros and cons of
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the case into which Huxelby had sunk was silently

and beautifully broken. His attention was attracted,

as if by a magnet, to the stairway that gave from

the half-story above. Evelyn stood there, smiling

down upon him—no longer his ''lavender lady." In

a low-cut gown of softest rose, she looked another

creature.

"So sorry to be late," she offered with both her

hands. "But I hope you will forgive me by the salad

course. I fixed it myself."

Her fingers did not feel at all as though they had

been picking over iced lettuce leaves. They were

warm, clinging and perfumed by an odor very much
more grateful than that of vinegar or paprika. Hux-
elby remembered afterwards the vagrant wonder

why a sense of guilt should be connected with her

late return—why she felt called upon to fib about it.

As transpired, she was forgiven before the con-

somme. In the dining room also the shades were

drawn and such a daintily appointed table the exiled

heir to the Moors' aestheticism had not sat down to

in many a moon. The selectiveness and consist-

ency which made noticeable the living room was re-

peated in the menu, rather elaborate for the region.

The wild roses, pink ballet-skirted candles and deli-

cate hue of the cherry ice toned nicely, he noticed,

with the hostess' gown. Even the conversation

matched—lit by subdued feeling, kindly, gay. Truly,

as her father had boasted, Evelyn, if she married a

second time, must marry money.
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For the coffee and post-prandial smoke they ad-

journed to Trask's study. When he was called to

the company warehouse on some matter that could

not wait, the younger two returned to the living-

room, where the Davenport that fronted the scarlet-

weed flames offered companionable seats.

He asked the question which had formed at this

evening's first glimpse of her: she, "the lavender

lady," in rose?

"You see " and she looked engagingly confi-

dential
—

"purple, with its gradations, is the most re-

pelling color. It suits my purpose as a rule, but not

to-night."

"And why not to-night?"

For a moment she let him see the reproach of her

odd, amber eyes.

"You are so deep and dark and restrained a

rescuer, I felt that I couldn't afford to wear lavender

for you—that rose might help us to get better ac-

quainted. Did my answer to question No. 2 become

clear?"

He nodded, but turned more directly to the grate.

"I am," he said, "fully appreciative of your in*

terest in me. It makes me feel like—like an apple."

"An apple?"

He did not explain.

"That's a fine likeness of Fred Bruce on the

mantel," he commented after a pause. "Who is the

hero in the other frame?"
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A quick breath preceded her reply: "It is a man
whom I—I used to know quite well."

"Was he as good as he looks?"

"Good?" She smiled a strange sort of smile.

"I fear I never have known a really good man, ex-

cept, perhaps, my dear father. I don't keep that

photograph there because I admire the man. I

need it to remind me "

"Of what?"

"Of what the very best-looking men are and to

guard me against marrying again."

In the silence that ensued his eyes held upon the

live yellow diamond bought at the price of a hus-

band's liberty. "And the ring?"

She lifted the jewel to the lamp-light; adored its

brilliancy with smiling lips and eyes.

"That also is a reminder of something bright that

once was in my life. Isn't it wonderful? I never

tire of looking at it, it is so mysterious and deep. It

is the only ring I have that I don't tire of—per-

haps because it cost a wicked price."

"You have"—the sergeant's voice was effort-

ful
—

"a generous father."

She seized upon the implication. "Haven't I?

Often I feel a villainess not to settle down and be

satisfied with just his love. Why is it, I wonder,

that I can't?"

When Huxelby ventured no guess, she sighed wist-

fully. When still he did not respond, she turned to

study him. She had full opportunity, as only his
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profile was toward her. He sat a trifle slumped in

the direction of the pseudo-blaze, his ten fingers

matched in pairs. He was frowning; had lapsed into

one of those utterly unembarrassed silences which

were, perhaps, his most provocative habit.

She, too, leaned toward the fireweed flames and

slipped one hand between the two palms which had

been so responsive that Sunday morning on her steps.

"Is anything wrong, sergeant? You seem so un-

happy at times—positively you make me ashamed of

my own light-heartedness. I owe you at least a

little sympathy. I'd like to pay if you'd let me."

His fingers remained stiflly matched. Only hers

clung. A red color appeared from his neck to suffuse

the lobes of his ears, his forehead and cheeks. After

one rasping inhalation, he ceased to breathe; sat

absolutely still, as if waiting—expecting.

And it evolved, in that long moment of his ex-

pectancy, that it was not in Evelyn's heart to dis-

appoint him. The throb in her hands spoke before

words came to her lips. Her head inclined toward

his until her Titian hair and amber eyes and crim-

son lips gleamed close in the lamplight.

"You haven't given us a chance to get acquainted,

have you? But I know you, anyhow. Tell me,

aren't you beginning to know me?"

'•I am afraid
"

A shiver went through him in the pause. His

gaze was en the part of her hair. He moistened his

lips; finished:
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"Afraid that I am."

"And you're going to treat me more like a nearby

friend'—less like one in some other part of the

world? Why not trust me with your troubles ? You
don't know how much I like

"

"Apples?" he suggested in a harsh voice.

He refused to explain.

"Guess I'm not much good at flirting," he de-

plored as, abruptly, he rose.

"Nor I—with you."

But the moment quite evidently was over. He
no longer waited or expected. He started toward

the door.

"What amusement you clever women find in ex-

perimenting on a downright chump like me, I don't

know. Of course I asked you to set our dinner for

a week night. I am sorry now that it isn't a Sun-

day."

"You're doing us both an injustice."

She didn't follow him with the quiet reproach.

She stood in the pool of lamplight and looked at

him, as if reaching out her will, more grasping than

her hands, to draw him back.

Huxelby stopped on the sill between living-room

and hall.

"Pardon me. I think, instead, that I am doing

justice to both. Good night. Eve."

Out in the air, he blinked like a bat after the all

too revealing nightlight within the cabin of drawn
shades. She had pulled down the blinds before his
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eyes—the purple person; momentarily had flashed

over his senses an artificial glow. Even in his first

bewilderment, however, he was glad that he had

run them up again—those blinds from before his

eyes.



CHAPTER XVII

OLD DEBTS FOR NEW

Although there was nothing tinted or scented

about the demand found at mess for his forthwith at-

tendance at the O. C.'s quarters, Huxelby suspected

at once that its source was feminine. Cherchez la

fcmmef There was no need of that. Only one

woman had the assurance to command him, without

even suggesting an R. S. V. P. loophole of escape.

By the time he reached the screen door which, so

recently, had been slammed and locked in his face,

he had conquered in mental combat his reluctance to

obey; to a degree had won over the cultivated **ir-

revocableness" of his disposition. The desire. to be

as fair to his girl pal as he would have been to a

man had conquered the obstinacy which had kept

him beyond her suasion. He had decided just to

tell her in a firm but human way that he felt she

had been most unjust to him; that a man had his

pride, as well as a girl; that her flaunted contempt

for him had been unbearable. "Enter not into

judgment with thy servant"—he would quote her

the rector's text. He might even risk a reproach

over her failure to show the faith which might be

189
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expected in an old friend—that "substance of things

hoped for" and "evidence of things not seen."

After she had been brought to see his side of it, he

would admit that he probably was more of a beast

and less of a man for the blood-lust which he had
allowed to become his ruling passion; that the con-

clusions jumped at from circumstantial evidence in

his search for "M" had been absolutely false; that

he had been shocked and humiliated more than she

ever could know by his mistake.

On the other hand and in justice to himself, he

would tell her that tangible proof, not her instinctive

faith in M. Bill Pape, had saved the constable the

ignominy of arrest. In a casual way, he would men-

tion that he had decided to take her advice and "get"

himself before further attempt to get his man.

Then, when she was all chirked up and ready for

decorations, he would hand her the "coup de casur,"

as they say in Quebec; would inform her gently, be-

cause of her sex and even more because of his, that

a man's "getting" of himself depended upon his

inner faith, not in what outsiders might or might

not feel toward him.

The call began as he had anticipated. Scarcely

had his foot been planted upon the topmost of the

Bruce steps when a dainty creature darted from

within—Yukona, looking more oriole than hum-

ming-bird in her yellow organdie. Gladsomely she

unlatched the screen door and threw it wide.

"I hoped you^d come!" she exclaimed.
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"Of course I came"—he, with dignity.

"Of course you did. It's only natural you should

want to hear what's happened while you've been trail

blazing without wires. And where better could you

learn than by happening in upon "

"But, Yukona, I haven't happened in. I have

come in response to a summons duly drawn up ac-

cording to Hoyle and the Criminal Assizes. Didn't

you send for me?"
"Why, no." The gesture with which she waved

him into one of the porch chairs, constable-built of

willow withes, lacked something of the snap of her

salute of greeting.

"Are you sure, miss, that you didn't order the O.

C. to send for me?"
"I said m), didn't I? Ever catch me in a fib?"

He never had, that was a fact. His heart warmed
toward this grown-up child who remembered the

religion of truth he had taught her.

"Pardon me, Yukona," he said. "Your father

really must have "

"Say 'Pardon me, Yukona dear* and I will," she

interrupted, a delicious, half-mocking smile on her

lips as, from the low rocker in which she had settled,

she leaned toward him.

"Why say that?"

"You used to, 'Get-me-not."

Those blue eyes of hers, guileless-looking as in

the days when they knew no guile, followed the

brown fingers which lifted to his breast pocket, stole
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into it and tarried a while, as if to touch something

within. She watched interestedly.

"Pardon me, dear."

In the pause which followed his low-voiced repe-

tition, Huxelby realized that the conversation was

not developing according to schedule. Here was he

put in the wrong first off, before she had been made
to realize how seriously she had hurt his pride.

Even though she hadn't sent for him, they might

better have it out now than later. For once, he

must direct the topics of their talk, not she.

"Yukona, I am glad to have this moment alone

with you," he began. "There's something I feel I

should say to you before
"

But she would have none of his conversational dic-

tatorship.

"Not another word, Mark! I simply won't allow

you to apologize. You have seemed difficult—^you do

get horrid at times, but since you're sorry, you

simply must listen, you darling, while I tell you
"

At his attempted interruption, she breezed across

to his chair, perched upon its arm, fluttered her pink

palms over his lips.

"Ah, Marcus, didn't know you'd materialized,

yet!"

At Supt. Bruce's appearance in the doorway, Hux-

elby was both relieved and annoyed. He disengaged

himself from the scene of a forgiveness beyond his

plan; found his feet; stood at attention.

And he had need to attend. The greeting of the
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officer commanding was so much more friendly than

he could have expected—friendlier than since the

first day of his arrival in Daylight. Why the

change? He wondered as he followed inside

—

wondered until he saw Professor Aaron Webster

arise from behind the center table.

"To him who dares cfpen the jaws of glaciers, my
profound respects 1" The old fellow addressed the

sergeant in an unwontedly gracious voice. "It is my
privilege and pleasure to announce that I have made

a wonderful discovery, one that greatly advances my
mission in the North, the ultimate salvage of the

Yukon."

"He has that, Mark; he actually has I'* Bruce

echoed. "He's hit on something that means wealth

for several of us."

Huxelby, failing to see where he came into the

picture, relapsed into one of his silences and waited.

"As this isn't exactly official"—the superintendent

broke the uneasy pause
—"you'd better forget for the

moment that you're a noncommissioned officer.

Come over to the table here and see what the prof,

has brought back."

Huxelby did cross to the center of the room. For

a long moment he stood looking down at the table-

top. On it lay an empty ore sack and a dozen spec-

imens, large and small, of black, weighty mineral.

At first glance he recognized the samples as those

lifted from the outcrop at Monte Cristo. He felt a

fury come over him. He glanced down at his clutch-
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ing hand and then at the scientist's scrawny neck.

All the time, however, he took pains that his ex-

pression should not change.

"Coal?" he asked.

"Only in the sense that this ore is black as coal."

Webster's smile of superiority crinkled up into his

forehead. "This, my dear young man, is uraninite,

a mineral of priceless rarity, from which radium may
be extracted by those who know the process."

And was he one of those who knew? Had he the

stolen Moors process? Only by realization of their

folly could the sergeant restrain the questions. That
this urbane eccentric should stand boasting to him

—

Marcus Huxelby Moors—of the knowledge for

which his father had been slain!

Yukona had joined them; bending to examine the

ore, was moved to exclamation: "Why, Mark, it

looks exactly like the rock you showed*me at

Ohr
He must have hurt her foot beneath the table.

For an unhappy moment she glared resentfully up at

him, then seemed to understand the reminder which

he tried to put into his look that all ^e had seen

and heard on that ride out from Whitehorse was in

confidence.

Neither Webster nor Bruce appeared to have

noticed the pirl's comment except as interruption.

"Now, here's the situation, Mark," the O. C.

went on, "The prof, has discovered outcroppings of

this rich and rare ore. The next step is to prospect
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the ledge, and, when its extent and direction have

been determined by drilling, to locate the deposit

under the quartz act. Webster came to the Yukon
looking for this very stuff and brought in with him

a shipment of machinery with which he can make a

speedy exploration. This apparatus is heavy and

its transport difficult. Would you be willing to

undertake it?"

Yukona, chided so painfully for her last interven-

tion, was glad to retire into the position of mere

spectator. She saw the penetrating glint in Huxel-

by's eyes as they bore upon the superintendent, and

shuddered at their unwonted hostility. What could

it mean, that suspicious, accusing look? "X-ray

eyes" she often had heard them called. On what

were they focused in her parent's mind? What would

they reproduce? Fear shook her, worse by far than

any fear she ever had felt for herself. But she must

listen, as well as look, if she would understand.

What was he saying, Sergeant Sure?

"I can't say, Fred, that I just get it. Why do

you give me a chance to share in such a strike? Al-

though I have tried to maintain the old attitude to-

ward you as in former years, yours toward me since

I have been in Daylight has been some different. Be-

fore we go farther I'd like to know the whyfore of

this sudden reversion in my favor."

With a sinking sensation at the heart the girl

noted that this inquiry seemed to confuse her father.

Usually his gaze was direct enough in any point-
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blank situation, but now he looked into the face of

the mantel clock, rather than that of his questioner.

Before speaking he cleared his t4iroat.

"Since you force me to mention it, sergeant, our

relative positions have changed from outside more
than in. As O. C. of a division I have responsibil-

ities that were not mine when an inspector, and you

may believe they bring their own troubles. Of
course, I have just the same high regard for your

ability as ever, Mark—only wish I could hope to

have you assigned to my staff."

"And you have no motive other than friendship

and regard for my ability in wishing to include me
in this prospective fortune?"

Hard as a gun click sounded Huxelby's voice to

the girl.

"I'll have to admit that taking ycu in was pro-

posed first by Professor Webster, but I heartily

second the motion. You see, he was very much im-

pressed by your capability in rescuing Constable

Pape from the glacier."

"I it was who requested our mutual friend to send

for you," concurred the scientist, with his stoop-

shouldered bow. "I shall feel once more favored by

fortune if you will consent to become my transpor-

tation aid."

Only with an inclination of the head did Huxelby
acknowledge the compliment.

Yukona noticed that his attention was at once

turned from "the pest" to his superior; that,
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although his eyes asked, his overwide mouth stiffened

into grim, silent lines.

Her father became more apparently ill at ease.

Into his trouser pockets, then out again, went his

hands. Driven, he plunged once more into speech.

"Setting aside all considerations of old-time

friendship, Mark, there's another reason why you're

the mar. for this job, which is not, as you under-

stand, official. We are so short-handed, you can

see at a thought that I can't very well detail any of

the division regulars. You are more or less your

own boss, of course. Until that missing piece of

your wireless equipment arrives you have time on

your hands. Once the professor's machinery is

landed at the prospect, he says he can continue with

day laborers, whom I'll send in to him." He turned

to Webster. "How long did you say you'd need?"

"A week—two at most—should see our little plant

installed. Two weeks in time is a small price, say I,

for Sergeant Huxelby or any one to pay for a share

In this record-breaking prospect."

The scientist's parchment palms rubbed together

so rapidly that one could hear them rustle. His

hard-boiled egg face beamed four-minutely.

Huxelby, noting this enthusiasm, smiled for the

first time during the negotiations. He also noted the

congratulatory glances exchanged between Webster

and the O. C. at sight of his smile. How would they

have looked could they have known the thought

which had diverted him? One week—two at most

—
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would be, indeed, a small price to pay for the record-

rounding prospect before him

!

"Where is this machinery?" he asked.

"It has been in the warehouse at the dock," Bruce

declared. "But last week Trask complained of being

crowded for room, so, wishing to obhge both him

and the professor here at the same time, I had it

moved to a shed back of the stables."

"A shed, you say, and back of the stables?" Evi-

dently Webster had not heard before of the transfer.

Alarm was in his next question : "Are you sure that it

is well covered from the weather?"

"Dry as dust," the superintendent reassured him.

"Absolutely safe."

"Suppose we go over and have a look at it."

The tone used by Huxelby to his superior was

more command than request. With a nod that they

follow, he picked up his hat and started out the door.

Without a protest, they followed.

Yukona alone remained in the living room. Hov-
ering over the deposit on the table, her mind be-

came smudged, so to speak, by the dread which had

come with its exhibit. She tried to review every-

thing which two of the men had said—particularly

those things which the third had not said.

There was something peculiar about her father's

change of attitude; about his connection with the

little pest who had stolen the uraninite; about the

whole thing. Just what was the suspicion in Sergeant

Sure's mind? She must know, if she hoped to divert
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it. If he suspected her father, she must keep close

to him. She had proved him wrong in one case and

in this, even if he was right, she must prove him

wrong again.

Why hadn't she asked him to return after the

issue of transport was settled—where had flown her

wits? He had seemed more than usually susceptible

to her wiles to-night, his bristles down, his neck less

stiff. Now he would be on guard again. Until this

expedition was ended for better or worse she would

not be near enough to influence him. She writhed

under the crushing sense of her impotency. Hateful

fate to be a woman and

Then she straightened. She wasn't a regular help*

less woman. She was the constabulary's daughter.

Why should she, who could qualify with the best of

the Force—could ride and shoot with the most

skilled and had the nerve of the doughtiest—ac-

knowledge feminine impotency? Well, she wouldn't I

And she'd find a way to show Hound-dog Huxelby

who was master.

The ill-assorted trio, meantime, were crossing the

compound toward stables, the tallest striding ahead,

the shorter pair matching his pace with effort. In

the shed they found the apparata, each piece care-

fully boxed and stenciled as to contents. There was

light enough for Huxelby's perusal of these mark-

ings—Ingersoll drills, extra parts, dynamo, insu-
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lators—all the components of a small power-drilling

outfit with which he was more or less familiar.

He turned to Webster with a question: "Looks

as if you mean to use electricity in this development,

but I don't see any boiler. How do you propose to

generate power without steam?"

The inefficient-looking scientist had been moving

about among the boxes, patting each as he passed,

as if he were a proud parent and they his progeny.

Now he removed his black slouch hat and, with a

pink-bordered silken 'kerchief, polished his pate into

greater luster.

"Is it possible you never have heard, my dear

young man, of white coal? A waterfall disports

itself only a few hundred feet from the ledge and a

worthy invention of my own will enable me to harness

it. If you will pardon my descent into the vernac-

ular, it will develop power to burn."

The answer seemed reasonable enough, even to

one of no technical training. But Huxelby still was

puzzled. In total weight, according to approximate

estimate, the shipment was heavy, but no one piece

should have excessive pounds. Since the mere task

of transporting it scarcely required expert treat-

ment, why had he been commandeered?

The recurrent query he did not, this time, put into

words. Indeed, he had an idea that he could answer

it himself—and more truthfully than would either

of the two who had selected him for the undertaking.

He felt confirmed in this belief as he examined cer-
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tain splinters that roughened the cover board of a

box labelled "Ingersoll," the container, presumedly,

of one of those wonder drills which have sped up

mining operations.

His acceptance of their proposition was tacit.

"Shall we start after an early breakfast to-morrow

morning?" he asked. "That will give me all the

time I need to collect a couple of Indian teamsters

and some packing equipment."

On the return, he was the last to leave the shed.

The two who preceded him were discussing with

eager agreement his proposal of an early start.

Neither, he felt sure, saw him rip off and pocket a

sizeable splinter from the box which he had par-

ticularly examined.



CHAPTER XVIII

WANTED—^A CHAPERONE

Ostensibly the machinery trek toward the Web-
ster record-breaker was halted on this, its third morn-

ing out from Daylight, because the four cayuses of

the wagon team had slipped their pickets during

the night and wandered afield. The self-admitted

scientist and his sergeant escort were waiting around

their camp for the two Indian teamsters to round

up the animals whose vagrancy had been charged to

their carelessness. That their efforts would not be

crowned with success until an hour too late for the

breaking of camp that day the professor did not

know.

Indeed, there were several points regarding the

preparation and progress of the expedition on which

the instigator was not yet enlightened. He knew
nothing, for instance, of the aid rendered by a cer-

tain invalided constable in the selection of their team-

sters from among the Indians attached to the post.

Appealed to by Huxtlby, who felt handicapped in

his selection through being a comparative stranger in

the division, Multi Pape had named "Liver-eating

Jack" and "Tall Timber" as reliable and in his debt.

202
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Brought by the sergeant to the hospital cotside, the

two stalwart Stickeens had been impressed with the

fact that in serving Sergeant Sure they also served

** Fat-face" Pape, their old tillicum.

The previous night, without asking why, they had
followed instructions; had loosened the ropes of the

grazing horses and driven them into seclusion.

There they would find them at the time stipulated

and bring them in with feigned suUenness for the

effort they had not made.

Huxelby's reason for wishing delay is simple

enough when one remembers what he knew that the

scientist and the superintendent back in Daylight

were not aware he knew. Those unmistakable uran-

inite samples from his own Monte Cristo Mine had
been evidence, first off, that the expedition was in-

stituted under false pretenses. A packing-box splin-

ter which jabbed at the inside of his coat pocket con-

tinued to point the truth. Webster's exasperation

over the present and other mishaps of the trip was
in the nature of a substantiation. He was, never-

theless, willing to allow time for more positive de-

velopments. He had found that people in general,

when confused by unexpected conduct in himself in

particular, were apt to do the unexpected.

"I trust I do not sound uncomplimentary in the

remark that on this trip you seem to be retroceding

from your reputed speed." Webster broke an over-

long silence.

Huxelby was engaged in a somewhat Intricate
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culinary operation. He looked up concernedly from
the rock-formed trench which served the temporary

camp in lieu of a cookstove.

*'What do you suggest, prof.—harnessing our-

selves to the wagon?"

"Your own mount did not stray. Could you not

have reconnoitered forth and rounded up the team

horses much more expeditiously?"

"I could—not. You've said it, old dear." Hux-
elby's excess of cheer was calculated to add to the

other's irritations. "Sweet thinks too much of the

sugar can to stray. But that's no reason why I should

be false to my trust. Did you and Fred engage me
to nurse-maid stray horses or this machinery?"

**We engaged you to transport the equipment," the

scientist whined, "not to let it lie for twenty-four

hours stationary as the rocks along the road. Do
you think it right or proper, young man, that a world-

important discovery should wait while two Stickeen

red men chase gophers? Why we should sit here

frittering away "

"You never frittered away your time before, I

suppose?" Huxelby's interruption was reminiscent

of the solitaire game he had observed. "What's

your sudden hurry, man alive? What the world

doesn't know won't hurt it, and as for those radium

rocks, I guarantee you'll find them just as they were

—when you get to them. One would almost think

you were trying to keep an engagement with some

person instead of a mining prospect."
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"I only wish I were. I might then hope for a

little of the active assistance for which you seem to

be losing capacity. I fear me, however, that there

is none but ourselves in the wild."

"You'll cheer up once you've tasted this rubahoo."

The amateur chef returned to his stirring. "Did you

know that I used to be first royal can opener to the

Maharajah of Ranicaboo? For hours at a time he

wouldn't eat a dill pickle or even a Boston bean that

I hadn't opened. I've forgotten my art if, after two

swallows, you aren't glad that the harness nags
"

He did not finish. Interruption had come, start-

ling as it was soft-voiced.

"He's not to have a taste of it unless there's

enough for three."

Both men sprang to their feet. Their eyes fol-

lowed in the direction of the laugh which had ac-

companied the words. They saw against a back-

ground of huge dogwood blossoms a small, gallant

figure. No more jaunty and gay-hued was her uni-

form of scarlet and blue than her manner. Behind

her stood a cross-bred cow pony, soft-footed on the

thick moss carpet and foam-flecked from hard riding.

She started toward them with the assurance of

one expecting welcome.

"Yukona!"

Huxelby placed the stew pan where it could not

spill and advanced to meet her. Much more, how-

ever, than the pronouncement of her name was on

his tongue. Could anything untoward have hap-
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pened back in Daylight that warranted impressing

her into messenger service?

Webster followed close behind, a look of urgent

anxiety blotting the mere irritation of a moment
since.

"What—^what has brought you?"

"What? Why, Shimmie."

Her mission still might be serious.

"I mean, what's up?" Huxelby asked more im-

peratively.

'7 was up. But now I'm down and interested

—

vitally interested, mind you—In the contents of that

kettle. I dote on rttbaboof"

Characteristically both men showed their revulsion

of feeling. Their fears had been needlessly aroused,

since not even Yukona could speak so lightsomely

were she bearing any message of dire import.

Huxelby returned to the fire.

The scientist querulously took up the inquiry. "I

trust you do not mind explaining, my dear young
lady, the cause of your presence here."

"And your trust, my dear professor, is not in vain.

As it happens, I do not mind explaining—to you

—

not one whit. I set out for a ride. Your wagon
tracks beckoned, reminding me of you. I got to

wondering how rich you were by now. Quite natu-

rally I followed. Let us have the truth from you

now; did you find you just couldn't go on without

me?"
The bent little man's ejaculation as he turned
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away from her burlesque of an adoring glance was

neither scientific nor professional—too violent for

pink ears protected only by curls of silver gold.

Muttering more guardedly, he started toward the

fire and the stew.

"If I didn't specialize in the truth, I should say

that you are a hospitable pair!" commented the new

arrival, also gathering round the fire. "I ask for

bread, a la rubaboo, and you give me a stony stare.

Oh, very well, I can make a supper on wild turnips,

if you think there's not going to be enough !"

Huxelby lifted a flushed face from his stirring of

the mixture of cariboo jerky, water, flour, Alaskan

onions, and preserved potatoes.

"You'd no business to ride out so far alone,

Yukona," he said seriously. "You must be starting

back at once."

"Without any stew? What's the hurry? Con-

sider Shimmie, if not this lily of the valley

—

how he

puffs!" She smiled coaxingly a moment, then threw

off her Stetson and sat down on a rock nearby.

"Pray don't strain yourself to look so stern. I know
when I'm not wanted, but I'm too tired to care. I'll

feel better after an honest feed and a rest. You
concentrate on the rubaboo. I know you can terrify

it into cooking faster if you look at it the way you did

just now at me. Meantime, I'll hum you the latest

news from camp. Let's see: you'll want to hear

about the purple person first. Well, it is said that

she's becoming a tireless equestrienne. Is spending
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the greater part of her unfair young life in the

saddle. Sets forth early and comes back late. Com-
munes alone with her God—that sort of thing."

Some five minutes of this lopsided conversation

Professor Webster endured. At last, however, he

arose to betake himself, camp stool and all, beyond

earshot, "I trust you will summon me when my
meal is prepared," he called back, "in case there is

enough left after this ravening wolverene is satisfied.

I will ascend the ridge and look for signs of those

aboriginal dodderers. I, for one, feel most im-

patient to be on our way."

At once the girl turned to the sergeant, touched

the rolled-back sleeve of his shirt, and spoke quietly:

"Do you know that you're followed—watched?"

"By a couple of Indians—^yes," he admitted rather

disagreeably. "If you'd whistled 'Liver Jack' and

'Timber' to them they'd have trotted up with eclat.

They're out hunting our nags."

"Not by Indians, Mark; by a white man. He
was trailing you yesterday, and only a short while

ago I sighted him on that crimson butte yonder with

his glasses trained on your camp. I watched him

leave the rocks and slide out to the westward—like

'\s not to prepare some ambush for you."

"And how," Huxelby asked, "do you happen to

know he was trailing us yesterday?"

"Wasn't he the reason I couldn't catch up with

you sooner? I sighted him riding slowly ahead of

me where the trail winds down into the valley. I
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didn't know how far ahead you were or I might

have tried to rush past him. As it was, I went

home, knowing your wagon tracks would be just as

plain to-day."

From Huxelby came the question of logical se-

quence—the looks of the spy she reponed. Had she

been near enough to see?

"Near enough? Don't you suppose I'd know a

grizzly a mile off? I ought to be used to the worst

kind of whiskers, I've spent so many winters inside.

But I never saw an uglier crop than are on this speci-

men. He's a rough looker, and if he meant you

any good he'd catch up with you. Mark, I'm afraid

for you."

"That suits your peculiar disposition better, I sup-

pose, than being afraid of me I"

For a long moment the sergeant stood in con-

templation both of Yukona's news and Yukona. Was
she sincere in her warning, or had she been sent

out to tangle the threads of this complicated skein?

When, however, she lifted her eyes to the piercing

demand of his and invited, rather than allowed, him

to read her face, he felt ashamed of his doubt. He
could trust her. Rash though she was in her unat-

tended rides through the country, hard on him as

she had been and partisan to her father as she

always would be, by no stretch of the imagination

could he believe her a party to the plot which was

engaging him.

From more than the girl's description he named to
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himself the man she had seen spying on the camp—
Brutus Shay. Since his discovery of "fool's gold"

in the sample extracted from the glacial pool he had

been watching for the development of some connec-

tion between Professor Webster, idling his hours on

the edge of the Dominion, and the Shay-Talbott out-

fit encamped just across the line on the Alaskan side.

He had expected to meet up with one or all of

them farther along; indeed, had preferred the Stick-

een bucks as teamsters because confident that they,

through inherent tribal enmity, would punish the

Tinneh helpers of the opposition in case of a clash.

But he was surprised that Shay should have pene-

trated Yukon Territory, from which he had been

officially barred, to the vicinity of Daylight Camp.

In a thought, however, he saw how it might have

come about. At a quite recent consultation between

Shay and Webster the visit of a sergeant of the

Force to Gold Ice had been reported and himself

described. The eccentric had named him and th^

decision soon been reached that one Huxelby pos-

sessed too many points of contact with their con'

spiracy. Whatever was the scheme under way, they

wanted him in hand. Therefore the Brute, disguised

in that "worst" crop of beard, had come in with

Webster under cover that he might be within hailing

distance in event of a slip-up. So far all was clear.

"Tell me, Yukona, was it because you were afraid

that you were going to be afraid for me on account

of this bold, bad, bewhiskered bogy that you followed
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us from Daylight yesterday morning before you'd

even dreamed of his existence?"

At the hypothetical question with which Huxelby

broke silence, the girl looked uneasy. "That stew's

going to burn, Mark!" she exclaimed.

"No, ma'am, it isn't. Answer me."

"Not—not entirely. Before I saw my bogy-boo I

was more afraid for some one else. But I don't

want to talk about that until we've put those eats

where they belong. The rubahoo smells ready."

It was, quite, by the time she had offsaddled Shim-

mie and hailed the professor from his hilltop. And
it came up to specifications, they were agreed, after

tasting the man-sized portions which Huxelby dealt

them. Although they ate without conversation, they

seemed more companionable during than before the

meal. Indeed, one little touch of hunger makes the

whole world kin.

After Webster had finished his dish of the luscious

blueberries which the sergeant had picked earlier in

the day while on an otherwise fruitless scout, he

again toiled up-hill and resumed his watch for the

omnivagant Stickeens. Yukona began to gather up
the tin plates, with an orderly glance toward the

nearby creek.

"I'll stack and rinse later on," Huxelby objected.

"It's high time a certain venturesome guest boarded
Shimmie and made tracks for home."

"Home?" She looked amazed at the sugges-
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tion. **You don't really expect me to go back to the

post to-night?"

"Why not? Certainly I don't expect you to stay."

"But, Mark, it's getting late and the trail
"

"Is perfectly plain, Yukona. And you know the

light will last. I appreciate your coming for the part

of a reason you have given. But you ought to know,

my dear child, that it wouldn't be proper for you to

stop with us overnight."

Yukona's chin squared with defiance. "I know,

whether I ought to or not, that a good horse wasn't

meant to be ridden to death. Shimmie's all in."

"Strange, when you're so fresh."

With a quick-caught sob, she reproached him for

the doubt.

"And I thought you'd be so—so mellow after that

rubaboo," she sighed. "Whose fault is it, Marcus
Huxelby, if I wasn't inoculated with the proprieties

at the tender age when they would take? It hurts

me just terribly always to be Yukona unwelcome.

Heaven knows I have my pride, but such bringing

up as I did have taught me to do what I see to do.

I might as well tell you first as last that I'm not going

homg. That's what I came for—to stay. I mean to

see you through this expedition."

**0h, no, you don't

—

wont!" Despite the ser-

geant's emphasis, a look of alarm was on his face.

He got to his feet; offered a hand to help her rise;

added more fulsomely than was his wont: "Come,
Yukona

—

dear. Your horse has had a good rest and
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you can make Daylight by eleven if you start at once.

You know this is a painful situation for me. Really,

you must
"

She took the hand and, after she was on her feet,

held to it with both her own.
" 'Come, Yukona—go, Yukona !' Do you think

that's a nic'e way to treat a poor girl who tried to

do you a service?" After a moment, during which

she seemed struggling with the pride referred to:

"I'm not going, Mark, so you might as well make

the best of—of me. May I spread my blankets

under your wagon or will you drive me to camp in

the limbs of some spruce?"

He had noticed them already, the pair of Hudson

Bays rolled in a slicker and tied behind her saddle.

He barely suppressed a groan.

"So you came prepared, you little
"

"Don't you call me pest again!" she warned him.

"Since knowing the professor I just couldn't stand it.

I might get very angry—might froth at the mouth

and—and bite you. Have a care. Rover!"

Pluxelby thought to try out a new argument.

"Have you no thought for your fatlier? He will

be alarmed—will turn out the division to search for

you."

"I have far more thought of my father than he

has of me. Every eventuality has been covered by

my foresight. The note I left him explains every-

thing—nnd nothing."

At her superior smile, Huxelby wished, more than
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at any provocation of their renewed acquaintance,

that he might shake her.

"You explained to your father that you were com-

ing to join the prof, and me?"
"You'd credit a fool-hen with more sense than

that," she sniffed. "I explained to my parent what

I thought best for him to know—that I was going

out on a visit to the creeks where, as you very well

know, I could acquire a half-dozen regularly-married

chaperones. So he won't turn out an army to search

for me. You might as well make the best of it."

"And you're the young miss that doesn't tell

fibs?"

Even this accusation did not humble her.

"After you've rinsed the plates in yonder creek,

I'll expect you to apologize, Mark. I didn't tell this

fib. I wrote it."

"Yukona, why In the world did you come?" he

exclaimed in utter exasperation.

"That I am ready to explain to you in due time,

when you are more mellow. Oh, do stop worrying

about there being no matron within miles of Crimson

Butte ! The prof, is just an old woman and you are

a natural-born chaperone."

"But why won't you go back?"

"Why?" She paused, her expression brightening

as if from inspiration. "Since you insist, I'll tell

you why, humiliating though it is so to do.

Mark " She stood on tip-toe; shuddered;

rasped close as she could to his ear: "/ am afraid!**
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"Nonsense, Yukonal Why, I never knew you

to-

"Oh, you can't shame me out of it and you needn't

scoff I I am just a poor weak woman and I—I "

Her voice broke. Still clinging tight to his hand,

she leaned her forehead against his arm and told

his sleeve the rest of it. "I am g-glad if you think

me brave, Mark. I've struggled all my life to ap-

pear so, b-but " Sob . . . Sob . . . "But I'm

really all shivers at heart. I am " More
sobs. . . . "I've been a c-coward since b-birth. With
that huma-n grizzly lurking on the back trail, I'd

rather d-die than ride home alone. Would you want

the responsibility of driving a young girl out into the

wild-woods to die of fright, if nothing else

—

w-would

you, Mark?"
He wouldn't. That was true enough. To him-

self Huxelby acknowledged it. He had no faith in

her claim of cowardice "since birth." The note she

had left for the O. C. and the blankets strapped to

her saddle were direct contradictions. Yet with Bru-

tus Shay in the offing she well might fear.

What could a poor bachelor do? To leave the

professor alone at this stage of the expedition was

not to be thought of. The eccentric, whom he had

come to believe was not nearly as much so as he

appeared, must not be given opportunity for further

conference with Shay. He could only hope that with

the sun's next round some safe escortage for her

would show.
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Certainly a woman's presence was calculated to

handicap the transport. And he expected other

interference. The report of Shay's espionage only

strengthened his belief that Jim Talbott and the two

Tinneh braves would be awaiting them somewhere
along the line of march. With possible trouble

ahead and potential danger behind, he would not

exactly have asked the company of the constabulary's

gay and gallant daughter. Perforce he yielded, but

in no "mellow" mood.

"Stay then, since you insist," he said grudgingly.

At once hfted the silver-haloed head; quivered

into smiles the sweet-curved lips; beamed into his

the eyes of summer skies, noticeably dry of tears.

"Oh, thank you for the invite, 'Get-me-not," she

enthused. "I just haven't the heart to refuse—^you

are so cordial I Your manners are—are, you know,

wonderful."

But Huxelby went on guard against her. As the

porcupine withdraws into its leathern coat of mail at

the approach of danger, so he withdrew into one of

his silences. Despite his dark displeasure, however,

he cut and laid a thick underlaying of spruce boughs

for the bed of his unwelcome guest, calculated to

make her as comfortable as the woven springs at

home.

And for Yukona, she rested beneath the wagon
box—for a time. But even the exercise of that

crowded day did not bring her sleep. The object of

her exertions had not been achieved.



CHAPTER XIX

CHARITY, HOPE AND MUCH FAITH

Eight was the hour appointed for the return of

the Stickeens. A few minutes after they straggled

in, driving the alleged strays. There ensued a ciask

between Huxelby and Webster over an advance in

the half-night—result, a rougher edge on the latter's

irascibility. For no appreciable moment was there

the slightest doubt that they would stay in camp for

an early morning start.

The scientist, having been put in his place by the

leader of the expedition and told to go to bed, first

examined personally the picketing of all the horses,

then betook himself and his indignation within his

silken tent. The Indians stretched themselves out

near the fire, more for the protection of its smoke

against mosquitoes than for warmth. After several

sporadic lapses into the gutturals which formed their

natural speech, they sank into audible slumber.

The branches of the spruce hedge a few rods to

the north grew all on one side, because of the pre-

vailing direction of the fierce winter winds. Their

shadow formed an ideal sentry point, commanding

the whole camp and its approaches. Within this,
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Huxelby spread his blankets and laid his stock sad-

dle pillow-wise.

As the pale dusk lowered and the season's imita-

tion night closed in, the sounds that elsewhere come

only with darkness could be heard. The birds flut-

tered and twittered themselves to rest in the trees.

The breeze sighed more and more gently; seemed

at last to fall asleep.

Yukona Bruce had watched as she might some

adequately illumined "moonlight" scene on a moving

picture screen. All was dim and suggestive of night,

yet all was clear. She could make out even the

figure of the sergeant through the lax-han^ng

shadows of the malformed spruce hedge. He was
sitting, smoking, keeping guard.

The scene was set. The hour had come. If ever

her man could be got, the time was now. From be-

tween the rear wagon-wheels she crawled, stood

erect, moved softly toward the hedge.

Although he must have seen her coming, he did

not stir; expressed neither welcome nor rebuff when
she sat down beside him. He did offer to exchange

his pipe for a self-rolled cigarette if she preferred,

but advised some sort of smoke. There was, per-

haps, more practicality than tact back of her ex-

pressed opinion that mosquitoes preferred cigarettes

—therefore she, the pipe.

He puffed contentedly a while. She wished she

could know his thoughts; hoped he was being "mel-

lowed" by the scene.
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"It's a wonderful night, Mark," was her first

venture.

"Uh-huh." He turned to his thoughts.

Yukona became interested to see how long this

one of his silences would endure. Then she grew

tired of simply waiting and began to count. She was

interrupted somewhere in the second hundred by the

buzz of an insect close to her ear. With something

the sting of its intent, she exclaimed:

"How long can you stay so stupid? I'd rather

try to batter down a stone wall with my bare fists

than hold a conversation with you
!"

"What's there to converse about?"

Yukona, seeing a suspicious twist about the visible

corner of his mouth, decided to jolt him into taking

her more seriously.

"I wish to say," she started crisply, "that I know
whom you suspect of the gold robbery."

"You dor
Although still he did not turn, she was quick to

note the involuntary tension of his body.

"And I wish to tell you," she added, "that you

are wrong."

"I don't think so. I am afraid—that I am

—

right."

The girl had startled him, but not into garrulity;

on the contrary, into heavy thought. Even while

assuring himself that he desired only Yukona's great-

est happiness, as he would that of a pally little sister,

Huxelby was self-warned against her. Whether of
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her own volition or another's, she had followed him

here to-night to beguile suspicion from him. He
must be on guard against her. Her next outburst

did not exactly make it easy.

"You thought that you were right before, when
you were dead wrong."

He did not feel like replying and he didn't; simply

frowned straight ahead.

"Now please don't go into one of those stubborn

silences again," she begged. "I don't want to sound

a small, spiteful I-told-you-so. I do want, though,

to remind you that even Sergeant Sure Mark may
be wrong. It means a great deal to me or I'd not

venture to advise you."

"No?" he responded at last.

**It m.eans everything to me, Mark. Surely you

must realize that I never could be happy again

if
"

"I daresay not."

With the interruption he deliberately lifted and

returned to her knee the hand that had sou^t his

»rm.

"You needn't be so gruff about it," she insisted,

her spirit somehow strengthened by the rebuff. "I

want to ask you something that any girl would have

a perfect right to ask an old friend who was also

an officer of the law. Oh, I'm not getting hysterical

—don't worry. And I'll not ask you to trust me
with definite admissions. I know you don't discuss

four cases, so I'll respect your official reticence by
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mentioning no names. You've been so fair and sane,

Mark, since that slip you nearly made—kinder and

more like yourself than you've been since coming

back from the war. I know you'll be fair and—kind

to me now. Will you

—

won't you, 'Get-me-not?"

The real feeling in her voice hardened, even as it

touched him. However, he had fairness and "san-

ity" to prove to Yukona. He took himself in hand.

"I will—try," he said.

"I do wish you'd look at me, Mark."

"I am looking at you."

"Why, no; you're not. You sit there staring

everything in the world out of countenance but mc.

It would be so much easier to talk to y9u if

you'd
"

"I am looking at you with my mind, therefore

not with my eyes. Go on."

After a small gasp of understanding, she obeyed.

"You ought to grant without argument that I'm bet-

ter fitted than most women to endure justice. From
the cradle I've been taught respect for the law, as

represented in the Royal Mounted. I guess I could

stand up under its clutch, if it fell on me and if I

knew it was just. But I'd fall, I know, under in-

justice. Generally speaking, I do want the Force

—

and you, the keenest non-com of the Force—to be

right. Particularly speaking, Mark, I am terrified

for fear you are going to make another mistake. If

it's not a mistake, I'd try—somehow to stand up

as a—a trooper should. If it is, I'd be crushed.
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Even in this uniform that I've always been so proud

to wear, I'd fall—I know I'd f-fall, never to
"

At the sob in her voice, like but unlike those with

which she had sought to influence his decision earlier

in the evening, Huxelby consented at last to look at

her with his eyes. There were tears in hers, brim-

ming, indubitable.

"That is the gist of what I came to—to tell you,"

her quivering lips continued. "You believe me

—

that I'd uphold the law of the Mounted before the

law of my heart?"

"I believe you would," he answered thoughtfully,

*'if any woman could."

"Thank you, Mark. What I want to ask you is

this: Before you act in the Daylight Darkness case

will you be sure

—

absolutely sure?"

So unlike what he had expected—so characteris-

tically gallant was her request that the next over-

ture was his. Both brown, their large and small

right hands clasped in a pact, as once before in re-

cent history.

For a moment they sat in a silence that seemed

full of sound.

Huxelby was contesting a demand within himself

to soften the deductions which had filled her with

such anxiety. But even for sake of the "kindness"

she had craved, he could not bring himself to that

state of sanity and fairness. He still felt resentful

toward her. Let her suffer a little of the humilia-
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tion she had made him suffer. It would only make

her appreciate the compensations later on.

Yukona, on the contrary, felt happier than since

intuition had amplified the sergeant's curt questions

and keen scrutiny of his commanding officer. Dif-

ferent though her father had seemed since he had

fallen under the purple person's spell, strangely

though he had behaved, he still was her father. She

could

—

would not believe him guilty of actual crime.

And unless he was guilty he was not to be accused.

That she had been promised by "Sergeant Sure."

She glanced around at his side face. He had re-

tired into his silence again—her inscrutable hound-

dog. The tender look upon her face retreated be-

fore the grin of an impish inspiration.

"Why don't you let me share your watch, Mark?"
she asked him. "I'm not one bit sleepy and even

a human dynamo like you needs some rest for to-

morrow. Give me the first two hours. Lie down
in your blankets—sleep like the dead."

She waited breathlessly. Would he? Although

he never must suspect the genesis of her offer, it

would seem a good omen If, actually, he would lie

down at her command—"play dead."

Her generosity bore results, if not all she hoped.

Huxelby was touched to shame—to a reversal of

his disagreeable decision.

"Couldn't think of it, but just the same you're a

good little pal. After two days of hard riding

to
"
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"Exactly what I was thinking of you," she in-

terrupted.

"You need rest more than an old war horse like

me, Yukona. And take this as a sleeping powder:

you have gone astray in your fears. The one for

sake of whose probity you'd fall did not commit
the robbery."

"You know, Mark?"
He turned to her and nodded, the graver for the

exuberance of her relief. He really was seeing in

her to-night, not the later-day coquette she was

called, but the child he used to know, free in her

gift of adoration, reckless in her service, ardent in

her happiness. Anxious as ever he had been in the

old days to atone for some interval of estrange-

ment and lighten her heart for sleep, he could not

repress a deep-given sigh nor stay his hand from the

breast pocket of his coat.

Too bad she might not always wear that look I

For her sake he repressed the sigh that came from

his regretful thoughts. Poor, fond women of the

world, forever dependent upon others for their

pride and joy! Poor, fond Forget-me-not who must

grow from childhood into womanhood and must

learn sad dependency!

Outwardly he strengthened his reassurance with

a smile. "This time I know. I am in no danger of

mistaking conclusions for evidence again. No longer

am I pursuing the man with the *M'—the brand that

meant anything but what it seemed to mean. You
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must be ready for a good deal of a shock when I

make the big arrest, but not in the direction of your

fears. I wish it were right that I could tell you about

it. I wish I could prepare you for what's ahead. I

know you haven't much faith in me any more,

but
"

"But I have," she supplied, "so much faith, hope

and charity that I am going to trust everything to

you and be happy, just on your say-so."

"I didn't tell you to be happy—only to be as happy

as you can. As for trusting me—you once said that

a good dog can't be clubbed without spoiling his

temper. You helped show me the beast into which

I was clubbing myself. But you should not have

turned on me. Did you think to improve my bad

manners by beating me with your contempt?"

She was quick in her repentance, as in her anger.

"I was wrong, Mark, to whip-lash you. I soon

saw that. And it hurt mother worse than it did you
'—honestly. I tried to pat you afterwards, but the

more I patted the fiercer you growled. We're good
friends now, aren't we? If we weren't, would you

have given me your—your paw?"
He did not join the coaxing laugh which—and

at his "say-so"—had followed so quickly her tears.

His face, from profile view, looked strained, paler,

harder-cut In the sub-Arctic night-light.

As she watched him, she wished that her hand
might follow his hand into that pocket over his heart

and discover what precious talisman he wore within.
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Instead, she pressed her forefinger to her lips to

stifle a yawn and dismissed the wish, as several times

she had dismissed it before. She must be tired; in-

deed, had carried through a strenuous day. Yet she

did not want to return to her wagon-box pallet. She

hoped he had not seen that incipient yawn. But

"You are sleepy, Yukona," he declared, without

glancing around. "You must turn in—am going to

myself in another hour. The Stickeens take turns

after eleven."

He had to repeat the advice. Even with a mum-
bled denial of drowsiness, her eyelids drooped, her

head sagged against his shoulder.

With his "Come, Yukona!" she roused herself.

"Let me snooze here on your saddle until the first

Stick goes on watch. You used to let me. Ask me,

Mark. Call me 'Yukona dear'—no, 'dearest'—and

maybe—I will."

"But, Yukona dear "

"Dearest. I am the only Yukona you know."

"Dearest," he obeyed. "I never called anybody

but my mother that. After my father went—West
—I did not want her to miss the name."

"And what did she call you?"

"She called me 'lover'."

"Lover . . . Lover . .
." The sleepy-time, lit-

tle-girl voice tried the word. "Of course you are not

sentimental. You've told me so. But haven't you

longed at times to be called that name again?"

He didn't answer. And Yukona didn't repeat the
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question. Not for worlds must she go too far.

But she was keen to the fact that his hand again

lifted, as in other "sentimental" moments, to that

breast pocket of his jacket.

She he thought of as "the woman" probably was

in his mind. Was she, possibly, the purple person

—this one-day reward or punishment? Was there

some talisman in his pocket which would tell?

Yukona unshed she knew.

An idea of how to find out came with his move

to wrap his blanket around her. Wouldn't he take

the blanket, she asked him, and let her wear his

coat? He used to do it—didn't he remember?

—

when she was considerably smaller than now. She

wanted to wear it, just for the sake of old times.

When he had humored her, had rolled back the

over-long cuffs, turned up the too-short collar and

settled her silver pillowed head into the hollow of

his saddle:

"I am not so much larger than I used to be.

I am young, young^ she sighed and smiled up at

him. "You have fixed all my troubles. You've made

me so happy that I am a child again. For an hour,

good-night, Mark."

"Good-night, Yukona."

"Is that all?"

"Good-night, dearest Yukona."

A moment after he had returned to his pipe and

his thoughts, she found herself deliciously awake, as

in a happy dream. Carefully, lest he hear, her hand
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had done what so often it had longed to do; had

stolen into the breast pocket of the uniform coat and

withdrawn

Immediately she replaced it—the talisman. But

not the poignant memories it aroused.

She was a disconsolate little girl again. And he

was gone—her love. In vain flowed her tears,

yearned her arms, broke her heart. He was gone.

But with him he had taken a keepsake—a thought

that eould be remembered by a touch—a desperate

supplication. Through what wars had he worn it

—

through what battles with himself, fierce as those

with Boche hordes? Had it perhaps protected him

from some cruel impulse, if not enemy lead?

Sentimental? Not he—or so he had said. Yet

had he worn it back to her. Far worse faded and

soiled it was than when clipped from a long-ago

summer's hat—scarce recognizable as a sprig of

artificial flowers, so crushed, so ragged, so faintly

blue. But to Yukona it was a queen's bouquet.

Touch of it had thrilled her. Sight of it had wid-

ened her vision. Knowledge that it still was treas-

ured had perfumed her soul.

And the "talisman" told her, although not all, a

great deal that she wanted to know. No matter

what woman of the present or the future he had

learned to love, he had not unlearned to love the

child who, at their parting, had given him that sprig

of velvet forget-me-nots.

Then, the tears had rained down his cheeks as
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down her own. His heart had hammered against the

hurt of hers. The fingers had been weak, that un-

loosed her despairing embrace. He had loved her

well in the old days.

Now he was near, yet far away. Why so far?

Really, had she lost all charm for him with her

childhood? She must disprove the cruel statement.

"Mark," she said, "I'm not asleep."

When he turned to her

"Lean down, Mark. I want to tell you something

that is hard to tell. I am broken-hearted that I hurt

your pride. Don't you know that nothing could

make me lose faith in you any more than in
'*

"Than In man-mother Multi?" he asked.

"Why, if I hadn't all the faith of the world in you,

would I be here to-night?"

Realization Intensified his eyes, now close over

hers.

"Mark, it Is only you that has changed. I am
the same. I am—just Forget-me-not."

He looked and looked.

"I always sleep better after you've kissed me," she

whispered. "Lover "

Up and up—the cling of childish hands around

his neck. Down and down—the eyes that looked

for the truth.

And then—he kissed her.

Silent and controlled, Huxelby gazed down at the

girl for some minutes after she had fallen asleep.
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Her lips still smiled from the song with which she

had wooed oblivion—a song that had no tune, but

that was music:

"My darling Con, though far away,

Thou'l't never be forgot

Cross your heart—that thou—wil't stay

Ever—^my—'Get-me-not.' "

All the ghost-white sheen of the dogwood blos-

soms from the neighboring thicket seemed to have

concentrated in the silver wreath of her hair. A
dream-face shone from within—an impressionistic

"still", ageless as an angel's—thin-veiled by the half-

light over tints of ivory, rose and palest gold.

Beauty that had haunted him had his little-girl

love. Yet beauty was the least of her. She had

faith/

Although there was no chill for him in the night,

he shivered as he forced his eyes away from her.

All those self-respecting things he had planned to

tell her on his walk to the Bruce cabin the other

night—what of them? They would have sounded

empty phrases. And there wasn't any need of empty

phrases now. No wonder he had not remembered

them when one hand-clasp had told more than all

his stumbling words.

They were friends again, he and Yukona. . . .

She had said that she entrusted her happiness to him.

. . . After tears, her smiles—her lilting laugh—her

good-night kiss. . . .

Faith, "substance of things hoped for, evidence of
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things not seen" How he had hoped for it,

longed for it, the good-faith of his Httle pal! Now
he had it in "substance" and in ''evidence." Was
she not here, her head on his saddle-leather, to-night?

She had proved her faith and, with the proof, had

put on him a man-size responsibihty. Since she had

dried her tears at his assurance, he felt he should

fight for her continued happiness; should see that

her pride was not done to death; should ameliorate,

so far as lay within his power, the sentence of her

father for his faults.

Was woman's faith, then, a divine amendment to

man's inexorable law?



CHAPTER XX

THE BUBBLE BURSTS

Noon found the small cavalcade so far advanced

that Crimson Butte was lost to sight behind, the

gulch from which Aaron Webster had "prospected"

almost at hand, the boundary line, perhaps three

miles ahead. In the order of march Tall Timber

rode beside the sergeant in the van, that they might

consult as to the most practicable wheelway through

the scattered forest. Next behind them came the

"hope" of Back of Beyond, a small, unherolc splotch

of khaki astride a buckskin gelding. Liver Jack

drove the four horses attached to the machinery-

freighted wagon. Yukona had been relegated to

the rear—as discipline, Huxelby said, for her obdu-

racy in accompanying the expedition; as protection,

she suspected, from possible surprise out front.

To avoid one of the bogs which nature has shuf-

fled, with unbelievable sleight of hand, through the

Northland deck, he now led to the right, a direction

that gave upon the gulch in which he had found

Webster encamped.

"I say, there—the other way!" On realizing

their change of course, the eccentric became an ani-

232
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mated signpost of pointing hands and spurring feet

and italicized directions. "Hi, Huxelby, turn the

other way!"

The leader drew rein. "What's the idea, prof.?

The spot you pointed out on the map lies just over'

the ridge. We're almost at trail's end."

"Then the map's at fault," declared Webster in

his precise way. "You may trust me to know the

trail I followed coming in and going out. I distinctly

remember that rock slide to the right."

"But you can't go any distance in that direction

without crossing the boundary line into the United

States."

"Your sense of geography is indeed creditably de-

veloped, sergeant." In compliment a black slouch

hat was swept off and the egg pate bent forward

from its bowed shoulders.

As Huxelby stared at the old fellow with what
greatly resembled amazement, the wagon trundled

to a halt and Yukona reined in beside them.

"You came up here to save the Yukon to the

Dominion," the sergeant protested, "and you mush
right over into Alaska to make your find?"

"Our uraninite treasure does lie a short distance

beyond the line, young man, but you must not hold

me responsible. Nature planted the ledge, not I.

We engineers have to take ore where we find it."

"So it seems, prof. So it seems,"

Huxelby's air of disappointment gave way to con-

cern over the ground that presented itself to the
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left. He shook his head as he looked to where bog

met rock slide. Then he told the party to await

his return and rode out alone to investigate the

going. In half an hour he returned, a frown fore-

shadowing his report.

"We can get through pack-a-back," he declared,

"but there is no passage for the go-cart."

His decision seemed not to perturb Webster. "I

could have told you that in advance, did you show

more reliance on my judgment. Now that you have

convinced yourself, I trust the change need not incur

the loss of another valuable day."

"It need not, prof. I'll even say it won't if you'll

descend that hurricane deck and lend a hand."

Both dismounted, Huxelby to aid the Indians in

unharnessing the four; Webster to stand offering

directions from one side, in lieu of the "hand" asked

and on the excuse that the Yukon could ill afford the

knowledge being kicked out of his head by some

unlearned beast.

"We don't know too much to help, Mark, or too

little to kick, Shimmie and I. What can we do for

the cause?" asked Yukona.

"You can sit tight where you are and decorate the

cargo-broaching picture."

Going to the wagon, the sergeant dragged out a

sheaf of packsaddles. "Lucky my head contained

enough sense to throw these sawbucks aboard against

an emergency," he remarked in the scientist's direc-

tion. "We couldn't have ended what we began—the
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transportation of this precious load—without sad-

dles."

With three experienced packers at work, three of

the draft horses soon were equipped to carry instead

of draw. Backing the first of the string to the tail

of the wagon, Huxelby motioned the Indians to

board the vehicle and begin the transfer of its cargo.

"Have a care with those boxes, I must insist 1"

cautioned Webster. "Some of that machinery is so

delicate that one fall would ruin it."

"Suppose you climb up and help steady them, prof.

You'll be safe enough from the heels of unlearned

cayuses."

This time the sergeant's suggestion was accepted.

Once Webster had attained the top of the load, he

began, not merely to direct, but to lay hold. To-

gether, he and Tall Timber seized the upmost piece

and lifted it toward the waiting packsaddle.

The box must have been considerably heavier than

it looked, for both men strained to ease it over the

wagon end and begin lowering it into position on

the V-shaped braces of the X-saddle.

"Steady, boy; steady now!"

Huxelby sprang to the head of the harness horse,

restive because of the unaccustomed girth. Only

Yukona was in position to see the covert thumb

which dug into the animal's ribs ; only she appreciated

afterward that the supposedly quieting hand had

jerked the bridle, not the bridle the hand.

The cayuse sprang to one side; Huxelby to the
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other. As a result, the saddle was not underneath

when the unloaders, able no longer to sustain the

weight of that tapmost piece, let go.

The heavy box crashed downward, struck the

rocky surface with a ripping impact, and broke

open.

No wonder-drill, as stenciled, did it contain. In-

stead, through the burst boards and interlining

poured dull-glinting streams. In several directions

they zigzagged, too thick for oil, too slow for water,

too precious for wine, even in a territory that did

not need an Eighteenth Amendment. Until the

streams commingled here and there not an eye but

clung, astonished, to the sight. A fascination lay in

the seeming wicked waste of chat which has made
sane men mad since gold became a goal.

From a hovering group sounded nothing more

intelligible than gasps, until a hot imprecation fol-

lowed by a thin, bent body, hurtled from the wagon-

load. Slight as was Webster's build, his descent bore

the powerful younger man to the ground into the

slow, dull-glinting pool. At once, however, a long

arm began to work up around hini, squeezed the

breath out of him, soon jerked him to his feet.

"Look out—his gunl"

Even before Yukona's cry of alarm, the hand

shrinking toward a pocket had been stopped by a

wrist grip. A bone-wrenching twist brought the

savior of the Yukon to his knees with a shriek of

agony.

J
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Another minute and Huxelby had produced a

"come along"—that small, but persuasive article of

steel used by the Mounted to induce in prisoners do-

cility without injury; had "frisked" the professional

pockets of two automatics; had transformed the

Hope of the Northland to a figure of despair. In

less time than he had hoped and without the shed-

ding of a drop of blood, Sergeant Sure had made the

first arrest in his case; had turned one ray of light

into the darkness of Daylight.

"My dear young man, don't you think you are

unnecessarily rough?" inquired Webster, his voice a

whine, his look an imprecation.

"If you will understudy a wild cat " A shrug

finished the return.

"Hiyiu skookumf" In guttural congratulations

Tall Timber spoke for both the grinning Stickeens.

Yukona swung out of her saddle and crossed to

the wreck of the fallen packing case. Stooping, she

scooped up a palmful from one of the rivulets which

by now had ceased to flow.

"Dust?" The wide-eyed, asking gaze of her child-

hood she turned full on Huxelby.

With something the mystery of the treasure spilled

at their feet he looked back at her.

"The muck called gold," said he.

Terrified by his stern expression above regard for

the scattered wealth through which she trod, she

approached and lowered her voice. "It is The
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machinery that dad moved to the shed back of the

stables at the post was "

Huxelby nodded. "The loot from the London
Dredgers' vault."

"And all these other boxes?"

"Probably held mining tools when our scientific

friend here shipped them North. Some one at Day-

light had reason to change their contents."

"Mark, you suspected this the other night when
you agreed with the professor and

"

"Had some vague idea I'd be helping run con-

traband."

Huxelby strode toward the timber, Webster fol-

lowing, by advice of the come-along, too quickly to

pick up his hat. When hidden from view of the

group about the wagon, the sergeant halted beneath

a sizable spruce and undipped the steel leash.

Tersely he ordered his prisoner to join arms around

the tree that he might be handcuffed to an embrace

of it.

"You would chain me here, at the mercy of these

hawklike mosquitoes?" The eccentric showed
greater excitement than over his arrest.

His captor's laugh was grim as he jangled the

bracelets. "We'd begrudge the mosquitoes every

mouthful of you, we hawks of the Force. For that

reason I'll return for you with all possible dispatch."

"You shall pay dearly for this outrage, young

man, as soon as I've reported it to a certain mutual

acquaintance in Daylight."
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"Referring to Bruce, I suppose?" The sergeant's

voice lowered lest it reach the party by the wagon.

"Well, unfortunately the personage to whom you

bore that letter of introduction has lost some of the

importance accredited to him. Had you played the

part of a surprised man, instead of a puma, when

your treasure-trove chest burst open just now, I

might have given you the benefit of the doubt a little

longer—as to whether you were the boob you acted.

However, it's too late now. Hug the spruce
!"

The professor "hugged," desperation and cun-

ning trying for first place on his countenance. Yet

he showed a docility which puzzled the sergeant,

who had expected shrieks of protest, either to high

Heaven or deepest Hell, against being chained in

the wilderness. What hopeful idea had come to

Webster? The officer asked himself the question as

he retraced his steps.

At the wagon, he addressed Tall Timber: "Take

a canteen of water and a stack of hard-tack to our

feline friend in the woods and be sure to set them

within reach of a couple of hands very much other-

wise engaged. You might tell him that if he gets

tired standing up the Mounted hasn't any objection

to his sitting down. Show him that he can do so

by straddling the tree."

Aided by the Stickeens, the sergeant began prep-

arations for continued advance. One after another

the sawbucks were packed with square piled spruce

boughs, over which tarpaulin was roped in such a
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way that the bulk beneath might have been mistaken

for packing cases.

"Making up decoys?" Yukona inquired.

"Reassurances, more likely."

"And to whom, pray?"

"To some friends of the prof. They're waiting

our cargo of dust near Huxelby Pass, Probably you

haven't heard of Huxelby Pass? It lies just over

the boundary line."

"And you intend, Mark, that they shan't wait in

vain?"

The sergeant nodded.

"But the gold; will it be safe here on the forest

edge?"

"Safer, I assure you, than it was at—at Daylight

Post."

Was his reference meant as a thrust? She won-

dered. The hurt inflicted she covered with a ques-

tion of equal import:

"Just a minute, Mark. Take time to tell me
when and how you discovered where the London

Dredgers' loot was hidden. I saw you excite that

cayuse before the packing case fell, and I knew that

you were not one whit surprised when the dust be-

gan to pour."

From his jacket pocket Huxelby produced the

sliver acquired as a souvenir on his first inspection of

the "machinery" shipment.

"In estimating the weight of the boxes in the shed

behind the post stables, I saw signs that the covers
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had been raised and nailed down again. This splin-

ter I brought away as a tangible clue. With a glass

you could see bits of the dust ingrained in the wood."

"Small wonder they call you X-ray-eyed I Is there

always a slip in crime?"

Her query sent back his thoughts to one criminal

who had asphyxiated his victim in a room lighted

only by electricity. With an effort he returned his

mind to the here and now.

"And what part do I play in the decoy party at

Huxelby Pass?" Yukona next demanded.

The third saddle had been piled to the head pack-

er's satisfaction. Perhaps it was fear of objection

from her, perhaps only haste, that made his reply

so authoritative and curt: "You are to have no

part in that party. You will stay here and guard

the loot."

For once Yukona did not object. With the re-

spectful attention of those troopers of the Force

whom she had admired since infancy she listened,

then nodded tractably. She was to lead the Webster

buckskin and her own pinto into concealment in the

brush; was to take up an armed sentryship at its

edge, where she could watch the wagon without her-

self being seen. She had her gun? And a supply

of cartridges? Perhaps she'd better take the oath.

Briefly Huxelby swore her in as a special constable.

"You now have the legal, as well as moral, right

to shoot any one who tries to break into our treas-

ury," he advised her.
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His foot was in the stirrup when, at a sudden sus-

picion, she broke the Mounted's first rule "to do and
not to question why."

"Mark, you haven^t—you have planned this as-

signment just to keep me out of the fun? You say

the gold is safer here than at the post."

The look of him was equivocal, a frown above

the eyes and a twitching smile on the lips. "So it

is

—

if you stay and guard it. I have no fear, you
see, that Special Yukona Bruce will fail in an

emergency."

His good-by was a salute ; hers a snappy return.

Until the small Indian-file cavalcade, shy two mem-
bers and two horses, was out of sight, the girl stood

watching the one horseman who did not look back or

wav^e to her—he whose movements were one with

those of the powerful roan. Never, perhaps, had
the constabulary's daughter been given orders so

hard to obey.

She had come to help, and help she would if pos-

sible, but undeniably she preferred a more active

way. An illustrative imagination was Yukona's. As
the picture of what the three ahead might be rid-

ing into flashed across her mind she closed her eyes,

clinched her small fists, bit her lip. As if to console,

she patted the man-sized automatic worn in an in-

side pocket of her jacket. That it and she should

be assigned to guard a mere wagonload of gold

when a priceless human life was in jeopardy!



CHAPTER XXI

THE UNDER DOG

Well equipped with certain qualities that make
for success was Marcus Huxelby on this the after-

noon that was to decide the gold-run issue. A strong

heart and even circulation were his—physical anti-

dotes for that doubt which "doth make cowards of

us all." He had undertaken duty as a profession and

was not of a mind to dawdle over the paths into

which it led or to quibble over odds. He was uni-

formed to represent the law—the creed "inex-

orable."

Arrangements complete, the camouflaged treasure

train forged toward the boundary. A detail which

the Stickeens could attend without danger to their

unofficial skins he outlined on the way, to their

grunted comprehension and approval.

Into the pass distinguished by his own name he

dipped over an almost indistinguishable "red" trail.

Through the rushing waters of a swollen creek he

rode the grateful roan. Around the hairpin twist,

where he planned to establish a Mounted outpost for

the thwarting of possible gold-running plots of the

future, he led.

243
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To the music of a n-eighboring cascade, out Into

a parklike open space, trained a sightly cavalcade.

Behind the sergeant rode Liver Jack on one of the

barebacked teams. The three animals which had

been pressed into pack service followed, linked to-

gether by ropes and wondering—if horses do won-

der—at the lightness of their clumsy, tarpaulin-cov-

ered loads. Last, but far from least, to judge by

his violent-sputtered adjurations of the burden-bear-

ing nags, towered Timber en his own scrawny pony.

The international line could not verily be said to

"loom" ahead of them. It might have been missed

altogether by one not looking for it. Huxelby's

scrutiny was rewarded by certain brush-grown indi-

cations of the swath cut by boundary surveyors years

before. With sufficient definiteness for his purpose

he placed it at sight of a single-tent camp beside the

most easterly creek that cut across to the Canadian

side and then drained into the mighty Yukon.

All was just as he had seen it on his earlier scout

that afternoon. Beyond the canvas shelter were

picketed several horses. In front of the tent two

whites sat idly in the sun. On the grass, upon which

the horses were munching, two reds sprawled.

When assured by signs of activity about the camp

that the approach of his train had been observed,

Huxelby dismounted. By the time he had anchored

the pack beasts to Sweet's saddle-horn the two white

men were advancing, one afoot, the other on horse-

back. The Tinnchs stirred among the picketed
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cayuses. His own Indians bent over the necks of

their mounts, awaiting his signal for what they had
to do.

Huxelby walked out to meet the pair slowly ap-

proaching, the pace of the horse cut down to that

of the pedestrian. He had a care, however, to stop

well on his own Canadian side of the line. The
greetings waved were friendly enough, but for a

moment he stared back at the two with hand-shaded

eyes, as if doubting recognition. As they came up

an exclamation of well-feigned surprise escaped him.

"Well, if it isn't Croesus and his pard from Gold
Ice ! What brought you away from your U. S.

Mint?"

"We are here to meet Webster."

The horseman, although fresh-shaven, was recog-

nizable as the original of the photograph placed on

Eve Talbott's mantel to remind her "of what men
were"—as "poor" Jim Talbott, the one-time hus-

band who had gone to jail to place a ring upon her

finger. The other was he who lately—and this time

unknowingly—had frightened the doughtiest of

ladies fair with his hirsute mask—Brutus Shay.

"If you mean Professor Aaron Webster," the

sergeant began, "friend of Superintendent

Bruce "

"The snme," growled Shay. "Couldn't be two of

him. Where is he?"

"Back on the trail a way. Unavoidably delayed.

But '—Iluxe'by's brows raised in puzzlement—"the
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old boy didn't say a word to me about expecting to

meet anybody."

"Likely not. Likely not. He's as secretive as the

oyster he looks like." The Brute spoke half amus-

edly, half in contempt. "The Injuns hadn't brought

up our horses when we butted in on him gloating over

a strike of what he called uraninite—if there's any

such insect. Kicked like an unbusted bronc when we

declared ourselves in on it, but we persuaded him.

What d'y' reckon's keeping him? How far is he

behind?"

Before Huxelby could try out a made-to-order

evasion a shout from Talbott obviated the necessity.

"What ho, there ! Here comes the little old fossil

now."

To be startled was not in Huxelby's calculations.

The announcement was enough to whirl him about;

the sight that met his eyes more than enough to

confuse him. Just entering the park on the oppo-

site side of the line was a bow-shouldered, black-

hatted figure in brown, astride a buckskin gelding.

So some shrewd plan of escape it was which had

hushed the whines of the old wretch! By what

Houdini trick had he slipped the cuffs whose click

had sounded so safe? And Special Yukona—had

anything happened to her? How could Webster,

otherwise, have retrieved his horse and escaped her

gun?

A great dread seized Huxelby and draggled him
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after Talbott, who had ridden a few strides ahead,

where he was laughing whole-heartedly.

"Will you looky yonder—will you l-look at him?"

the handsome horseman barely managed to ar-

ticulate.

His pointing hand indicated the buckskin indulge

ing in a pitching spasm.

Shay's amusement as he lumbered up was not so

spontaneous.

"No wonder the poor fish is late—judging by the

way he swims," he said. "Hope he don't break his

blarsted neck, don't you, Jim? At least not before

he whispers the how of handling this ore he says out-

worths our glacier gold."

"He's a leather pincher for fair," returned Tal-

bott with renewed chuckles. "Will you look the way
he's holding on?"

Only Huxelby failed to show signs of enjoyment at

sight of the shrunken figure clinging as if for its life

to the saddle horn. In truth, he was not watching

the sorry spectacle. His eyes had picked up a sec-

ond horse just topping the rise, saddled and rider-

less—a painted pony not built for looks, but quite

astonishing for speed. At an odd, prancing pace that

shook its shoulders It was gaining appreciably on

the buckskin—^beyond a doubt, Shimmie of Sas-

katchewan.

Something had, then, happened to Yukona ? Why
had he trusted her out of his sight, the little pal?

The night before he had felt that danger lurked in
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the rear for her; why not to-day? That he had

thought she would be safer standing an ostensible

guard upon the wagon was no excuse. He should

have known the best thing to do in the care of her.

Could she have been thrown—she, said to be at

ease on any quadruped endowed with go? Or was

it that the professor If that old scoundrel,

after loosening his fettered embrace of the spruce

trunk by some scientific miracle, had made his get^

away at her expense I

At the moment Shay caught his arm, demanding

AS attention. "The prof, sure is crazy as a rabbit

in the third month. Reckon you'd be glad if he d\^

break his neck, eh? Me and Jim here have got

horses enough to jack this outfit the rest of the way

to the strike. Would the Force be obliged any if we

relieved you—let you hike back to the post?"

"Oh, I'm in no rush." The sergeant's return was

^he truth. "You see, Webster's promised to let me
in on his good thing, too."

With the explanation he covertly signaled the

Stickeens. Even the inopportune arrival of Webster

upon the scene had not changed his determination to

make the clean-up single-handed. The two Indians

rode quietly on toward the Tinnehs, their tribal

enemies.

"Sure, sure!" agreed Shay. "We'll see that a

good claim's staked out for you against the trouble

you've already been put to. It must kind of rankle

a fancy sergeant like you to take on a packing
^
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"Thunder'n lightnin' !" Talbott's exclamation cut

into the grizzly rogue's conciliation.

The briefest of glances Huxelby spared for the

buckskin, which, excited anew by the clatter of hoofs

from behind, doubled and stretched with spasmodic

viciousness. Just then the wind caught the sail of

the rider's black slouch hat and tore it off the bent

head.

"Holy smoke—a woman!"

Jim Talbott was crier of the truth. In place of

black felt there streamed from atop the bow-bent

shoulders a banner of silver-gold.

Divine relief, indignation, and acute terror swept

through Huxelby's mind in quick succession. It wav

she, safe and so far sound—Yukona, disguised as

file professor. But how dared she disregard his or-

ders to stay in the rear and safety? Why follow in

this spectacular way atop the horse of the man he

had declared delayed along the trail?

And Shimmie, too 1 Except for that frisky pony's

jealous devotion m breaking away from tether, he

might still have convinced the crooks that the pro-

fessor was on his way.

He should have remembered that Yukona always

Jid things the hardest way—that she never could sit

around and wait, never wasted breath arguing back,

tnd never took advice.

But what was she attempting? With the others,

m one of those breathless, futile intervals when there
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is nothing for a man of action to do but dread catas«

trophe, he watched.

Evidently appreciating that she must be recog-

nized by now, Yukona had freed her feet from the

stirrups. As Shimmie raced alongside she made a

daring effort to get aboard him. At the very mo-

ment of her leap from the saddle the pinto shied.

Her outstretched hands fell short. The leg encum-

bered by the brown overalls of her disguise slipped

off his sleek rump. She dropped from sight.

Would she be stunned by racing hoofs or broken

by the force of her fall? Merciful it was that Hux-
elby's fear was short-lived. She gained her feet, re-

covered the black hat, stood waving to him.

At once he faced about to meet the changed issue.

His hand reached for his gun. The words of formal

arrest were on his lips. But he neither drew nor

spoke. Down he went under the crashing weight of

Shay, who had hurled himself forward at the first

official move.

Jim Talbott's approval cleared the moment of con-

fusion. "Good boy, Brute ! You do for yellow legs,

ril get the girll" His horse sprang forward.

In deadlier earnest than he could possibly have

been for his own sake, Marcus Huxelby essayed the

fight of his life—and from that point of no vantage,

the under dog's.
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"over the top'

In the act of stooping for the hat with which to

wigwag the signal of her safety, hurried thoughts

jostled each other through Yukona Bruce's brain.

Acutely did she regret, perhaps for the thousandth

time, her too conspicuous tresses. If only she had
bobbed them, as Mariette Smallwood had urged her

to do in Regina, during the past winter so very long

ago I

Yet what would even a bobbed top have availed

her in the attempted impersonation of a bald-headed

male? In the present situation, nothing short of, or,

more exactly, longer than, a penitentiary hair-cut

would have helped.

The fiasco was all the fault of that trick-bucking

buckskin, now browsing wild clover as if its long

head really held horse sense. Had she not been re-

minded by its presence that it would be consistent for

her to ride the pest's nag since she was to represent

the pest, her own jealous Shimmie would never have

broken his picket rope to confound her. She could

have scouted about at a distance as she had in-

tended until such moment as the one-man posse might

251
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need the moral support of another member of the

Mounted.

Such a wise plan she had worked out, too ! From
under the seat of the loot-laden wagon she had bor-.

rowed a pair of brown duck overalls belonging to

one or the other of the Stickeens. These covered

her correctly cut and bright-hued uniform breeches.

Fortunately her scarlet serge jacket was lined with

brown; she had only to turn that. The hat, re-

trieved from the puddle of dust where it had fallen

during that back-to-the-wild spring of its owner, had

shaken through her hair costly powder—^pollen of

pure gold.

But with what a fizzle had ended this instance of

having her own wayl Why could not she have made
a "special" occasion of it? What would he say to

her—Mark who had taught her as a child that a

superior's orders must be obeyed?

On straightening, her fear of what he would say

was overcome by fear that he might not survive to

say anything at all. His "grizzly" opponent, whom
she had recognized at first glance, had borne him

down with a sudden spring; seemed trying to batter

his head into the earth. Her impulse to rush to his

aid was checked by a more imminent peril to her-

self. The second half of the enemy—the rangy man
astride a black horse—was bearing down upon her.

Instinct warned that his intent was dangerous. His

sudden halt confirmed the warning.

Why draw rein at shouting distance? She won-
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dered, but not for long. His was also shooting dis-

tance. She saw answer in the forward jump of his

gun. Evidently he wished to intimidate her; per-

haps take her captive. Well, she was not easily in-

timidated and never had been captured. She would

demonstrate both facts to the fine-looking bully.

Into the rank redtop with which this part of the

park was grown she flung herself just as a bullet

zipped overhead and into a trunk of a dead cedar

twenty feet behind. Was it possible that he had

aimed at her?

"You trying to beef me without so much as asking

me to pitch up?" she shouted at him fiercely as she

hugged the ground and awaited his next move.

Promptly it came in a second shot that spit an

emphatic "Yes" into one ear. Rage greater than

fright caught Yukona. He actually was aiming to

hit her! She was not used to being shot at: never

had been in her life. Her position was not only un-

comfortable and humiliating—it was dangerous.

Realization came to her that the protection she had

achieved was about as practicable as the sand in

which an ostrich hides its head. She began wrig-

gling through the grass toward a cut-bank which

gave upon a creek. Behind this she might be able

to give him a shooting demonstration that would

cause him to pause. All she asked was an even

chance.

Only once in her slithering course did she stop,

not to risk a glance over the wind-waved grass for
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a view of the situation, but to send a chance shot

through it in the general direction of her foe. She

trusted to smokeless powder, with which the shells

of her automatic were primed, not to betray her

exact location. And she did wish to advise the

coward that, despite the long hair which had wig-

wagged her sex, she was an adversary "loaded for

bear." Even a vagrant shot ought to warn him not

to attempt running down her sort of a scurrying

rabbit.

During recent war-riven years Yukona had thrilled

over many a tale of the beardless boys whose inher-

ent fighting spirit had taken them, in the face of

enemy fire, over the top. Something of the fearless

frenzy which inspired them now filled her with the

determination to wound, rather than be wounded.

Where the grass left off the dikelike edge of the cut-

bank began.

If she could get under rather than over the topi

She selected the lowest dip in the dike as her

objective; with a sudden spring into the open es<.

sayed it; after three or four running steps, lunged

headforemost into the dry gully. A spatter of shots

from the horseman's revolver would have stopped a

less mobile target than she. Had the cut-bank been

a yard, even a few inches, farther away she might

not have made it.

Curled up like a snake within, she realized a burn^

ing, hurting sensation on her left arm just below the
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shoulder. At sight of a spot reddening through her

sleeve-lining she roused into active indignation.

What sort of man was he to scar an arm admired

as hers had been at Regina balls? He must be

taught the punishment for such an outrage. She

swallowed hard at the tight sensation in her throat.

There was no time to waste wishing for her father,

for Multi Pape, for Mark. She must conquer the

sickening feeling that came with sight of her crim-

son-stained arm.

She looked about the dry wash and found herself

in a natural rifle pit, if without any rifle. However,

her quick gun was well behaved, although too above-

board for cautious trench fighting.

She recalled a fire-drawing trick taught her by

Multi Pape in the short-skirted days when "Horse

Thief" had been her favorite outdoor game. Cer-

tainly the professor's hat deserved punishment.

Spiking its crown with a forked stick, she carefully

raised it above the brush-grown crest. In time she

scurried to an adjoining dip. The horseman saw and

believed in her scare-crow, to judge by his fire. In

answer, the black butt within her hand took her

finger's hint; pitted twice. The hat wabbled down,

a rent in its crown.

"Shooting to kill I" With horror Yukona realized

how emptied of even such disturbing comment her

brain easily might have been. These men the ser-

geant had come for must be desperate, the issue of
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graver import than she had dreamed. Shooting—
at a girl—to kill!

But the constabulary could not do without its

daughter. He should not get her. She just would

not be pot-shot to death. He was the aggressor;

she would get him.

Back to the spot where she had raised the hat

she ducked, while gravel spattered from the dip

through which she had fired. A quick reconnois-

sance she took. His horse was plunging, probably

had been scared. The man, however, sat his saddle

as if untouched. She, as well as he, had drawn

"fine." On the pistol range she had held her own
and asked no favors from the best marksmen of

more than one division. But aiming at a human
seemed a different proposition.

There ensued several emphatic exchanges, before

each of which she moved her position under cover

of the bank. The last bullet in her magazine, de-

liberately aimed from behind a crest bowlder, struck

the horn of his saddle with a thick thump that car-

ried unmistakably to her ears. She took it as an en-

couraging sign that she was improving rapidly in

overhand marksmanship.

The narrow escape from the slug seemed to ani-

mate her enemy with new fury, but extra caution.

Leaning half out of the saddle that the body of the

black might protect him, he made for the swollen

stream.

In a thought-flash the girl caught his intention.
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Could he gain the creek he would spur the horse,

wading and swimming, into a position flanking her.

The need for artifice was gone; her life a question of

speed. The empty magazine—she must reload it in

time. Although her fingers never had moved more
rapidly, she heard the splash of the enemy's jump
into the creek before her gun was ready for further

articulation.

In the moment the brain, heart, and limbs of the

girl learned that valor which inspired fledgling

heroes in the war. That primal desire, which gives

man the sheer courage of beasts and beasts the cun-

ning of man, taught her. To slay the foe before he

slew—the one impulse controlled. Now straight at

him

—

now—over the top!

To the crest Yukona sprang; located horse and

man as she would one of the moving targets on the

police range at Daylight; poured her stream of fire.

She did not count the shots; never knew her score or

which of the pellets went home.

The horseman wavered in the saddle; threw up

his arms; lunged, loose of his stirrups, into the

glacier-glutted stream. The black, no longer guided,

struck out for the opposite bank. Yukona lowered

her gun hand. She had got him—her enemy man

!

A mood of fierce exultation possessed her. Atop

the universe she seemed to stand, not on a bank of

gravel. Her spirit lifted more lightly than her loose

hair to the breeze. She, the constabulary's daugh-

ter, had gone over the top to victory!
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Soon, however, a fresh perception claimed her.

Her man—^he was making feeble strokes against the

current. He was not dead, then; only wounded.

She scrambled back into the gully; hurried toward

the stream. The roar of a waterfall below loud-

ened, now that she had time to hear it.

He had seen her and was calling to her. Evidently

he reahzed that he was no match for the current.

Strange that he should regard her as a friend, now
that he feared a more ruthless foe ! He was getting

weaker. He had not a chance.

Exultation fled her heart, driven by alarm. It

had been one thing to shoot at a man who was shoot-

ing at her with intent to kill. It was quite another

to loiter on a bank while a wounded fellow human
was swirled toward death in a cataract.

Confronted by such circumstance, what would a

"man Mounty" do?

In her run down the gully, Yukona noted a small

midstream island. At a calculated distance above

she splashed in.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE RAINBOW

Meanwhile Huxelby was crushed to earth by the

catapulted bulk of Brutus Shay. Flat on his back

he lay, his right arm bent and held beneath him by

the knee that oppressed his chest. His left was

caught at the wrist in a grip of steel. Breath came

hard to him, but not thought.

Obvious reasons there were why he must get out

of his present plight with the utmost possible dis-

patch—that assurance of Talbott's, "I'll get the

girl," the most urgent. If he was to be of any assist-

ance to Yukona he must fling off the weight that had

borne him down. Granted that, under normal con-

ditions, they were matched as to strength and skill,

Shay undoubtedly had the present advantage.

The violence with which the Brute, by a hair grip,

began to batter Huxelby's head upon the ground

seemed to facilitate his mental process. He had

the advantage of extraordinary lung power and a

pair of legs which a star wrestler well might have

envied. Of equal importance, he was cool-headed

and sustained by the conviction that his cause was
just. Shay's chief handicap undoubtedly was rage

259
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over the interference with his plot to have "Ser-

geant Sure" of the Mounted run the London Dred-

gers' loot across the boundary.

Although all Huxelby's efforts to squirm from

under proved futile, he was cheered by the war cry

of the Stickeens which, at the moment, winged back

to him from the canon beyond. The thud of many
hoofs assured him that his pair of "Ask-not-whys"

were carrying out their part of the program; were

stampeding the Tinnehs, fore-doomed to flight by

past tribal defeat at the hands of the Stickeens, back

into the wilderness of their own Alaska. As mere

tools of the white conspirators, with no intelligent

evidence to contribute, he wished them eliminated

from the case. How much the personal assistance

of either Tall Timber or Liver Jack would have

meant to him just then he did not waste time figur-

ing.

The crack of the first pistol shot from across the

park increased his fear for Yukona. From Shay's

jpzuse to listen, followed by a grunt of exultation, he

deduced that Talbott had opened the battle. The
second shot—was it the little pal's retort or the

announcement that Evelyn's "ex" had committed a

hew crime against her sex?

With a sudden twist Huxelby freed his pinioned

legs and threw them both around the body of his

opponent. Scissors fashion, he applied the squeeze

—a grip that first surprised, then began to discom-

fort, and at last, by slow pressure of muscles de-
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veloped to pythonlike power, forced the subject to

shift his weight and loose his hair hold.

Careful not to relax in the slightest degree the

body crush, Huxelby freed his under arm and slipped

his hand to a grip of the Brute's hairy throat, as if

to choke off the invectives spurting through his brush-

like beard.

"You yeller dog—say your prayers—for. by the

Almighty—I'm going—to plug "

Huxelby's groping hand had come in contact with

the steel of a gun; clung to it as to life itself; rec-

ognized the feel of an automatic. His thumb found

the unreleased safety clutch and held there. His

fingers curved over the snub barrel and began a twist-

ing wrench.

The pinch of the leg sc'ssors became an agony to

Shay. Groans replaced the imprecations on his lips

as he felt his strength departing at the pain of the

incredible grip. Was he to be conquered with a

gun in hand by a man he already had downed?
Evidently not daring to release the left hand pin-

ioned by his own, he centered his efforts on gain-

ing control of the quick gun, harmless until the

official thumb that sealed it was removed from the

clutch.

Scarcely did either body move. As if in the hug
of one of the grizzlies he resembled, the Brute felt

himself being crushed by those superman legs. Des-

perately he strained to gain the gun. Only a fraction

of an inch need the thumb be moved to end the
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struggle. Then one pull of the trigger, one cartridge

emptied, one coat burned with powder, one heaving

chest drilled—and the Royal Mounted would find its

force one pestiferous sergeant shy. But the inch

fraction might as well have been a foot. Huxelby's

thumb seemed welded to the pistol's steel.

Unexpectedly, at a last twist for possession of the

weapon it was that the thumb did move—and move

to release the clutch. Shay's fingers, aquiver from

ineffectual pressing, suddenly felt the steel hair yield.

One cartridge was emptied, and one powder hole

burned in cloth. But there the Brute's aspirations

ended. No name was scratched off the active list of

the Force, to be cited "killed at duty" on the honor

roll.

Huxelby's thumb had not moved until the muzzle

pointed in a certain direction. The bullet had

entered Shay's own thigh. With a galvanic jerk the

gun arm flung up, its fingers loosing their grip. The
automatic was thrown to fall in the deep grass be-

hind.

Lead discharged at contact range, however, has

great penetrative force. This bullet drilled through

Shay's flesh and on into one of Huxelby's calves.

The muscular reaction loosened his leg hold and the

grip that must have won the fight was lost.

Both men staggered to their feet; stood for a

moment glaring.

Real crimson, not the red of rage, blurred Hux-

elby's sight. He brushed a dusty sleeve across his
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eyes. Shay stood with one hand pressed against his

side, that portion of his face visible above his beard

working with pain. He looked to be gathering

what remained of his scattered forces. To the ex-

tent that he would fight to the last drop when cor-

nered, he was an opponent worthy of any man.

There sounded a spatter of shots from the lower

side of the park. Huxelby dared not spare so much

as a glance to determine who was firing. He took

what courage he could from the evidence that the

battle had not yet ended. Knowing Yukona's in-

born pluck and acquired skill, he dared to hope that

she might win. Particularly did the staccato reports

urge him to finish his half of the fray.

In reaching for his gun the sergeant was not now

minded to kill Shay, who involuntarily had thrown

away his chance. But he did wish to accomplish the

second arrest of the Daylight Darkness case that he

might the sooner dash to Yukona's aid. His right

sought the hidden holster beneath his left arm—to

find it already emptied.

More confusing than any blow the Brute had

struck was the discovery of this loss. In the stress

of struggle the trained "dip" must have relieved him

of the prized weapon which had seen him through

that other, bigger, but never fiercer war over-seas.

Upon his own gun, then, he had held the safety

clutch until that certain moment. He was unarmed;

Shay doubtless "heeled," as is usual with men of
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his "profession"—waiting only to recover sufficient

steadiness of hand to finish him in proper style.

There was just one chance for him now—one that

involved not a second's unnecessary delay. Perhaps

he could keep his heavy adversary so occupied with

infighting that he would have no opportunity to

draw. Perhaps, in case that opportunity was forced,

he would be close enough to contest the possession

of the gun before it could be fired. He waded in.

Ferocity flamed anew from Shay's weasel eyes as

he found his reach for his gun intercepted. The
sergeant pressed the issue, close as the opposing flail-

like arms made possible. Never having indulged

even in periodic dissipation, his wind was strong.

He still breathed without labor when Shay had be-

gun to puff. At a renewal of the Brute's attempt to

change from nature's weapons he indulged in a

taunt: "I took one knife—away from you—at

Juneau. You trying—to pull—another?"

The arrested look on the bearded face left no

doubt that the question had aroused the bruiser's

first suspicion of a previous meeting. In fury his

hand again went toward the right pocket of the

coat he had not had opportunity to shed.

Huxelby landed a blow upon the reaching wrist

that nearly must have broken it. At that, he did not

understand—not then—why Shay's hand left the

pocket without a gun.

Next second a crashing blow caught him on the

point of his aggressive chin. He felt himself sway-
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ing. His last reach clutched Shay; held to him
desperately for support. As if shocked into him,

remembrance came from long-ago undergraduate

days of an armhold known to wrestlers as the

"grapevine." His muscles seemed to remember,

too. He applied it so tellingly that his opponent

soon was reduced to helplessness. Panting from

physical effort, he cuffed now resistless arms behind

the Brute's broad back. His half of the battle was

won.

"Why didn't you draw?" he demanded.

When no answer came from the swollen lips, he

sank his hand into the side pocket sought by Shay in

vain. To take the enemy's weapon would be quicker

than searching the grass for his own. Seconds might

be important now. His fingers closed upon a re-

volver, but failed, as had Shay's, to draw. On hur-

ried examination he found the wing of the hammer
snagged so securely in the pocket lining that both

hands were required to free it. To the strength of

a strip of sateen he owed his life.

Confident that his prisoner would not be able to

bolt because of his wound, Huxclby sprang to Sweet,

who had stood obedient to dropped rein through his

master's desperate engagement, staunch in his detail

to act as anchor to the pack train. One yank upon

a flowing end loosened the lead rope. A spring

landed him in the saddle. At last—perhaps not too

late—he was off.

As the roan breasted the redtop with long strides,

I
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Huxelby's eyes searched for the girl. No sign could

he see, either of her, Jim Talbott, or the black

mount. He could not recall that any sounds of firing

had marked his second round. Over near the timber

to the right, the pinto and the buckskin grazed

placidly. Assuming that the trend of the ill-matched

encounter must have been in the opposite direction,

he had turned about when a shout directed him.

Toward a bald-headed islet about the stream's

center two figures were being hurtled by the current.

From below the voice of the falls bellowed their

danger.

The one—the girl—was swimming with her right

arm, struggling with a collar hold to guide the man
toward the isle. Except that, as they were nearing

it, he showed signs of life, clutched his would-be

rescuer and pulled her down, they might have

landed.

In the icy flood they floated down. From the

girl came a reassuring cry. It was not stilled then,

that little great heart of Yukona; she had seen

him and called to him I

Along the bank to a point ahead of the precious

flotsam Huxelby spurred Sweet; soon put him to the

swollen creek.

Like an angry command sounded the roar of the

cataract below. As if in obedience, the figures

swirled toward it. The small brown one showed to

be striving manfully against the current, one hand

still clutching the other's coat.
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A thrill caught the sergeant at the sight. And
they called her ''Humming Bird"—this eagle of a

girl I Generosity such as hers should not be gorged

by the voracious tide. That strong, striving, beauti-

ful body should not be bruised and cut against the

rocks.

Sweet also seemed to see and to appreciate. Into

the stronger suck of the cataract, now swimming,

now feeling for foothold on the slippery rocks, he

responded with vigor to rein and voice. When both

man and beast came up sputtering after a drop into

an unexpected hole, Huxelby did not try to regain

the saddle, but swam alongside with a one-arm

stroke, his other palm resting on the horn so that

its free fingers might direct their course with the

reins.

Midway in the swirling stream, they fought to

hold their position until the human flotsam should

be swirled within reach. Next moment, still clutch-

ing the rein, the sergeant lunged for a hold on the

brown garment, to find only water in his grasp. Just;

too soon had she been sucked under—a split second

too close.

He loosed the reins and dived- Blinded by the

silt of the glacier water, he was forced to grope with

both outstretched hands. Something he clutched

—

her streaming hair. By it he drew her to the sur-

face and the side of the swimming horse. Lest the

current again contest his right, he wrapped the silver

strands around the saddle horn.
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But what was this the girl clutched? A sound-

less, man-sized prayer of thanksgiving went up from

his heart. She was not yet lifeless—not even un-

conscious! By the collar of his coat she still held

the enemy to save whose life she so nearly had paid

her own. What a girl—what a gallant girl ! With

such an example before him he could not abandon the

handsome scoundrel to the tide.

The struggle for the bank began. For hours of

effort in minutes of time the horse and man fought

for the lives of four. Down and down toward the

falls they were bullied. Their quartering struggle

brought them nearer the shore by inches rather than

feet. Must they obey the cataract's call, despite

their best efforts to defy it?

With scarcely a yard to spare, Sweet's forefeet

struck the rocky bottom of the stream. One more

lunge made them safe; released the strain.

Up on the bank, her head on his knee, Yukona

stirred; drew a long, shuddering breath; opened wide

her heaven-blue eyes.

"Did we—both win?" she whispered.

"We did, hands down."

"Then you won't—hate my—hair?"

"It is the most wonderful hair in the world—the

glory of the gallantest girl."

At his rare compliment an alert look attested the

rapidity with which her strength was returning.

"More wonderful than—the purple person's?"
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Indeed, she had earned the acknowledgment.

"Even more so! One day I'll tell you why."

"Why not to-day—now?"

He braced her to a sitting posture and pointed

out the man whose life she had saved for the law

—

James Talbott, reviving to the realization of hand-

cuffs.

"We have three prisoners, but the big arrest is not

yet made," he said gravely.

The childlike candor of the eyes clinging to his

was obscured ^by a woman's fear. "You don't in-

tend," she implored, "to make another arrest back

at
"

"Back home, yes. I'll get my man at Daylight."

She could not endure the uncompromising look of

him. She turned away; gazed out through the cata-

ract's mist; saw something beautiful, prophetic,

arching the falls.

She touched his arm. "Look, Mark—a good

omen!"

The sunlight, glimmering on the spray, formed a

perfect rainbow.
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HIS MAN

The end of the battle of Huxelby Pass was

twenty-four hours gone. From the ridge that banked

the valley of the White, Sergeant Sure's augmented

cavalcade sighted the home camp. Despite the drag

of wounded prisoners, they had made a forced march

over the back-track—one that contrasted radically

with the dilatoriness of the out trip. With but three

miles yet to go and every reasonable assurance that

before supper-time the curtain would be rung down

upon the drama of Daylight Darkness, depression

shared the saddle of the daughter of the Force.

For miles the ghoul had ridden with her. Her
determination to hope on had faded much more

slowly than the rainless rainbow which had inspired

it; yet had it faded. Perhaps the change that had

come over Marcus Huxelby impressed her as more

portentous than the omen had cheered. Although

gentle to her when she intruded into his attention,

his very gentleness increased her dread. Although

not once had he relapsed into the bestial ferocity

which she had tried so hard to exorcise, he had be-

come a mere man-getter, quiet, grim, inexorable as

the creed behind the badge he wore.

270
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With never a word did he refer to that culminative

scene of their friendship—by not even a backward

thought-glance to that kiss which had been so like

and yet so different from the "good-nights" of the

long-ago. "After I have got my man. After I have

got my man." The best she could conclude was that

his bearing was intended as a reminder of the expla-

nation he had made in the woods near Whitehorse

—that a postponement of confidence, rather than a

withdrawal, had been pronounced.

The worst was that he, too, dreaded their return

—that he could not share with her his thoughts.

Certainly nothing had happened to change his

mood since he had led her away from the falls on

the roan. Holding Shimmie to the rear, she re-

viewed subsequent occurrences.

Having noticed that he limped, she had forced the

admission that he was "scratched." He, in turn,

when helping her off with her scarlet jacket that it

might be dried out in the sun, had discovered the

bullet burn upon her arm. A fair exchange of first

aid had been their battle's end ceremonial.

Later he had dressed the body wound of Brutus

Shay, which had stiffened the "grizzly" into help-

lessness. He had brought back Talbott in the saddle

of the black, after performing a rough operation of

trail surgery which had enabled the "woman fighter"

to ride.

The Stickeens had returned, driving the pack-

horses which the Americans had brought to carry
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away the loot. The white-hearted TInnehs, accord-

ing to their report, had fled "klatawah hiak."

These extra cayuses had come in handily to spell the

draft nags and speed the transport homeward.

The wagon's stand reached, the savior of the

Yukon had been released from the embrace of his

spruce, doubly taxing after he had demonstrated

that he could not, by climbing and pressing upward

its branches, work his manacled hands over its tip.

The vitriolic, artistically awful abuse heaped upon

him by his come-along comrades had the effect of at-

taching the eccentric to Huxelby's heels, as though

he had greater fear now of the outlaws than the

law.

Added cause was given to Yukona's resentment of

"the pest." Not for a single mile of conversational

possibilities had she been able to ride alone with the

increasingly difficult 'Get-me-not. Instead of putting

the bald-headed prisoner in his place, Huxelby had

seemed to encourage his close personal attendance;

had returned him the buckskin and permitted him to

ride unshackled, although he kept Talbott and Shay

heavily ironed. Positively, the two seemed to have

developed much in common, to judge by their

lengthy, guarded conversations along the trail.

They were engaged in one of them now. That

was why Yukona rode in the rear. As the cavalcade

switch-backed into the valley she found herself

awaited and joined by the purple person's handsome

**ex." Persistently he had tried to talk with her.
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Now, when she spurred away, he pressed the black

beside Shimmie on the narrow trail. Realizing the

pain which the trotted pace must have caused him,

Yulcona slowed down.

"I don't blame you, Miss Bruce, for thinking the

worst of me," he declared, "but I aimed only to

frighten you away. I didn't hurt you, did I?"

"Not much." With a hard little laugh, she

touched her bandaged arm. "If you were only

target practising, so was I. Why not let it go at

that?"

A stump in the wagon trail momentarily separated

them. When their stirrups again brushed his answer

was ready.

"Because I am too grateful to you to let it go.

You saved my life and I want to thank you for it in

some way that you'll appreciate. I'm not all bad

—

not by a long shot. Why don't you give me a

chance?"

"A chance to what?"

"To help you out of the mess you're riding into."

She looked at him, startled, but bit her lip on the

questions his overture raised. What could he mean?
Did he and the Brute know of her father's protec-

torate of the London loot? Knowing, did they be-

lieve him involved in the robbery?

Talbott continued: "Can't you see that the little

shrimp out ahead is sloughing all the dope—prepar-

ing to turn State's evidence, or whatever the Canuks

call squealing?"
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For just a moment her heart lightened. So that

was why the sergeant let the pest monopolize his

attention ? He was making sure, tying up and knot-

ting his case

!

"And how does that concern me?" she asked.

A look of compassion entered the fine eyes bent to

hers. "You poor kid—you poor little good sport of

a kid I I hate to tell you what's ahead, but, in com-

mon decency, I've got to. Hasn't yellow-legs yonder

even hinted the identity of the main guy—the one

he's really after?"

Despite the sinking of her heart, Yukona met the

insinuation with hauteur. "Sergt. Sure Huxelby

doesn't talk. Whoever he takes will be the right

man."

"But the right man in this case has a daughter—

a

bully little sport of a girl who's going to suffer a

darned sight more than he for what isn't her fault.

Honestly, Miss Bruce, I hate to go on, but it's meant

to help you. Huxelby's man is
"

He hesitated, as if loathe to speak the name. And
the girl would not urge him. On the other hand she-

could not defy his interference and order him away.

Stiff in the saddle, the lines of her chin squared, her

eyes straight ahead, even her breath held in racking

expectation, she waited—listened.

"There's a certain somebody in Daylight Camp
who is said to have a sort of bad influence on a

close relation of yours; you don't deny that, do you?"

her informant went off at a tangent. "That some-
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body knew the combination of the London's vault

and just m^y have been weak enough to confide it to

the aforementioned relation. Likely he thought his

share of the contents of the vault would be a fair ex-

change for her promise to marry him. Our services

—the Brute's and mine—were engaged through

Webster to bring out the boodle. All would have

run smooth as a Swiss watch except for Huxelby."

Jim Talbott paused to vent a sigh. "It was the

prof.'s grand little idea to put him—'Sure Mark' of

the Royal Mounted—in charge of the outfit. But

unfortunately he stopped the whole works just short

of the cross-over, da—I mean, confound him!"

Unfortunately? In hurting thoughts, Yukona

pondered the word. One moment she scarcely could

disbelieve the self-confessed scoundrel. The next,

an upsurge of loyalty made her wish she had permit-

ted the current to carry him into the cataract before

he had tortured her with lies—lies confirmed by

more or less of truth.

Noting her hard-suppressed emotion, Talbott

lowered his voice and leaned toward her.

"I'm not surprised that the situation stumps you.

Queerest lay of the cards I've ever seen spread out

to gamble with. One daughter drives her suitor to

the robbery of her own father's safe in the hope that

she's going to marry and live-happily-ever-afterward

with him—said suitor being the legal head set on this

neck of the Yukon. Through a poor fish of a pro*

fessed professor, he enlists her first husband's aid in
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the gold-running. Nobody but Eve Trask ever could

have sirened sane men into such a mix-up. Inci-

dentally she vamps a boob sergeant until he's nib-

bling the poison-pup stuff she feeds 'em out of her

hands—nibbling but not swallowing one good

mouthful, dam' his hunches! Onto the scene lopes

the little daughter of Gold Lace; up to a certain

point helps lug out the loot her daddy swiped; then

balls everything up by winning the eternal gratitude

of the first husband of her to-be mama !"

At his facetious tone, Yukona grew as indignant

with the splendid looking "squealer" for telling, as

with herself for listening. Where was the hope she

had boasted? So easily could she have given Shim-

mie the signal and dashed beyond hearing! But her

rein hand disobeyed the command of loyalty. The
shadow of that malformed spruce hedge under

which Mark had tried to reassure her seemed to

have settled over her mind. The big arrest would

be a great shock to her, he had said. Whom could

he have meant, but that one for whom she feared?

"In one way I ought to hate you," Talbott was

proceeding. "Don't mind admitting that if you

hadn't flagged me out of the fight yesterday with that

hair of yours, we'd have done for the serg., rounded

up the loot and made the neatest sort of get-away.

We had staked a fake-placer claim over at Gold

Ice—American side—and meant to report the dust

as coming from there. Never could have been traced

back."
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At her continued silence Talbott again para-

graphed his summary with a smothered imprecation.

"Howsomever, might-a-beens won't help in the

present emergency. What I'm advising you as a

friend, young lady, is to take a good squint at the

future for all of us. Your father's disgrace is bound

to be yours—no getting away from that. Unless

you want to see him headed for the penitentiary

you'll do us and yourself one small-sized favor."

For a rod or two, the pad-pad of hoofs and jingle

of rein chains alone commented. Then: "What is

this favor?"

Talbott's return was a rasped whisper. "Slip me
your automatic—whistle to your friend the sergeant

—ride back out of range. We're in a tight squeeze,

the Brute and I. We'll do the rest and leave you out

of it."

When she did not speak, the two hands instead of

one which held his bridle strained as if from im-

patience to grant forcefully his own request. From
some girls he might have snatched the gun, even

in handcuffs. From this one— Evidently he could

not forget her remarkable celerity, any more than the

pain in his back.

"Never met a woman before who could hit what
she aimed at," he remarked. "And I'll say you don't

balk at spilling blood. There's no hope for any of

us if you get soft-hearted now. You'd as leave save

your father as not, I reckon?"

Her hand slipped the gun Into the holster at her
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hip. She turned and looked at him. Words were

trembhng on her lips, but she did not speak them;

simply gave Shimmie the spur,

Talbott called after her. "You going to beat us

into Daylight with the sad news?"

Back Yukona threw one word of retort: "Crook!"
Despite the contempt of it, she rode on in no

certain state of mind. Was it not her filial duty to

put the whole matter before her father?

A sentence restrained her. "You have gone astray

in your fears," Mark had said the other night.

Never had he lied to her. But they had named no

names. Could he have been mistaken as to the sus-

pect in her mind?

The victory in her fight for faith went to the law

inexorable. What sort of a mem.ber of the Force

was she to doubt that its justice would prevail—even

to consider interference with its workings?

Yet she did long to take Talbott's last suggestion

in a partial sense—^to race ahead to the parent who
had taught her respect for that law, to fling herself

on his breast, to look into his face and know.

"Mark," she said quietly enough, on ranging

alongside, "we're so near home that I'd like to sprint

ahead of the wagon into camp. It's a long time be-

tween dresses. Every girl has her vanity, you

know." She tried for a natural smile.

The uncompromising way in which he ordered her

to the rear was more significant than the direct ac»

cusation of Jim Talbott. She saluted; obeyed.
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When, half an hour later, they drew up before

Headquarters, the center of a crowd of excited men

in uniform, she listened in despair to his opening

inquiry.

"Where's Bruce?"

The O. C. was making a call—at the Trask cabin,

Sergt. Barry believed. Should a constable be sent

for him?

"No. ril go get him myself. Line up these

prisoners in the court room. Stand a guard over the

wagon."

How like him to choose literally "to get" his own
man! The thought hurt Yukona's consciousness as

she watched him swing out of the compound. She

glimpsed him again as he mounted the double flight

that led to the abode of the purple person who pro-

vided the motive for the crime.

What about herself? She wondered. Where
should she go—what do?

To retreat to quarters and the little room which,

so far in life, had housed her secret sorrows, was

an inclination to be fought against. Did she belong

to the Mounted or to a boudoir? What meant the

name they had given her
—"daughter of the con-

stabulary"? She had said she could stand up under

any just blow. And he had sworn that he would be

sure the blow was just before it fell.

Turning, she mounted the steps to the large au-

dience room where her father had administered the

preliminaries of the justice about to be administered
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to himself. Straight up the aisle she walked with

her most military swing; sat in a foremost chair.

Interminable seemed the time before they came,

Hector Trask in the lead, her father following with

Sergt. Sure's grip upon his sleeve just over the gold

lace of his rank.

So! It was over, then?

Although Yukona tried desperately to hold her

strict position, her neck seemed to weaken—her

head bent and bent until her forehead rested on the

back of the chair in front. After all, she had been

the daughter of her father before that of the con-

stabulary.

"You are under arrest!"

"You zrrest—mef"

The girl shuddered at Huxelby's formal declara-

tion, then her whole body stiffened at the response.

Whose voice was that so full of angry amaze ? Rain-

bows of hope—could they be returned by a sound?

"Bruce, I appeal to you," the voice continued.

"Protect me from this madman. What is the

charge?"

"The charge is the robbery of your own company's

safe."

Slowly Yukona's head lifted; fearing to believe

her ears, she looked. Her father was facing the

London Dredgers' manager. He it was who had

spoken last.

Huxelby took a forward step; with clenched hands

and a face of fate, pronounced

:
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"That is a secondary charge. In the King's name,

Hector Trask, I arrest you for the murder of John
Moors, the October of 1908, City of Seattle, State

of Washington, U. S. A."

The girl in the first section closed her eyes, but

not again to drop her head. Straight as if on her

horse at dress-parade she sat, trying to assort her

thoughts.

That was why they'd nicknamed him Sergeant

Sure. . . . He always got his man. . . . Hadn't

he, on her order, got even himself? . . . Faith was

a good thing to cling to. . . . She had thought hers

a ravelled rope—and here it had lifted her bodily

from Hell to Heaven. . . . Faith? Why, it was
the strongest thing in the world 1



CHAPTER XXV

KNOTTING THE CASE

Jit pronouncement of the capital charge, Hector

Trask lost his assurance. Suddenly weakened, he

sank into a chair. The superb coolness which, at the

cabin, had enabled him to congratulate the sergeant

upon the recovery of the Dredgers' gold and to

hasten toward the confrontation of prisoners, now
quite deserted him. In flaccidity of face and slump

of figure he pictured one whose sins had found him

out. Above his neat-trimmed Vandyke, the lines al-

ready had deepened around his ears and eyes. He
looked old—^broken outwardly as he must have been

in spirit by the drag of those eleven cruel years which

had lapsed since his theft of a human life for for-

tune's sake. Although never a penny had he profited,

he was destined now to pay—and pay in full.

Reflex of the master-mind's distress showed In

two of his co-conspirators. Brutus Shay eased his

feelings by an imprecation on the sureness of Ser-

geant Sure, then lolled back in his chair and asked

the guard to roll him a cigarette. Handsome Jim

Talbott forgot his role of the debonnaire, as might

have been expected from one of his type who already

283
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knew life as it is lived in prison cells. Nearly as

crushed he looked as his ex-father-in-law.

Of all, Prof. Aaron Webster showed the greatest

equanimity. Once he had put the room's width be-

tween himself and his recent partners in crime and

had mopped off his egg-pate with a pink-bordered silk

handkerchief, his features eased to the accompUsh-

ment of a confidential wink at Huxelby. Certainly

no modern Judas could have been better cast for his

part.

Occurred just one interruption to the formal pro-

ceedings by which Supt. Frederick Bruce held the

prisoners for a higher court. Mrs. Talbott seemed

blown in by the gale of excitement which had swept

through the camp at the news that the looters of

the London Dredgers' gold had been brought in.

Crisp and charming in a habit of lavender linen

donned for her ride, she entered the room eagerly,

as might an outsider invited to an interesting ar-

raignment. When she understood, the first flash of

her amber eyes was for Huxelby.

"I'll see you suffer for this insult to my father,"

she told him in a voice raised that all might hear.

"We expected more intelligent work from Sergt.

Sure Mark. Because a safe is opened without vio-

lence, the man who holds the combination must be to

blame—a shrewd conclusion ! While there are neat-

fingered safe crackers like
"

"Careful, Eve," came a low-spoken warning from
her father.
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"It is too late to be careful." Forward she clicked

in her dainty boots to the flat-topped desk behind

which the O. C. sat. She leaned toward him. "I

know, Fred, that you won't be influenced for a minute

by this braggart underling. He's been suspecting the

most impossible persons all along—even you. He's

tried his best to influence me against you. If any-

thing could have shaken my behef in you or my

—

my
Although her voice faltered, her eyes revealed elo-

quently what she could not very well confess in pub-

lic. She came around the corner of the desk until,

leaning down, she could touch his hand. In hurried

sotto voce, she continued:

"It was in the hope of protecting you from a pos-

sible insult that I endured his attentions—set myself,

don't you see, to working on the case. Of course, I

didn't dream that his stupid conclusions would jump

him to my father. Fred, dear, I believe I have the

real solution of this crime. Won't you come into

the private oflice a moment with me—let me put you

straight?"

So assured was she of her power over him that

she stepped toward the oflfice door without awaiting

his reply.

"Put this woman under arrest 1"

Bruce's fiat, calmly spoken, caused her to turn

about. Several of the spectators looked to Huxelby

for fulfillment of the order, but he seemed not to

have heard.
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"Sergeant major!"

The commandant's special officer went into action.

An official hand fell upon the lavender lady's arm.

"Fred, you cannot really mean— Order this crea-

ture to release me at once ! I never can forgive you

if
"

"Evelyn Talbott is held without bail. You'll have

to round up a matron somewhere, sergeant."

With a manner wholly judicial, Bruce turned to

the filling out of the formal commitment papers.

Evelyn, looking about her dazedly, seemed to

notice for the first time the presence of Jim Tal-

bott. Shaking the officer's touch, she hurried to the

magnificent outlaw's side.

"Jim—hurt? Tell me, not seriously?"

The timbre of her voice, the anxiety on her face,

the abandon with which she seized his manacled

hands—all were a surprising demonstration toward

the man she had disclaimed.

Talbott drew her to the chair beside him, advised

with her a moment in subdued tones, then labored to

his feet. Although somewhat bent from the tightly

bandaged wound between his shoulders, the fine look

of him alone must have commanded a sentimental-

ist's attention.

"You do Mrs. Talbott a grave injustice, sir.

Whatever she may have done in connection with this

unfortunate affair has been without intent—without

knowledge of its purpose. As my wife, she is not

available even as a material witness."
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"As a woman who divorced you she is," corrected

Bruce.

A sorry sort of smile lighted the handsome face.

"That bit of fiction, sir, was published because of

the exigencies of my somewhat checkered career.

Life for her was safer and easier away from me.

The responsibility is mine and I guess my shoulders

are broad enough to stand up under it. We are

husband and wife."

"Until death do us part!" The fervor of

Evelyn's acknowledgment was unmistakable.

Supt. Bruce took this last proof of his inamorata's

duphcity without visibly flinching.

"Looks as if the broad shoulders of the law would
be responsible for your separation after all," he said.

"Make your pleas in court."

On order the sergeant major started the prison-

ers toward the guard house—all except him who had

come to save the Yukon. He now was busy saving

himself. After the moment required to fill out a

couple of search warrants, the scientific eccentric,

too, was taken out—in the custody of Sergeant Sure.

The vault behind the private office of Hector

Trask was Huxelby's first objective. Under the pro-

fessor's expert manipulation, the tumblers offered

but brief resistance.

"Not so complicated as the Moors' safe in

Seattle," was the hardened amplification of admis-

sions made on the trail. "Only after repeated at-
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/empts was I able to open that. Mr. Trask showed

excessive Impatience before he was able to lay his

hands upon the laboratory notes of the radium pro-

cess. If he had but been satisfied with their pos-

session ! But he pointed out that with their compiler

alive he never would be able to jump the Monte

Cristo claim. At that time he had no way of know-

ing that the engineer had perfected his title thereto

or that there would be a refractory widow to deal

with."

"And the murder?" the sergeant prodded.

"Trask knew that in my workshop was a poison

gas projector which I had invented to use on orchard

insects," continued Webster more nervously. "He
offered me every inducement to do the job, but

I assure you, my dear young friend, that nothing

would have tempted me. Alone, he took it after

hours to your father's office building. He had ac-

quainted himself with the engineer's habit of linger-

ing late with the door locked—doubtless in that need

of being alone with his thoughts which drives all of

us at times into solitude. There was none to wit-

ness or interfere with the consummation of his dia-

bolical idea. He sent the death vapors under the

door and the deed was done. Never before have I

been so impressed or repulsed by the truculence in-

herent in the most civillzed-seeming of men."

Having heard enough for the moment, Huxelby

endeavored to check the pedantic's flow of verbiage.

But, once started, this was not easily stopped.
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**Both before and afterwards I disapproved of his

intention in unmistakable terms, but was unable to

influence him. The one emotion he has seemed to

feel was that which betrays both man and beast

—

the emotion of fear. Through the many, trying

years in which he has hovered so near and yet so far

from the reward of his infraction of the law, fear

has followed him. Except for the greed of his

daughter for wealth and that strange control which

the female of the species seems to wield over the

male, I suspect that he would have given up long

ago. A salutary thought which well might be scat-

tered broadcast to this day and degeneration is that

evil deeds are boomerangs on evil doers."

Huxelby, impatient with the old hypocrite's rather

belated moralizations, edged him to one side and

entered the vault. The gold, in boxes and sacks,

which had accumulated from the dredging opera-

tions for honest shipment outside, he passed with

only a glance. A strong-box stood in the rear of the

steel-lined room. From among the keys on a ring

which he had pocketed after the general manager

had been searched, he found one that fitted its lock.

His search was brief, the box being almost empty

—brief but successful. That hand-scribbled compila-

tion whose value had outweighed John Moors' life

—the last straw of evidence against the slayer—the

clear deed, as it were, to the bonanza within Monte
Cristo's heart— At last, safe in reverent hands,
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Marcus Huxelby Moors held the missing laboratory

notes

!

Further search of the office and the cabin two

flights up the hill he decided could wait. There were

matters more imperative for his personal attention.

Placing a constable on guard, he started back to the

post with the prisoner who was striving so scientifi-

cally and verbosely—albeit with no immunity prom-

ised—to lighten his punishment.

"Mind telling me, prof., why you risked that visit

to the uraninlte claim when we were held up by the

ice at Whitehorse?" he asked as they crossed the

compound.

Anything in the way of words, it seemed, Webster

did not mind.

"Risked, my dear young man? It scarcely ap-

peared to be that. My participation in this ill-fated

gold-running exploit was entirely predicated upon

the value of that property. Never having seen it, I

wished to assure myself before I took any more

chances."

Huxelby encouraged him to dilate upon the sug-

gested predication.

"Do I look to you a gullible who would jeopardize

life and limb In this naked north for my share of a

paltry four hundred thousand of swag

—

do I, young

man?"
Although he had from the first and still did, Hux-

elby refrained from disillusioning him about his per-

sonal appearance.
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"You see, sergeant, Mr. Trask was strongly of

the opinion that money will buy anything—even the

morbid hold of this Mrs. Moors to a claim which,

without her husband's process, has not been and

never could be of any value to her. His argument

was that she would sell when he could offer what he

called 'enough cold cash.' The Dredgers' gold, you

must understand, was all to be applied, if necessary,

to the purchase of her title."

Was it breathlessness to keep up with his keeper's

long strides or a deep-drawn sigh that, at this point,

interspaced the old reprobate's confession?

"The claim would have made fortunes for all of

us," he admitted. "I could have pursued my ex-

periments without pecuniary irritation. In my opin-

ion I fumbled regrettably in carrying off those

samples and then using them to intrigue you."

"Stumbled regrettably, don't you mean—down the

White Pass Hotel stairs?" offered Huxelby grinning

down at him. "If you run out of morals, try this

salutary thought: the Mounted was bound to get

you in the end. Just why did you try to 'intrigue'

me, as you call it?"

"You showed, my young friend, a preternatural

faculty for appearing at inopportune times and

places. At the Pillowhoot—at Gold Ice. It was un-

canny. Even Mrs. Talbott expressed herself as un-

decided whether you were just 'boob lucky'—I be-

lieve that was her term—or organically astute. The

plan was that, in case you conducted the gold out
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for us, you were to return with nothing worse than

eventual disappointment in sharing a fortune which

your esteemed compeer, Dr. Aaron Webster, did

not find."

*'If I bucked at the boundary, then, you in-

tended
"

Upward lifted an admiring squint. "Mr. Shay

did his best—or worst. But from the look of you

to-day it was not enough."

At the entrance to the guard house, where the

"star" witness had been promised the safety of an

isolated cell, Huxelby put a last question.

"Why did you send Constable Pape across the

Pillowhoot?"

"You have heard the expression, doubtless
—

'Let

George do it'? I opined that, in this case, the

glacier would be what I might jocularly call 'slicker'

than I. Never having committed a murder myself,

1 rather shrank from the assignment."

"But why kill poor Multi Pape?"

"He was the one soul extant, so far as we knew,

who could connect Mr. Trask with John Moors and

the uraninite."

Huxelby's head threw back. In one deep breath

of self-respect he indulged himself. His clue—the

long-ago concentration upon that devil-branded "M"
—had not, then, led him so far astray! That "con-

clusion" at which he had jumped—hadn't it proved

partly right, although wholly wrong?
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A few minutes later he put the question in differ-

ent form to Multitudinous William Pape.

"Why," he opened, "did you betray my father's

confidence of the radium process to Hector Trask?"

The red tide of shame flowed upward from the

convalescent's throat, then ebbed, to leave his plump

cheeks and lips quite pale. Only the pair of stead-

fast boy-blue eyes pled for his partial innocence.

"How'n holy hemlock do you know I did?"

Huxelby's impatience ignored the question.

"You'll feel better, Multi, after you've come across

clean. I knew you were holding something back that

day you made your statement—the day I didn't

arrest you for the murder of John Moors. No man
with a conscience and a color like yours should try

to tell a lie."

"I didn't He. It was only that I—I didn't tell all

the truth," the constable stammered. "I couldn't

stand you should turn against me. Trask just natur-

ally wormed the secret out of me—where the papers

were kept and everything. 1 was under obligation

to him as well as Mr. Moors. I had no idea of its

importance or I'd liefer died than tell him."

"What I can't get, Multi, is why you didn't buck

up and tell me the whole thing while you were about

it."

"Ain't it always the little things that little folks

hold out on?" the huge boy-man demanded. "You

see, I've corralled such a flock of mistakes in my life.

I was scared of making a false accusation. I'd never
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heard anything but good of Mr. Trask. It would

have ruined me to set you onto him if he found it

out and was innocent. Honest, serg., I intended,

soon as I was off these crutches, to go after Trask

and try to find out. If I'd a-found a shred of other

evidence against him, I had it in mind to tell you."

Huxelby had one chief reason for forgiving him.

This he explained.

"The thing you kept from me was the most im-

portant thing you told me," said he. "I have the

guilt on your ingenuous countenance to thank for

my first suspicion of Hector Trask."

He swung away, certain that the erring constable,

while not of that material from which the Royal

Mounted had built its impregnable foundation, had

reached the end of his "mistakes."

At Quarters, on finishing his report, he was en-

thusiastically congratulated by Supt. Bruce.

"It's a clean-up, Mark. One of the most difficult

cases in the history of the Force will go down on the

books to your credit. By the way, that missing piece

of wireless junk arrived in your absence."

Huxelby was handed a small package which had

been forwarded by special express. In a way disap-

pointed that his superior should curtail his com-

ment on recent developments for a comparatively in-

consequential subject, he glanced at the parcel. The
date of the Daylight receiving stamp caught his at-

tention.
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"Why, this has been kicking around for nearly a

month!" he exclaimed.

"Not kicking around, but safe in the drawer of my
desk. I was determined it should not end Sergt.

Sure's excuse for continuing in Daylight's darkness

until after he'd lit it up."

Huxelby stared at him. Why, the O. C. looked

quite like his old genial self with that smile twitching

his lipsl

"Fred, you—^you knew?"

Bruce nodded. "I consider it a plume in my war-

bonnet to have deceived you even in that. Bob
Smallwood and I decided that the case needed ex-

traordinary methods, as the developments well have

proved. We believed there was something rotten

in Denmark—but who and where and how to find

out the truth I Forgive my seeming enmity, Mark,

for the sake of the cause."

"If you had tipped me off, I'd have known sooner

that the fair Eve had recommended Webster to

you," the sergeant reflected aloud. "At least you.

might have spared Yukona that step-mother alarm.

Was it all sham, your—ah, 'interest' in the purple

person?"

The smile departed Frederick Bruce's face. "I'll

have to admit something stronger than interest the

first few months," he admitted seriously. "Learn-

ing from friends in the States that she was not really

divorced from Talbott was a body blow. Once I

was sure of her falsity
"
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"Do you know when I became sure of it?" the

sergeant interrupted. "I went up there to dinner

one evening—to decide about her. A strong light

from the lamp fell on her hair. Its wonderful

Titian color wasn't even. It was "

"I know, Mark—badly done." Bruce sighed for

his lost illusions. "She is badly done from high heels

to hennaed hair. The only thing she does absolutely

well is to put blinders on men."

Huxelby believed that. She'd put them on him

—

nearly—Eve of the apples.

"I wonder Yukona didn't call my attention to the

fact that her looks aren't real," he observed rather

indignantly. "She did say once that most widows

were shop-worn, but
"

"Yukona is a wise woman," the father interrupted

with all his old-time pride. "There are some things

that the wise ones never tell on each other—that

they think better to let men discover for them-

selves."

The ensuing pause was profitable beyond its length

for the younger man who, in centering his mind upon

one girl, had so little to unlearn about others.

Bruce continued: "My devotions were an im-

portant part of the game I thought best to play.

In order to give you the fullest possible swing and

a sense of false security to the robbers, I deliberately

appeared to be neglecting division duty. Can't deny

that I suffered some. If you can tune up the wire-

less, now that you have the missing parts, supposQ
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you reinstate me with Regina—tell 'em all about it.'*

For the first time since the sergeant's return, the

two shook hands as friends.

"I'll go to the shack at once," Huxelby agreed

whole-heartedly. "If you want to do me a return

favor in advance, send Yukona around soon as you

see her. I have a lecture to deliver that young lady

which I'm sure you'll approve—upon the folly of

worrying over the conduct of parents."



CHAPTER XXVI

REWARD OR PUNISHMENT?

Just outside the doorway of the wireless cabin,

Yukona paused; looked in. Evidently Huxelby had

installed the missing link of apparatus that would

give the station life. He sat at an improvised desk

of rough boards, his fingers moving the lever of

the sending key. He did not turn so much as the

tip of an ear at her step. She supposed he had not

heard her until, by way of saluting her arrival,

he pressed down the key. At once, with crackling

sounds, a stream of fire poured between the brass

balls of the spark gap—the small thunder of play

lightning.

"I've been informing Dawson that Daylight is at

last on the wireless map," he greeted her. "Shall I

introduce you?"

Turning at last, he waved her in and adjusted the

muffs of the listening-in apparatus to her ears, then

began a rapid movement of the key.

"Now listen closely!"

Yukona strained her ears, but her expectant look

was replaced by one of disappointment. "I don't

hear a word—just buzzings, like a fly shut up in a

bottle."

297
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**Dawson Radio says he is delighted to meet the

constabulary's daughter," Huxelby translated. "He
has heard, says he, of her superlative beauty and

charm. Soon as he's through with our official mes-

sages, he'll be delighted tojsend any personal ones

she may care to entrust to electricity and its twin

brother magnetism."

"Did he really say all that?"

Removing the headpiece, Yukona gaped at him

superstitiously.

"Dotted and dashed it—with special emphasis on

the superlatives. Here's No. i of my official mes-

sages."

On the sheet of paper tendered, she read:

Robert Smallwood, Assistant Commissioner, Regina.

Daylight darkness dispelled. Loot recovered. Prisoners, five.

Hector Trask arrested for murder of John Moors. Ask Seattle to

apply for extradition. I forgive you for the job you and Bruce put

up on me. It helped more than it hindered.

Huxelby.

Only one sentence of this was news to Yukona.

"Bruce—Robert—a job?" she quavered. "Is It

that dad didn't really hate you any more than he

really loved the purple person?"

"They thought," Huxelby explained, "that I'd

work faster unhampered by friendship."

"Then they should have corralled me " she,

indignantly
—"or kept me in Regina."

"Without you— Well, that scrimmage at Huxel-

by Pass might have been the end of the case and,
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incidentally, of me. So it shall be recorded in my
official report."

For a moment she sat silent. Then : "But when I

think what I suffered through not understand-

ing
"

Huxelby's lips opened, as if he had something to

say about suffering, then closed determinedly. On a

fresh sheet of paper, he wrote a second message.

Mrs. John Moors, Seattle, Wash.

At last have got my man. Bringing him to Seattle for trial.

Radium process recovered. Suicide disproved. Home soon.

Marcus Hu.x

His large hand was cov^ered by a small one in the

act of signing and the fraction of his name scratched.

Over his shoulder a sweet voice hummed: "Waste a

word on 'Dearest' to start with and sign it 'Lover.*

That will cheer your poor mother as much as your

news—will tell her how nice and sentimental you

really are."

"Sentimental bosh!"

He looked very much annoyed, but he made the

directed alterations.

A third message he thoughtfully inscribed. "Since

you are so good at signing, try this yourself," he

suggested.

Marietta Match-maker Smallwood, Care Depot Division, Regina.

Congratulations due. He's a non-com, after all. Am marrying

Marcus Huxelby Moors without waiting for discharge or promo-

tion.
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With a nice effect of criticism, Yukona studied

the message, until betrayed by the rose flush that

contrasted so exquisitely with her coloring of ivory

and silver-gold.

"It—it doesn't sound exactly intelligible," she ob-

jected.

"It isn't intelligible until " and he put a pencil

between her fingers
—

"you've affixed your signature.

Come, Dawson is waiting to relay it!"

But she did not oblige him at once. Just a bit

unsteadily she got to her feet. Resentfully the blu«»

eyes blazed into the black.

"You mean this is a—a proposalf
He nodded anxiously, only to shrink back under

the whip-lash of her disquisition.

"It's the meanest thing you ever did, Mark Hux'

elby! The idea of you trying to cheat a poor girl

out of her most sacred right—a decent proposal.

Since knowing you, I've never cared for talkative

men, but you're just a little bit too silent this time.

Here I've waited and wondered for years just how
you'd say it! Heaven knows, I didn't expect much

—should have been satisfied with the formal five

words, respectfully put: 'Will you be my wife?'

But to ask me to sign an announcement telegram

without a word or a thrill on— It's so—so

"Don't you dare say sudden, you little vampire!"

Huxelby was recovering. "You admit that you've

been prepared for years, while I—I've tried all along

to make myself prefer another woman to you.
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Never until the other night in the shadow of the

hedge did I reahze how entirely—how torturingly I

have grown to love you."

"Oh, oh ! That's better I Go on !" she bade him.

"I just had to vamp you, 'Get-me-not. With a con-

viction like mine and a stubbornness like yours, there

was notning else to do."

"And do I hold that against you? Not 1
1"

He went further—possessed himself of the hand

that held the pencil.

"There's plenty of time," he declared, "for a

formal proposal after we are married. You can

teach me exactly how you want it done. As for

thrills
"

His voice lowered. He drew her closer, so that

she would be sure to hear.

"I, too, have learned faith, Yukona. When you

kissed me that night I knew that you were the sub-

stance of all I have hoped for—that you would not

have offered your lips except to him upon whom your

happiness depended. You helped me get myself.

Don't deny me my "

"Your punishment or reward?" she demanded.

"After my man, my woman I"

" 'Get-me-not. . . . 'Get-me-not . .
."

She whispered the old name. But she knew that

he shared her satisfaction In the tender taunt—knew

just how he felt about his victory. True daughter of

the constabulary, she, too, had got her man.

Eleven years ago and now! The two times
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seemed so much the same, only without the agony.

To feel tears rising from her heart from very glad-

ness ... to see a mist in the brilliant eyes down-

bent to understand ... to lift wanted arms around

his neck and press one cheek close to a heart that

hammered at her new confidence. . . .

Neither missed the unspoken words. Too con-

vincing was the evidence of things not seen.

THE END
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